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server addresses, and WINS server addresses in a DHCP address pool········································································· 129 
Command changes ················································································································································································· 129 
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Modified feature: Displaying summary information about interfaces ············································································ 130 
Feature change description ································································································································································· 130 
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Modified command: display ipv6 multicast routing-table ··························································································· 131 


Modified feature: Displaying system version information ··································································································· 131 
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Command changes ················································································································································································· 131 


Modified feature: Dispalying Ethernet interface information ····························································································· 132 
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Modified command: display mpls static-l2vc ···················································································································· 133 


Removed feature: Specifying the service card for forwarding the traffic on a tunnel interface ··························· 134 
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maximum-routes ··········································································································································································· 134 


Modified feature: Configuring the bandwidth restriction and broadcast suppression ratio for a VPLS instance
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New feature: Enabling log file overwrite-protection ················································································································· 15 
Enabling log file overwrite-protection ··············································································································································· 15 
Command reference ·················································································································································································· 15 


info-center logfile overwrite-protection ································································································································· 15 


New feature: ACL-based IPsec ··························································································································································· 16 
Configuring ACL-based IPsec ································································································································································ 16 
Command reference ·················································································································································································· 16 


New feature: IKE ······················································································································································································· 17 
Configuring IKE ···························································································································································································· 17 
Command reference ·················································································································································································· 17 


Modified feature: SNMP commands in FIPS mode···················································································································· 17 
Feature change description ···································································································································································· 17 
Command changes ···················································································································································································· 17 


Modified command: display snmp-agent community ····································································································· 17 
Modified command: snmp-agent community ····················································································································· 17 
Modified command: snmp-agent group ································································································································ 18 
Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } ··································································································· 18 
Modified command: snmp-agent calculate-password ····································································································· 18 
Modified command: snmp-agent sys-info ···························································································································· 19 
Modified command: snmp-agent target-host ····················································································································· 19 
Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user v3 ··················································································································· 20 


Modified feature: Setting a password for a user privilege level ··························································································· 20 
Feature change description ···································································································································································· 20 
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Modified command: super password ······································································································································ 21 


Modified feature: Setting login parameters·································································································································· 21 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


This release has the following changes: 


None. 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3627P04 


This release has the following changes: 


None. 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3627P03 


This release has the following changes: 


None. 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3627P02 


This release has the new feature of TCP fragment attack protection. 
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New feature: TCP fragment attack protection 


Enabling TCP fragment attack protection 


The TCP fragment attack protection function enables the device to drop attack TCP fragments to 


prevent TCP fragment attacks. As defined in RFC 1858, attack TCP fragments refer to the following 


TCP fragments: 


 First fragments in which the TCP header is smaller than 20 bytes. 


 Non-first fragments with a fragment offset of 8 bytes (FO=1). 


Traditional packet filter on the device detects the source and destination IP addresses, source and 


destination ports, and transport layer protocol of the first fragment of a TCP packet. If the first 


fragment passes the detection, all subsequent fragments of the TCP packet are allowed to pass 


through. An attacker can launch TCP fragment attacks through either of the following ways: 


 Make the first fragment small enough to force some TCP header fields into the second 


fragment and set TCP flags illegally in the second fragment. 


 Fabricate a non-first fragment in which the fragment offset is set to 8 bytes and the TCP flags 


are set differently and illegally from those in the first fragment. When the receiving host 


reassembles the fragments, the illegal TCP flags in the non-first fragment overwrite the legal 


TCP flags in the first fragment. 


Because the first fragment does not hit any match in the packet filter, the subsequent fragments 


can all pass through. After the receiving host reassembles the fragments, a TCP fragment attack 


occurs. 


To enable TCP fragment attack protection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable TCP fragment attack 


protection. 


attack-defense tcp fragment 


enable 


By default, TCP fragment attack 


protection is enabled. 


 


Command reference 


attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


Use attack-defense tcp fragment enable to enable TCP fragment attack protection. 


Use undo attack-defense tcp fragment enable to disable TCP fragment attack protection. 


Syntax 


attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


undo attack-defense tcp fragment enable 


Default 


TCP fragment attack protection is enabled. 


Views 


System view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


This command enables the device to drop attack TCP fragments to prevent TCP fragment attacks. 


Examples 


# Enable TCP fragment attack protection. 


<Sysname> System-view 


[Sysname] attack-defense tcp fragment enable 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3627P01 


This release has the new feature of enabling a device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension 


headers. 


New feature: Enabling a device to discard IPv6 packets 


that contain extension headers 


Enabling a device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension 


headers 


This feature enables a device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension headers. The device 


processes such packets according to the card types: 


 If the packets are received by an SPC card, the device discards all of them. 


 If the packets are received by an SPE card, the device discards those to be delivered to the CPU. 


For example, IPv6 packets containing Hop-by-Hop Options headers are discarded. 


To enable a device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension headers: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable the device to discard 


IPv6 packets that contain 


extension headers. 


ipv6 option drop 


enable 


By default, the device does not discard 


IPv6 packets that contain extension 


headers. 


 


Command reference 


ipv6 option drop enable 


Use ipv6 option drop enable to enable a device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension 


headers. 


Use undo ipv6 option drop to disable a device from discarding IPv6 packets that contain 


extension headers. 


Syntax 


ipv6 option drop enable 


undo ipv6 option drop 


Default 


The device does not discard IPv6 packets that contain extension headers. 


Views 


System view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


This feature processes received IPv6 packets that contain extension headers according to the card 


types: 


 If the packets are received by an SPC card, the device discards all of them. 


 If the packets are received by an SPE card, the device discards those to be delivered to the CPU. 


For example, IPv6 packets containing Hop-by-Hop Options headers are discarded. 


Examples 


# Enable the device to discard IPv6 packets that contain extension headers. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 option drop enable 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3627 


This release has the following changes: 


 Modified feature: Brief interface description display 


 Modified features: Brief IP configuration display 


Modified feature: Brief interface description display 


Feature change description 


The description keyword was added to the display interface command. If the interface 


description string includes more than 25 characters, you can use the brief and description 


keywords to display the brief interface information with the entire description string.  


Command changes 


Modified command: display interface 


Old syntax 


display interface interface-type interface-number [ brief ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display interface [ interface-type [ interface -number ] ] [ brief [ description ] ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


If an interface description includes more than 25 characters, you can specify the description 


keyword to display the brief interface information with the entire description string. If you specify 


the brief keyword without description, the command displays only the first 25 characters. 


Modified features: Brief IP configuration display 


Feature change description 


The description keyword was added to the display ip interface brief command. If the interface 


description string includes more than 23 characters, you can use this keyword to display the entire 


description.  
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Command changes 


Modified command: display ip interface brief 


Old syntax 


display ip interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] brief [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display ip interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] brief [ description ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


If the interface description includes more than 23 characters, you must specify the description 


keyword to display the entire string. Without the description keyword, the command displays only 


the first 20 characters and three dots (…). 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3626 


This release has the following changes: 


None. 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3625 


This release has the following changes: 


 Modified feature: BootWare menus 


 Modified feature: Displaying LDP session information 


Modified feature: BootWare menus  


Feature change description 


For higher security, some options were added to the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu and some options in 


the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu were modified. In addition, the password-recovery enable 


command was added to control console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM from 


BootWare menus. For more information about BootWare menus, see Fundamentals Configuration 


Guide. 


Command changes 


New command: password-recovery enable 


Syntax 


password-recovery enable 


undo password-recovery enable 


Views 


System view 


Default level 


3: Manage level 


Description 


Use password-recovery enable to enable password recovery capability. 


Use undo password-recovery enable to disable password recovery capability. 


By default, password recovery capability is enabled. 


Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM 


from BootWare menus. 


If password recovery capability is enabled, a console user can access the device configuration and 


clear the console login password for an access without authentication. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, a console user cannot access the device configuration or 


clear the console login password from BootWare menus, but must restore the factory-default 


configuration before configuring new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration 


deletes the next-startup configuration file. 


To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 
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Table 1 summarizes options whose availability varies with the password recovery capability setting. 


Table 1 BootWare options and password recovery capability compatibility matrix 


BootWare menu 


option 


Password 


recovery 


enabled 


Password 


recovery 


disabled 


Tasks that can be performed 


Download Application 


Program To SDRAM 


And Run 


Yes No 
Load a system software image to SDRAM and 


run it. 


Update User Private File Yes No Download a file to the current storage medium. 


Clear Super Password Yes No 


Clear the console login password so you can log 


in through the console port without 


authentication. 


Skip Current System 


Configuration 
Yes No 


Load the device with the factory-default 


configuration without deleting the next-startup 


configuration file. 


Restore to Factory 


Default Configuration 
No Yes 


Delete the next-startup configuration file and 


load the device with the factory-default 


configuration. 


 


Examples 


# Disable password recovery capability. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] undo password-recovery enable 


Modified feature: Displaying LDP session information 


Feature change description 


The LAM field was deleted from the output of the display mpls ldp session command, as shown in 


the following examples. 


# Display information about all public network LDP sessions. 


Before modification: 


<Sysname> display mpls ldp session 


               LDP Session(s) in Public Network 


 Total number of sessions: 1 


--------------------------------------------------------------------------  


 Peer-ID            Status        LAM  SsnRole  FT   MD5  KA-Sent/Rcv      


--------------------------------------------------------------------------  


 1.1.1.1:0          Operational   DU   Active   Off  Off  4582/4582        


--------------------------------------------------------------------------  


 LAM : Label Advertisement Mode         FT  : Fault Tolerance     


After modification: 


<Sysname> display mpls ldp session 


               LDP Session(s) in Public Network 


 Total number of sessions: 1 
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 Peer-ID                Status         SsnRole  FT   MD5  KA-Sent/Rcv 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 194.200.110.111:65535  Open Received  Active   Off  Off  4294967295/4294967295 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 FT  : Fault Tolerance 


Command changes 


None 
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Release A8800-CMW520-R3623 


This release has the following changes: 


 New feature: Enabling log file overwrite-protection 


 New feature: ACL-based IPsec 


 New feature: IKE 


 Modified feature: SNMP commands in FIPS mode 


 Modified feature: Setting a password for a user privilege level 


 Modified feature: Setting login parameters 


 Modified feature: Verifying file authenticity for upgrading software 


 Modified feature: AAA commands in FIPS mode (AAA) 


 Modified feature: Password control commands in FIPS mode 


 Modified feature: Public key management commands in FIPS mode 


 Modified feature: SSH commands in FIPS mode 


 Modified feature: PKI commands in FIPS mode 


 Modified feature: IPsec commands in FIPS mode 


New feature: Enabling log file overwrite-protection 


Enabling log file overwrite-protection 


In FIPS mode, with log file overwrite-protection enabled, the device will shut down all its physical 


Ethernet ports except the console port, the aux port, and the management Ethernet port when the 


number of log files reaches the upper limit or the storage media have no space available. 


Command reference 


info-center logfile overwrite-protection 


Syntax 


info-center logfile overwrite-protection [ all-port-powerdown ] 


undo info-center logfile overwrite-protection 


View 


System view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


all-port-powerdown: Shuts down all the physical Ethernet ports except the console port, the aux 


port, and the management Ethernet port when the number of log files reaches the upper limit or 


the storage media have no space available. 
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Description 


Use info-center logfile overwrite-protection to enable log file overwrite-protection. When the 


number of log files reaches the upper limit or the storage media have no space available, new logs 


cannot be written into the log files. 


Use undo info-center logfile overwrite-protection to disable log file overwrite-protection. When 


the number of log files reaches the upper limit or the storage media have no space available, the 


device deletes the earliest logs and writes new logs into the log files.  


By default, log file overwrite-protection is disabled.  


Examples 


# Enable overwrite-protection for the log file. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] info-center logfile overwrite-protection 


New feature: ACL-based IPsec 


Configuring ACL-based IPsec 


For more information about this feature, see Security Configuration Guide. 


Command reference 


 connection-name 


 display ipsec session 


 ike-peer (IPsec policy view) 


 ipsec anti-replay check 


 ipsec anti-replay window 


 ipsec decrypt check 


 ipsec invalid-spi-recovery enable 


 ipsec policy (interface view) 


 ipsec sa global-duration 


 ipsec session idle-time 


 pfs 


 policy enable 


 qos pre-classify 


 reset ipsec session 


 reverse-route 


 reverse-route preference 


 reverse-route tag 


 sa duration 


 security acl 


 tunnel local 


 tunnel remote 


For more information about the commands, see Security Command Reference. 
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New feature: IKE 


Configuring IKE 


For more information about this feature, see Security Configuration Guide. 


Command reference 


For more information about IKE commands, see Security Command Reference. 


Modified feature: SNMP commands in FIPS mode 


Feature change description 


Support for FIPS mode was added. In FIPS mode, support for the command keywords and the value 


ranges for arguments are changed. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display snmp-agent community 


Syntax 


display snmp-agent community [ read | write ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: snmp-agent community 


Syntax 


snmp-agent community { read | write } [ cipher ] community-name [ mib-view view-name ] 


[ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


undo snmp-agent community { read | write } [ cipher ] community-name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 
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Modified command: snmp-agent group 


Syntax 


snmp-agent group { v1 | v2c } group-name [ read-view view-name ] [ write-view view-name ] 


[ notify-view view-name ] [ acl acl-number ] 


undo snmp-agent group { v1 | v2c } group-name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } 


Syntax 


snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } user-name group-name [ acl acl-number ] 


undo snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } user-name group-name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


This command is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: snmp-agent calculate-password 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent calculate-password plain-password mode { 3desmd5 | 3dessha | md5 | sha } 


{ local-engineid | specified-engineid engineid } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent calculate-password plain-password mode { 3desmd5 | 3dessha | md5 | sha } 


{ local-engineid | specified-engineid engineid } 


In FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent calculate-password plain-password mode sha { local-engineid | 


specified-engineid engineid } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the 3desmd5, 3dessha, and md5 keywords are deleted. 
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Modified command: snmp-agent sys-info 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent sys-info { contact sys-contact | location sys-location | version { all | { v1 | v2c | 


v3 }* } } 


undo snmp-agent sys-info { contact | location | version { all | { v1 | v2c | v3 }* } } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent sys-info { contact sys-contact | location sys-location | version { all | { v1 | v2c | 


v3 }* } } 


undo snmp-agent sys-info { contact | location | version { all | { v1 | v2c | v3 }* } } 


In FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent sys-info { contact sys-contact | location sys-location | version v3 } 


undo snmp-agent sys-info { contact | location | version v3 } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the all, v1, and v2c keywords are deleted. 


Modified command: snmp-agent target-host 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ udp-port 


port-number ] [ dscp dscp-value ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] params securityname 


security-string [ v1 | v2c | v3 [ authentication | privacy ] ] 


undo snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } 


params securityname security-string [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ udp-port 


port-number ] [ dscp dscp-value ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] params securityname 


security-string [ v1 | v2c | v3 [ authentication | privacy ] ] 


undo snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } 


params securityname security-string [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 


In FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ udp-port 


port-number ] [ dscp dscp-value ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] params securityname 


security-string v3 [ authentication | privacy ]  


undo snmp-agent target-host trap address udp-domain { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } 


params securityname security-string [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
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Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the v1 and v2c keywords are deleted. 


Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user v3 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name [ cipher ] [ authentication-mode { md5 | sha } 


auth-password [ privacy-mode { 3des | aes128 | des56 } priv-password ] ] [ acl acl-number | acl 


ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


undo snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name { local | engineid engineid-string } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name [ cipher ] [ authentication-mode { md5 | sha } 


auth-password [ privacy-mode { 3des | aes128 | des56 } priv-password ] ] [ acl acl-number | acl 


ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


undo snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name { local | engineid engineid-string } 


In FIPS mode: 


snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name [ cipher ] [ authentication-mode sha 


auth-password [ privacy-mode aes128 priv-password ] ] [ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 


ipv6-acl-number ] * 


undo snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name { local | engineid engineid-string } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the md5, 3des, and des56 keywords are deleted. 


Modified feature: Setting a password for a user privilege 


level 


Feature change description 


Support for FIPS mode was added. In FIPS mode, the super password command does not support 


the new keyword hash. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: super password 


Old syntax 


super password [ level user-level ] { cipher | simple } password 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


super password [ level user-level ] [ hash ] { cipher | simple } password 


In FIPS mode: 


super password [ level user-level ] { cipher | simple } password 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Support for FIPS mode was added. 


In non-FIPS mode: 


 The hash keyword was added to provide hash-based password encryption. 


 The length of the password string for the cipher keyword was changed. If you do not specify 


the hash keyword, the password can be a ciphertext string of 1 to 53 characters. If you specify 


the hash keyword, the password must be a ciphertext (hashed form) string of 1 to 110 


characters.  


In FIPS mode: 


 The password for the simple keyword must be a plaintext string of 8 to 16 characters. 


 The password for the cipher keyword can be a ciphertext string of 8 to 53 characters. 


Modified feature: Setting login parameters 


Feature change description 


Support for FIPS was added.  


In FIPS mode, support for the command keywords is different and the following commands are not 


supported: 


 Lock 


 user privilege level 


 set authentication password 
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Command changes 


Modified command: authentication-mode 


Old syntax 


authentication-mode { none | password | scheme } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication-mode { none | password | scheme } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication-mode scheme 


Views 


User interface view 


Change description 


Support for the FIPS mode was added. In FIPS mode, the authentication-mode command does 


not support the none and password keywords and the authentication mode must be scheme. 


Modified command: protocol inbound 


Old syntax 


protocol inbound { all | ssh | telnet } 


undo protocol inbound 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


protocol inbound { all | ssh | telnet } 


In FIPS mode: 


protocol inbound { all | ssh } 


Views 


VTY user interface view 


Change description 


Support for the FIPS mode was added. In FIPS mode, the protocol inbound command does not 


support the telnet keyword. 


Modified command: set authentication password 


Old syntax 


set authentication password { cipher | simple } password 


New syntax 


set authentication password [ hash ] { cipher | simple } password 
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Views 


User interface view 


Change description 


The hash keyword was added. 


In non-FIPS mode: 


 The hash keyword was added to provide hash-based password encryption. 


 The length of the password string for the cipher keyword was changed. If you do not specify 


the hash keyword, the password can be a ciphertext string of 1 to 53 characters. If you specify 


the hash keyword, the password must be a ciphertext (hashed form) string of 1 to 110 


characters.  


In FIPS mode, this command is not supported. 


Modified feature: Verifying file authenticity for 


upgrading software 


Feature change description 


FIPS mode was introduced. In FIPS mode, the system executes the following commands only if the 


files specified with the commands have passed authenticity verification: 


 System software image (commands: boot-loader and boot-loader update slot). 


 BootWare image (command: bootrom update). 


 Patch file or patch package file (commands: patch install and patch load). 


Command changes 


None 


Modified feature: AAA commands in FIPS mode (AAA) 


Feature change description 


In FIPS mode, the supported keywords and value ranges of arguments are changed in the following 


AAA commands: 


 Modified command: accounting default 


 Modified command: accounting lan-access 


 Modified command: accounting login 


 Modified command: accounting portal 


 Modified command: accounting ppp 


 Modified command: authentication default 


 Modified command: authentication lan-access 


 Modified command: authentication login 


 Modified command: authentication portal 
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 Modified command: authentication ppp 


 Modified command: authorization command 


 Modified command: authorization default 


 Modified command: authorization lan-access 


 Modified command: authorization login 


 Modified command: authorization portal 


 Modified command: authorization ppp 


 Modified command: key (HWTACACS scheme view) 


 Modified command: key (RADIUS scheme view) 


 Modified command: password 


 Modified command: primary accounting (RADIUS scheme view) 


 Modified command: primary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


 Modified command: secondary accounting (RADIUS scheme view) 


 Modified command: secondary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Command changes 


Modified command: accounting default 


Old syntax 


accounting default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


accounting default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


accounting default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: accounting lan-access 


Old syntax 


accounting lan-access { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local | none ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 
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accounting lan-access { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local | none ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


accounting lan-access { local | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: accounting login 


Old syntax 


accounting login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


accounting login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


accounting login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | radius-scheme 


radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: accounting portal 


Old syntax 


accounting portal { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


accounting portal { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


accounting portal { local | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 
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Modified command: accounting ppp 


Old syntax 


accounting ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


accounting ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


accounting ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | radius-scheme 


radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authentication default 


Old syntax 


authentication default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authentication lan-access 


Old syntax 


authentication lan-access { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local | 


none ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 
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authentication lan-access { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local | 


none ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication lan-access { local | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authentication login 


Old syntax 


authentication login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authentication portal 


Old syntax 


authentication portal { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication portal { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication portal { local | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 
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Modified command: authentication ppp 


Old syntax 


authentication ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authentication ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authentication ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authorization command 


Old syntax 


authorization command { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local | none ] | local | 


none } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authorization command { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local | none ] | local | 


none } 


In FIPS mode: 


authorization command { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authorization default 


Old syntax 


authorization default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 
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authorization default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authorization default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authorization lan-access 


Old syntax 


authorization lan-access { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local | none ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authorization lan-access { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local | none ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authorization lan-access { local | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authorization login 


Old syntax 


authorization login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authorization login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authorization login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 
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Modified command: authorization portal 


Old syntax 


authorization portal { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authorization portal { local | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authorization portal { local | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: authorization ppp 


Old syntax 


authorization ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


authorization ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | none | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


In FIPS mode: 


authorization ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name [ local ] | local | 


radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] } 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Change description 


The none keyword is not supported in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: key (HWTACACS scheme view) 


Syntax 


key { accounting | authentication | authorization } [ cipher | simple ] key 


Views 


HWTACACS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext 


password is a string of 1 to 255 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, 
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numbers, and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string 


of 1 to 373 characters. For example, $c$3$U1lzUj+SB3Xhbr9e6NFyGOUavUg2zQ==. When the 


cipher keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed 


in cipher text. 


In FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext password is 


a string of 8 to 255 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numbers, 


and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string of 8 to 


373 characters. For example, $c$3$U1lzUj+SB3Xhbr9e6NFyGOUavUg2zQ==. When the cipher 


keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed in cipher 


text. 


Modified command: key (RADIUS scheme view) 


Syntax 


key { accounting | authentication } [ cipher | simple ] key 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext 


password is a string of 1 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, 


numbers, and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string 


of 1 to 117 characters. For example, 


$c$3$/hr1vGFz68Q1Xys1pYCmh9ZMK9bBJfu2Z0QHMbpLgUY=. When the cipher keyword is 


not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed in cipher text. 


In FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext password is 


a string of 8 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numbers, and 


special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string of 8 to 117 


characters. For example, $c$3$/hr1vGFz68Q1Xys1pYCmh9ZMK9bBJfu2Z0QHMbpLgUY=. When 


the cipher keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is 


displayed in cipher text. 


Modified command: password 


Old syntax 


password [ { cipher | simple } password ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


password [ [ hash ] { cipher | simple } password ] 


In FIPS mode: 


password 


Views 


Local user view 


Change description 


The hash, cipher, simple, and password parameters are not supported in FIPS mode. 
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If the password command is used without any parameter, you enter the interactive mode to set a 


password for the local user. The interactive mode is supported only after the password control 


feature is globally enabled by using the password-control enable command. For more 


information about password control commands, see Security Command Reference. 


When the password control feature is globally enabled, local user passwords, such as the length 


and complexity, are under the restriction of the password control feature and are not displayed.  


Modified command: primary accounting (RADIUS scheme view) 


Syntax 


primary accounting { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] key 


| vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext 


password is a string of 1 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, 


numbers, and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string 


of 1 to 117 characters. For example, 


$c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When the cipher keyword is not 


specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed in cipher text. 


In FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext password is 


a string of 8 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numbers, and 


special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string of 8 to 117 


characters. For example, $c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When 


the cipher keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is 


displayed in cipher text. 


Modified command: primary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Syntax 


primary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] 


key | probe username name [ interval interval ] | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext 


password is a string of 1 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, 


numbers, and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string 


of 1 to 117 characters. For example, 


$c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When the cipher keyword is not 


specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed in cipher text. 


In FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext password is 


a string of 8 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numbers, and 


special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string of 8 to 117 
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characters. For example, $c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When 


the cipher keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is 


displayed in cipher text. 


Modified command: secondary accounting (RADIUS scheme view) 


Syntax 


secondary accounting { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] 


key | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext 


password is a string of 1 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, 


numbers, and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string 


of 1 to 117 characters. For example, 


$c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When the cipher keyword is not 


specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed in cipher text. 


In FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext password is 


a string of 8 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numbers, and 


special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string of 8 to 117 


characters. For example, $c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When 


the cipher keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is 


displayed in cipher text. 


Modified command: secondary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Syntax 


secondary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | 


simple ] key | probe username name [ interval interval ] | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext 


password is a string of 1 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, 


numbers, and special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string 


of 1 to 117 characters. For example, 


$c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When the cipher keyword is not 


specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is displayed in cipher text. 


In FIPS mode, the key argument specifies a case-sensitive shared key string. A plaintext password is 


a string of 8 to 64 characters and must contain upper-case letters, lower-case letters, numbers, and 


special characters. For example, AAbbccdd1234%. A ciphertext password is a string of 8 to 117 


characters. For example, $c$3$YFp1ashx3vPmYuN9SoUXO9ZRR5Ge6syBEnTKzPnc/b4=. When 


the cipher keyword is not specified, the key argument is a plaintext shared key string and is 


displayed in cipher text. 
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Modified feature: Password control commands in FIPS 


mode 


Feature change description 


Support for FIPS mode was added. In FIPS mode, the value ranges for arguments are changed in 


the following password control commands: 


 Modified command: password-control composition 


 Modified command: password-control length 


 Modified command: password-control super composition 


 Modified command: password-control super length 


Command changes 


Modified command: password-control composition 


Syntax 


password-control composition type-number type-number [ type-length type-length ] 


Views 


System view, user group view, local user view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode: 


 The value range for the type-number argument is 1 to 4. 


 By default, the global password composition policy is that a password must contain at least 


one type of characters and each type must contain at least one character. The default 


password composition policy of a user group is the same as the global policy. The default 


password composition policy of a local user is the same as the user group to which the local 


user belongs. If no password composition policy is configured for the user group, the local 


user uses the global policy. 


In FIPS mode: 


 The value for the type-number argument must be 4. 


 By default, the global password composition policy is that a password must contain at least 


four types of characters and each type must contain at least one character. The default 


password composition policy of a user group is the same as the global policy. The default 


password composition policy of a local user is the same as the user group to which the local 


user belongs. If no password composition policy is configured for the user group, the local 


user uses the global policy. 


Modified command: password-control length 


Syntax 


password-control length length 
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Views 


System view, user group view, local user view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the length argument is 4 to 32. 


After modification: The value range for the length argument is 4 to 32 in non-FIPS mode and 8 to 


32 in FIPS mode. 


Modified command: password-control super composition 


Syntax 


password-control super composition type-number type-number [ type-length type-length ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode: 


 The value range for the type-number argument is 1 to 4. 


 By default, a super password must contain at least one type of characters and each type must 


contain at least one character. 


In FIPS mode: 


 The value for the type-number argument must be 4. 


 By default, a super password must contain at least four types of characters and each type must 


contain at least one character. 


Modified command: password-control super length 


Syntax 


password-control super length length 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The value range for the length argument is 4 to 16. 


After modification: The value range for the length argument is 4 to 16 in non-FIPS mode and 8 to 


16 in FIPS mode. 


Modified feature: Public key management commands 


in FIPS mode 


Feature change description 


In FIPS mode, the keywords or the value ranges for arguments are changed in the following public 


key management commands: 
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 Modified command: public-key local create 


 Modified command: public-key local export rsa 


Command changes 


Modified command: public-key local create 


Syntax 


public-key local create { dsa | rsa } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the key modulus length is in the range of 512 bits to 2048 bits and defaults to 


1024 bits. 


In FIPS mode, the DSA key modulus length is in the range of 1024 bits to 2048 bits and defaults to 


1024 bits. The RSA key modulus length is always 2048 bits. When you create a key pair, if a key pair 


of the same type already exists, you are asked whether to overwrite the existing one. 


Modified command: public-key local export rsa 


Old syntax 


public-key local export rsa { openssh | ssh1 | ssh2 } [ filename ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


public-key local export rsa { openssh | ssh1 | ssh2 } [ filename ] 


In FIPS mode: 


public-key local export rsa { openssh | ssh2 } [ filename ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the ssh1 keyword is not supported. 


Modified feature: SSH commands in FIPS mode 


Feature modification description 


Support for FIPS mode was added. In FIPS mode, support for keywords is changed in the following 


SSH commands: 


 Modified command: scp 


 Modified command: ssh user 


 Modified command: ssh2 
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 Modified command: sftp 


Command changes 


Modified command: scp 


Old syntax 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] { get | put } source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | 


aes128 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 


{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] { get | put } source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | 


aes128 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 


{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] { get | put } source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key rsa | prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | 


aes256 } | prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher 


{ aes128 | aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The following keywords are added in FIPS mode: 


 prefer-ctos-cipher aes256: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


aes256-cbc when an SCP client establishes a connection with the server. 


 prefer-stoc-cipher aes256: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


aes256-cbc when an SCP client establishes a connection with the server. 


The following keywords are deleted in FIPS mode: 


 identity-key dsa: Specifies the publickey algorithm as dsa for publickey authentication. 


 prefer-ctos-cipher 3des: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


3des-cbc.  


 prefer-ctos-cipher des: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


des-cbc. prefer-ctos-hmac md5: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5. 


 prefer-ctos-hmac md5-96: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5-96. 


 prefer-kex dh-group-exchange: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm as 


diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1 
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 prefer-kex dh-group1: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm as 


diffie-hellman-group1-sha1. 


 prefer-stoc-cipher 3des: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


3des-cbc.  


 prefer-stoc-cipher des: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


des-cbc.  


 prefer-stoc-hmac md5: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5. 


 prefer-stoc-hmac md5-96: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5-96. 


Modified command: ssh user 


Old syntax 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } } 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } } 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | password-publickey 


assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } } 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | 


password-publickey assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } work-directory 


directory-name } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, any authentication and publickey authentication are not available. 


Modified command: ssh2 


Old syntax 


ssh2 [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 
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dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ssh2 [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


ssh2 [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key rsa | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | 


aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The following keywords are added in FIPS mode: 


 prefer-ctos-cipher aes256: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


aes256-cbc when an SSH client establishes a connection with the server. 


 prefer-stoc-cipher aes256: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


aes256-cbc when an SSH client establishes a connection with the server. 


The following keywords are deleted in FIPS mode: 


 identity-key dsa: Specifies the publickey algorithm as dsa for publickey authentication. 


 prefer-ctos-cipher 3des: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


3des-cbc.  


 prefer-ctos-cipher des: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


des-cbc. 


 prefer-ctos-hmac md5: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5. 


 prefer-ctos-hmac md5-96: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5-96. 


 prefer-kex dh-group-exchange: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm as 


diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1 


 prefer-kex dh-group1: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm as 


diffie-hellman-group1-sha1. 


 prefer-stoc-cipher 3des: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


3des-cbc.  


 prefer-stoc-cipher des: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


des-cbc.  


 prefer-stoc-hmac md5: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5. 
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 prefer-stoc-hmac md5-96: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5-96. 


Modified command: sftp 


Old syntax 


sftp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


sftp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


In FIPS mode: 


sftp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key rsa | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { aes128 | aes256 } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex dh-group14 | prefer-stoc-cipher { aes128 | 


aes256 } | prefer-stoc-hmac { sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


The following keywords are added in FIPS mode: 


 prefer-ctos-cipher aes256: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


aes256-cbc when an SFTP client establishes a connection with the server. 


 prefer-stoc-cipher aes256: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


aes256-cbc when an SFTP client establishes a connection with the server. 


The following keywords are deleted in FIPS mode: 


 identity-key dsa: Specifies the publickey algorithm as dsa for publickey authentication. 


 prefer-ctos-cipher 3des: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


3des-cbc.  


 prefer-ctos-cipher des: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm as 


des-cbc. prefer-ctos-hmac md5: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5. 


 prefer-ctos-hmac md5-96: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5-96. 


 prefer-kex dh-group-exchange: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm as 


diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1 


 prefer-kex dh-group1: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm as 


diffie-hellman-group1-sha1. 
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 prefer-stoc-cipher 3des: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


3des-cbc.  


 prefer-stoc-cipher des: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm as 


des-cbc.  


 prefer-stoc-hmac md5: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5. 


 prefer-stoc-hmac md5-96: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm as 


hmac-md5-96. 


Modified feature: PKI commands in FIPS mode 


Feature change description 


In FIPS mode, the value range for the key-length argument is changed in the certificate request 


mode command. 


Command changes 


Modified command: certificate request mode 


Syntax 


certificate request mode { auto [ key-length key-length | password { cipher | simple } 


password ] * | manual } 


View 


PKI domain view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the value range for the key-length argument is 512 to 2048 bits. In FIPS mode, 


the value for the key-length argument is fixed to 2048 bits.  


Modified feature: IPsec commands in FIPS mode 


Feature change description 


In FIPS mode, support for keywords is changed in the following IPsec commands: 


 Modified command: ah authentication-algorithm 


 Modified command: display ipsec sa 


 Modified command: esp authentication-algorithm 


 Modified command: esp encryption-algorithm 


 Modified command: ipsec policy (system view) 


 Modified command: ipsec transform-set 


 Modified command: reset ipsec sa 


 Modified command: sa authentication-hex 


 Modified command: sa encryption-hex 
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 Modified command: transform-set (IPsec policy view) 


 Modified command: transform 


In FIPS mode, the sa string-key command is not supported. 


Command changes 


Modified command: ah authentication-algorithm 


Old syntax 


ah authentication-algorithm { md5 | sha1 } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ah authentication-algorithm { md5 | sha1 } 


In FIPS mode: 


ah authentication-algorithm sha1 


Views 


IPsec transform set view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the MD5 authentication algorithm is not supported, and the AH protocol uses the 


SHA-1 authentication algorithm by default. 


Modified command: display ipsec sa 


Old syntax 


display ipsec sa [ brief | policy policy-name [ seq-number ] ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


display ipsec sa [ brief | policy policy-name [ seq-number ] ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


In FIPS mode: 


display ipsec sa [ brief | policy policy-name [ seq-number ] | remote ip-address ] [ | { begin | 


exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


Before modification: The display ipsec sa command cannot display SA information for a specific 


peer IP address. 


Before modification: In FIPS mode, the display ipsec sa command can display SA information for a 


specific peer IP address. 
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Modified command: esp authentication-algorithm 


Old syntax 


esp authentication-algorithm { md5 | sha1 } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


esp authentication-algorithm { md5 | sha1 } 


In FIPS mode: 


esp authentication-algorithm sha1 


Views 


IPsec transform set view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the MD5 authentication algorithm is not supported, and the ESP protocol uses the 


SHA-1 authentication algorithm by default. 


In non-FIPS mode, you can specify an authentication algorithm, an encryption algorithm, or both 


for ESP. In FIPS mode, you must specify both an authentication algorithm and an encryption 


algorithm for ESP. 


Modified command: esp encryption-algorithm 


Old syntax 


esp encryption-algorithm { 3des | aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | aes-cbc-256 | des } 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


esp encryption-algorithm { 3des | aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | aes-cbc-256 | des } 


In FIPS mode: 


esp encryption-algorithm { aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | aes-cbc-256 } 


Views 


IPsec transform set view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the 3DES and DES algorithms are not supported, and the ESP protocol uses the 


AES-CBC-128 encryption algorithm by default. 


Modified command: ipsec policy (system view) 


Old syntax 


ipsec policy policy-name seq-number [ manual ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


ipsec policy policy-name seq-number [ manual ] 
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In FIPS mode: 


ipsec policy policy-name seq-number [ isakmp | manual ] 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode, the isakmp keyword is added to the ipsec policy command to create SAs through 


IKE negotiation. 


Modified command: ipsec transform-set 


Syntax 


ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, an IPsec transform set created by this command uses the ESP security protocol, 


the DES encryption algorithm, and the MD5 authentication algorithm by default. 


In FIPS mode, an IPsec transform set created by this command uses the ESP security protocol, the 


AES-CBC-128 encryption algorithm, and the SHA1 authentication algorithm by default. 


Modified command: reset ipsec sa 


Old syntax 


reset ipsec sa [ policy policy-name [ seq-number ] ] 


New syntax 


In non-FIPS mode: 


reset ipsec sa [ policy policy-name [ seq-number ] ] 


In FIPS mode: 


reset ipsec sa [ parameters dest-address protocol spi | policy policy-name [ seq-number ] | remote 


ip-address ] 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


Before modification: The reset ipsec sa command clears manually established IPsec SAs. 


After modification: The reset ipsec sa command can clear manually established or IKE negotiated 


IPsec SAs. If you do not specify any parameters, the command clears all IPsec SAs. 


 Immediately after a manually established SA is cleared, the system automatically sets up a new 


SA based on the parameters of the IPsec policy. 


 After IKE negotiated SAs are cleared, the system sets up new SAs when IKE negotiation is 


triggered by packets.  
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 IPsec SAs appear in pairs. If you specify the parameters keyword to clear an IPsec SA, the 


IPsec SA in the other direction is also cleared. 


Modified command: sa authentication-hex 


Syntax 


sa authentication-hex { inbound | outbound } { ah | esp } [ cipher string-key | simple hex-key ]  


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the string-key argument is a string of 1 to 117 characters. The hex-key argument 


is case insensitive and in plain text, and must be a 16-byte hexadecimal string for MD5 and a 


20-byte hexadecimal string for SHA1. 


In FIPS mode, the string-key argument is a string of 8 to 117 characters. The hex-key argument is 


case insensitive and in plain text, and must be a 20-byte SHA1 hexadecimal string. 


Modified command: sa encryption-hex 


Syntax 


sa encryption-hex { inbound | outbound } esp [ cipher string-key | simple string-key ] 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


In non-FIPS mode, the string-key argument is a string of 1 to 117 characters. The hex-key argument 


is case insensitive and in plain text, and must be a 8-byte hexadecimal string for DES-CBC, 16-byte 


hexadecimal string for AES128-CBC, and a 24-byte hexadecimal string for 3DES-CBC and 


AES192-CBC, and a 32-byte hexadecimal string for AES256-CBC. 


In FIPS mode, the string-key argument is a string of 8 to 117 characters. The hex-key argument is 


case insensitive and in plain text, and must be a 16-byte hexadecimal string for AES128-CBC, 


24-byte hexadecimal string for AES192-CBC, and a 32-byte hexadecimal string for AES256-CBC. 


Modified command: transform-set (IPsec policy view) 


Old syntax 


transform-set transform-set-name 


New syntax 


transform-set transform-set-name&<1-6> 


Views 


IPsec policy view 


Change description 


Before modification: An IPsec policy supports only the manual mode. You can specify only one 


IPsec transform set for an IPsec policy. 
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After modification: An IPsec policy supports the IKE (isakmp) mode. In IKE mode, you can specify 


up to six IPsec transform sets for an IPsec policy. During negotiation, IKE searches for a fully 


matched IPsec transform set. 


Modified command: transform 


Syntax 


transform { ah | ah-esp | esp } 


undo transform 


View 


IPsec transform set view 


Change description 


In FIPS mode: 


 If only ESP is used, ESP uses the AES-128 encryption algorithm and the SHA1 authentication 


algorithm by default. 


 If only AH is used, AH uses the SHA1 authentication algorithm by default. 


 If both ESP and AH are used, ESP uses the AES-128 encryption algorithm and the SHA1 


authentication algorithm by default, and AH uses the SHA1 authentication algorithm by 


default. 


In non-FIPS mode: 


 If only ESP is used, ESP uses the DES encryption algorithm and the MD5 authentication 


algorithm by default. 


 If only AH is used, AH uses the MD5 authentication algorithm by default. 


 If both ESP and AH are used, ESP uses the DES encryption algorithm and no authentication 


algorithm by default, and AH uses the MD5 authentication algorithm by default. 
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Release A8800-CMW520-E3622 


This release has the following changes: 


 Specifying the IP address of a server for DHCP clients 


 New feature: Specifying the source interface for DNS packets 


 New feature: Configuring TCP path MTU discovery 


 New feature: Enabling sending ICMPv6 redirect packets 


 New feature: Enabling router renumbering 


 New feature: IPv6 ACL support for SNMP 


 New feature: Ethernet OAM remote loopback 


 New feature: Ethernet OAM connection detection timers 


 New feature: Smart Link 


 New feature: Monitor Link 


 New feature: Enabling the VRRP LVF to take over the role of the AVF upon track entry state 


change 


 New feature: ARP entry backup for a specific IPv4 VRRP group 


 New feature: Specifying the source interface for sending VRRP packets of the specified IPv4 


VRRP group 


 New feature: Associating a track entry with the control packet mode BFD session 


 New feature: Host-monitor 


 New feature: Configuring MP to use strict load sharing 


 New feature: Bulk configuring interfaces 


 New feature: Configuring the protective action for alarms 


 New feature: Configuring damping on an Ethernet interface 


 New feature: Assigning a high priority to IS-IS routes 


 New feature: Ignoring the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of BGP routes 


 New feature: Configuring DSCP for protocol packets 


 New feature: Configuring the MAC address move function 


 New feature: Configuring a static VPLS instance 


 New feature: Configuring SVC MPLS L2VPN 


 New feature: Configuring MPLS L3VPN FRR 


 New feature: Configuring a preferred tunnel for a tunnel interface 


 New feature: ARP packet source MAC consistency check 


 New feature: Specifying an ISP domain for users with unknown domain names 


 New feature: Critical VLAN 


 New feature: Specifying the NAS-Port-ID for an interface 


 New feature: Configuring the device as an SCP client 


 New feature: Specifying the service type for SSH users as SCP 


 New feature: Remark configuration for ACL rules 
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 New feature: Displaying historical alarm information 


 New feature: Displaying information about IPv6 local PBR and IPv6 interface PBR 


 Modified feature: MFR/FR interface (subinterface) support for NAT and NetStream 


 Modified feature: NAT reverse sticky 


 Modified feature: SPC card support for NAT 


 Modified feature: SPE card support for URPF check when natural mask support for ARP 


requests is disabled 


 Modified feature: Support for a ciphertext key of the BIMS server 


 Modified feature: Support for subinterface QoS on subcards 


 Modified feature: Support of Ethernet OAM for Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces 


 Modified feature: Support for an SNMP community name set in cipher text 


 Modified feature: Adding a limitation for traffic mirroring 


 Modified feature: RADIUS authentication/authorization server status detection 


 Modified feature: Configuring CA certificate to verify the client certificate 


 Modified feature: Configuring the preferred compression algorithm for Stelnet/SFTP 


connection 


 Modified feature: displaying session entries for specific conditions 


 Modified feature: Support for ARP packet filtering on SPE cards 


 Modified feature: Interface support for IPv4 strict URPF check on SPC cards 


 Modified feature: URPF check on ARP packets 


 Modified feature: Configuring the advertisable TLV types 


 Modified feature: Configuring enhanced OSPF features 


 Modified feature: Configuring enhanced routing policy features 


 Modified feature: Specifying a BGP router ID 


 Modified feature: IPsec transform set commands 


 Modified feature: AES encryption algorithm configuration command 


 Modified feature: Dynamic IPv4 source guard commands 


 Modified feature: MPLS display commands 


 Modified feature: MPLS L2VPN control word function 


 Modified feature: Modifying the parameters in the undo commands for specifying gateway 


addresses, DNS server addresses, and WINS server addresses in a DHCP address pool 


 Modified feature: Displaying summary information about interfaces 


 Modified feature: Displaying the prefix length of an IPv6 multicast group address 


 Modified feature: Displaying system version information 


 Modified feature: Dispalying Ethernet interface information 


 Modified feature: Displaying CR-LSP information on the specified type of node 


 Modified feature: Displaying SVC information for a service instance 


 Removed feature: Specifying the service card for forwarding the traffic on a tunnel interface 


 Removed feature: Configuring the maximum number of OSPF routes 
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 Modified feature: Configuring the bandwidth restriction and broadcast suppression ratio for a 


VPLS instance 


Specifying the IP address of a server for DHCP clients 


Some DHCP clients need to obtain configuration information from a server, such as the TFTP server. 


You can specify the IP address of that server in each address pool of the DHCP server. The DHCP 


server sends the server's IP address to DHCP clients along with other configuration information. 


To specify the IP address of a server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter DHCP address pool view. 
dhcp server ip-pool pool-name 


[ extended ] 
N/A 


3. Specify the IP address of a 


server. 
next-server ip-address Not specified by default. 


 


Command reference 


New command: next-server 


Use next-server to specify the IP address of a server for DHCP clients. 


Use undo next-server to remove the server's IP address from the DHCP address pool. 


Syntax 


next-server ip-address 


undo next-server 


Default 


No server's IP address is specified in the address pool on the DHCP server. 


Views 


DHCP address pool view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a server. 


Usage guidelines 


If you execute this command multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Specify IP address of a server as 1.1.1.1 in DHCP address pool 0. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] dhcp server ip-pool 0 


[Sysname-dhcp-pool-0] next-server 1.1.1.1 
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Related commands 


 dhcp server ip-pool 


 display dhcp server tree 


New feature: Specifying the source interface for DNS 


packets 


Specifying the source interface for DNS packets 


By default, the device uses the primary IP address of the output interface of the matching route as 


the source IP address of a DNS request. Therefore, the source IP address of the DNS packets may 


vary with DNS servers. In some scenarios, the DNS server only responds to DNS requests sourced 


from a specific IP address. In such cases, you must specify the source interface for the DNS packets 


so that the device can always uses the primary IP address of the specified source interface as the 


source IP address of DNS packets. 


To specify the source interface for DNS packets: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Specify the source interface 


for DNS packets. 


dns source-interface 


interface-type 


interface-number 


By default, no source interface for DNS 


packets is specified. The device uses the 


primary IP address of the output interface 


of the matching route as the source IP 


address of a DNS request. 


 


Command reference 


New command: dns source-interface 


Use dns source-interface to specify the source interface for DNS packets. 


Use undo dns source-interface to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dns source-interface interface-type interface-number 


undo dns source-interface 


Default 


No source interface for DNS packets is specified. The device uses the primary IP address of the 


output interface of the matching route as the source IP address of a DNS request. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2. System level 
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Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


Usage guidelines 


The device uses the primary IP address of the specified source interface as the source IP address of 


a DNS request, which however is still forwarded through the output interface of the matching 


route. 


Examples 


# Specify interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 as the source interface of DNS requests. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] dns source-interface GigabitEthernet3/1/1 


New feature: Configuring TCP path MTU discovery 


Configuring TCP path MTU discovery 


TCP path MTU discovery (in RFC 1191) discovers the path MTU between the source and destination 


ends of a TCP connection. It works as follows: 


1. A TCP source device sends a packet with the Don't Fragment (DF) bit set. 


2. A router that fails to forward the packet because it exceeds the MTU on the outgoing interface 


discards the packet and returns an ICMP error message, which contains the MTU of the 


outgoing interface. 


3. Upon receiving the ICMP message, the TCP source device calculates the current path MTU of 


the TCP connection. 


4. The TCP source device sends subsequent TCP segments that each are smaller than the MSS 


(MSS = path MTU – IP header length – TCP header length). 
 


 NOTE: 


 If the TCP source device still receives ICMP error messages when the MSS is smaller than 32 


bytes, the TCP source device will fragment packets. 


 An ICMP error message received from a router that does not support RFC 1191 has the MTU of 


the outgoing interface set to 0. Upon receiving the ICMP message, the TCP source device 


selects the path MTU smaller than the current path MTU from the MTU table as described in 


RFC 1191 to calculate the TCP MSS. The MTU table contains MTUs of 68, 296, 508, 1006, 1280, 


1492, 2002, 4352, 8166, 17914, 32000, and 65535 bytes. Because the minimum TCP MSS 


specified by the system is 32 bytes, the actual minimum MTU is 72 bytes. 
 


After you enable TCP path MTU discovery, all new TCP connections will detect the path MTU. The 


device uses the path MTU to calculate the MSS to avoid IP fragmentation. 


The path MTU uses an aging mechanism to make sure that the source device can increase the path 


MTU when the minimum link MTU on the path increases: 


 When the TCP source device receives an ICMP error message, it reduces the path MTU and 


starts an age timer for the path MTU. 


 After the age timer expires, the source device uses a larger MSS in the MTU table as described 


in RFC 1191. 
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 If no ICMP error message is received within two minutes, the source device increases the MSS 


again until the MSS is as large as the MSS negotiated during TCP three-way handshake. 


To enable TCP path MTU discovery: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable TCP path MTU 


discovery. 


tcp path-mtu-discovery [ aging 


minutes | no-aging ] 
Disabled by default. 


 


 IMPORTANT: 


All devices on the TCP path must be enabled to send ICMP error messages by using the ip 


unreachables enable command. 
 


Command reference 


New command: tcp path-mtu-discovery 


Use tcp path-mtu-discovery to enable TCP path MTU discovery. 


Use undo tcp path-mtu-discovery to disable TCP path MTU discovery, and disable all running 


path MTU timers. New TCP connections do not perform TCP path MTU discovery but existing TCP 


connections can still use TCP path MTU discovery. 


Syntax 


tcp path-mtu-discovery [ aging minutes | no-aging ] 


undo tcp path-mtu-discovery 


Default 


TCP path MTU discovery is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


aging minutes: Sets the aging time of the path MTU, in the range of 10 to 30 minutes. The default 


aging time is 10 minutes. 


no-aging: Does not age out the path MTU. 


Examples 


# Enable TCP path MTU discovery and set the path MTU aging time to 20 minutes. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] tcp path-mtu-discovery aging 20 
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New feature: Enabling sending ICMPv6 redirect 


packets 


Enabling sending ICMPv6 redirect packets 


When a device receives a large number of attack packets that require the device to send ICMPv6 


redirect packets, the device's performance is degraded for processing these packets. To protect the 


device from such attacks, you can use the undo form of the following command to disable sending 


ICMPV6 redirect packets. 


To enable sending ICMPv6 redirect packets: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view system-view N/A 


2. Enable sending ICMPv6 


redirect packets. 
ipv6 redirects enable 


Optional. 


By default, this function is disabled. 


 


Command reference 


New command: ipv6 redirects enable 


Use ipv6 redirects enable to enable sending ICMPv6 redirect packets. 


Use undo ipv6 redirects to disable sending ICMPv6 redirect packets. 


Syntax 


ipv6 redirects enable 


undo ipv6 redirects 


Default 


Sending ICMPv6 redirect packets is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


System level 


Parameters 


None 


Examples 


# Enable sending ICMPv6 redirect packets. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 redirects enable 
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New feature: Enabling router renumbering 


Enabling router renumbering 


Router renumbering enables you to change the prefix information on multiple routers from a single 


router. The router sends router renumbering (RR) messages to other routers to change prefixes. 


Figure 1 Network diagram 


 
 


As shown in Figure 1, Router A sends RR messages to Routers B, C, and D to change their prefix 


information in RAs sent during auto-configuration. You must enable router renumbering on Routers 


B, C, and D's interfaces connected to Router A. 


To enable router renumbering: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface view or Layer 


3 Ethernet interface view. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


3. Enable router renumbering. ipv6 router-renumber enable Disabled by default. 


 


Command reference 


New command: ipv6 router-renumber enable 


Use ipv6 router-renumber enable to enable router renumbering on the interface. When a device 


receives a legitimate RR message, it renumbers the prefixes and IP addresses of all Layer 3 


interfaces that are enabled with router renumbering. 


Use undo ipv6 router-renumber enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 router-renumber enable 


undo ipv6 router-renumber enable 


Default 


Router renumbering is disabled. 


Router A


Router B Router C Router D
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Views 


VLAN interface view, Layer 3 Ethernet interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


None 


Examples 


# Enable router renumbering on interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] ipv6 router-renumber enable 


New feature: IPv6 ACL support for SNMP 


Using IPv6 ACL for SNMP access control 


You can use an IPv6 basic ACL for a community name, community group, or a community username 


to control the NMSs' access to the SNMP agent.  


Command reference 


Modified command: snmp-agent community 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent community { read | write } community-name [ acl acl-number | mib-view 


view-name ] * 


New syntax 


snmp-agent community { read | write } [ cipher ] community-name [ mib-view view-name ] 


[ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: An IPv4 basic ACL can be used to filter NMSs by source IPv4 address. In the 


specified community, only the NMSs with the IP addresses permitted by the ACL can access the 


SNMP agent. 


After modification: The acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number option is added to filter NMSs by source IPv6 


address. In the specified community, only the NMSs with the IPv6 addresses permitted by the ACL 


can access the SNMP agent. 


Modified command: snmp-agent group 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent group { v1 | v2c } group-name [ read-view view-name ] [ write-view view-name ] 


[ notify-view view-name] [ acl acl-number ] 
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snmp-agent group v3 group-name [ authentication | privacy ] [ read-view view-name ] 


[ write-view view-name ] [ notify-view view-name ] [ acl acl-number ] 


New syntax 


snmp-agent group { v1 | v2c } group-name [ read-view view-name ] [ write-view view-name ] 


[ notify-view view-name] [ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


snmp-agent group v3 group-name [ authentication | privacy ] [ read-view view-name ] 


[ write-view view-name ] [ notify-view view-name ] [ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: An IPv4 basic ACL can be specified for an SNMP group. In the specified SNMP 


group, only the NMSs with the IP addresses permitted by the ACL can access the SNMP agent. 


After modification: The acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number option is added to filter NMSs by source IPv6 


address. In the specified SNMP group, only the NMSs with the IPv6 addresses permitted by the ACL 


can access the SNMP agent. 


Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } user-name group-name [ acl acl-number ] 


New syntax 


snmp-agent usm-user { v1 | v2c } user-name group-name [ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 


ipv6-acl-number ] * 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: If an IPv4 basic ACL is specified for the SNMP user, only the NMSs with the 


IPv4 addresses permitted by the ACL can use the specified username to access the SNMP agent. 


After modification: The acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number option is added to filter NMSs by source IPv6 


address. Only the NMSs with the IPv6 addresses permitted by the ACL can use the specified 


username to access the SNMP agent. 


Modified command: snmp-agent usm-user v3 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name [ [ cipher ] [authentication-mode { md5 | 


sha } auth-password [ privacy-mode { 3des | aes128 | des56 } priv-password ] ] [ acl acl-number ] 


New syntax 


snmp-agent usm-user v3 user-name group-name [ [ cipher ] [authentication-mode { md5 | 


sha } auth-password [ privacy-mode { 3des | aes128 | des56 } priv-password ] ] [ acl acl-number | 


acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


Views 


System view 
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Change description 


Before modification: If an IPv4 basic ACL is specified for the SNMP user, only the NMSs with the 


IPv4 addresses permitted by the ACL can use the specified username to access the SNMP agent. 


After modification: The acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number option is added to filter NMSs by source IPv6 


address. Only the NMSs with the IPv6 addresses permitted by the ACL can use the specified 


username to access the SNMP agent. 


New feature: Ethernet OAM remote loopback 


Configuring Ethernet OAM remote loopback 


You can enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on a specific port in user view or system view. The 


configurations have the same effect as the configuration in Ethernet port view.  


Only SPC cards support Ethernet OAM remote loopback.  


To enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback in user view: 
 


Task Command Remarks 


Enable Ethernet OAM remote 


loopback on a specific port. 


oam loopback interface 


interface-type interface-number 
Disabled by default. 


 


To enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback in system view: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable Ethernet OAM 


remote loopback on a 


specific port. 


oam loopback interface 


interface-type interface-number 
Disabled by default. 


 


Command reference 


oam loopback interface (system view) 


Syntax 


oam loopback interface interface-type interface-number 


undo oam loopback interface interface-type interface-number 


View 


System view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number.  
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Description 


Use oam loopback interface to enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on an Ethernet port in 


system view. 


Use undo oam loopback interface to disable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on an Ethernet 


port in system view. 


By default, Ethernet OAM remote loopback is disabled on an Ethernet port. 


Ethernet OAM remote loopback is available only after the Ethernet OAM connection is established 


and can be performed only by the Ethernet OAM entities operating in active Ethernet OAM mode. 


Examples 


# Configure the active Ethernet OAM mode and enable Ethernet OAM on GigabitEthernet 5/0/1, 


and then enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on GigabitEthernet 5/0/1 in system view.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 5/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet5/0/1] oam mode active 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet5/0/1] oam enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet5/0/1] quit 


[Sysname] oam loopback interface GigabitEthernet 5/0/1 


oam loopback interface (user view) 


Syntax 


oam loopback interface interface-type interface-number 


undo oam loopback interface interface-type interface-number 


View 


User view 


Default level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number.  


Description 


Use oam loopback interface to enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on an Ethernet port in 


user view. 


Use undo oam loopback interface to disable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on an Ethernet 


port in user view. 


By default, Ethernet OAM remote loopback is disabled on an Ethernet port. 


Ethernet OAM remote loopback is available only after the Ethernet OAM connection is established 


and can be performed only by the Ethernet OAM entities operating in active Ethernet OAM mode. 


Related commands: oam enable, oam loopback, oam loopback interface (system view), and 


oam mode 
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Examples 


# Configure the active Ethernet OAM mode and enable Ethernet OAM on GigabitEthernet 5/0/1, 


and then enable Ethernet OAM remote loopback on GigabitEthernet 5/0/1 in user view.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 5/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet5/0/1] oam mode active 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet5/0/1] oam enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet5/0/1] return 


<Sysname> oam loopback interface GigabitEthernet 5/0/1 


New feature: Ethernet OAM connection detection 


timers 


Configuring the Ethernet OAM connection detection timers 


After an Ethernet OAM connection is established, the Ethernet OAM entities exchange Information 


OAMPDUs at the handshake packet transmission interval to detect the availability of the Ethernet 


OAM connection. If an Ethernet OAM entity receives no Information OAMPDU within the Ethernet 


OAM connection timeout time, the Ethernet OAM connection is considered disconnected. 


By adjusting the handshake packet transmission interval and the connection timeout timer, you can 


change the detection time resolution for Ethernet OAM connections.  


After the timeout timer of an Ethernet OAM connection expires, the local OAM entity ages out its 


connection with the peer OAM entity, causing the OAM connection to disconnect. HP recommends 


that you set the connection timeout timer at least five times the handshake packet transmission 


interval, ensuring the stability of Ethernet OAM connections.  


If a Layer 3 Ethernet interface has subinterfaces, configure a proper Ethernet OAM connection 


timeout timer according to the number of subinterfaces. For example, if an interface has 1024 


subinterfaces, HP recommends that you configure the Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer as 


at least 15 seconds.  


To configure the Ethernet OAM connection detection timers: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure the Ethernet OAM 


handshake packet 


transmission interval. 


oam timer hello interval 
Optional. 


1000 milliseconds by default. 


3. Configure the Ethernet OAM 


connection timeout timer. 
oam timer keepalive interval 


Optional. 


5000 milliseconds by default. 
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Command reference 


oam timer hello 


Syntax 


oam timer hello interval 


undo oam timer hello 


View 


System view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


interval: Ethernet OAM handshake packet transmission interval, in milliseconds. The value of this 


argument must be a multiple of 100, and the value range for this argument is 500 to 5000.  


Description 


Use oam timer hello to configure the Ethernet OAM handshake packet transmission interval.  


Use undo oam timer hello to restore the default. 


By default, the Ethernet OAM handshake packet transmission interval is 1000 milliseconds.  


After the timeout timer for an Ethernet OAM connection expires, the local OAM entity ages out its 


connection with the peer OAM entity, causing the OAM connection to be disconnected. HP 


recommends setting the connection timeout timer at least five times the handshake packet 


transmission interval, ensuring the stability of Ethernet OAM connections. 


Examples 


# Set the Ethernet OAM handshake packet transmission interval to 600 milliseconds—assume that 


the Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer is 5000 milliseconds.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] oam timer hello 600 


oam timer keepalive 


Syntax 


oam timer keepalive interval 


undo oam timer keepalive 


View 


System view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


interval: Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer, in milliseconds. The value of this argument must 


be a multiple of 100, and the value range for this argument is 1000 to 25000.  
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Description 


Use oam timer keepalive to configure the Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer.  


Use undo oam timer keepalive to restore the default. 


By default, the Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer is 5000 milliseconds. 


After the timeout timer for an Ethernet OAM connection expires, the local OAM entity ages out its 


connection with the peer OAM entity, causing the OAM connection to be disconnected. HP 


recommends setting the connection timeout timer at least five times the handshake packet 


transmission interval, ensuring the stability of Ethernet OAM connections. 


If a Layer 3 Ethernet interface has subinterfaces, configure a proper Ethernet OAM connection 


timeout timer according to the number of subinterfaces. For example, if an interface has 1024 


subinterfaces, HP recommends that you configure the Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer as 


at least 15 seconds.  


Examples 


# Set the Ethernet OAM connection timeout timer to 6000 milliseconds—assume that the Ethernet 


OAM handshake packet transmission interval is 1000 milliseconds.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] oam timer keepalive 6000 


New feature: Smart Link 


Configuring Smart Link 


For more information, see High Availability Configuration Guide.  


Command reference 


For more information, see High Availability Command Reference.  


New feature: Monitor Link 


Configuring Monitor Link 


For more information, see High Availability Configuration Guide.  


Command reference 


For more information, see High Availability Command Reference.  
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New feature: Enabling the VRRP LVF to take over the 


role of the AVF upon track entry state change 


Enabling the VRRP LVF to take over the role of the AVF upon track 


entry state change 


For more information, see High Availability Configuration Guide.  


Command reference 


The forwarder-switchover member-ip keyword was added to the vrrp vrid track and vrrp ipv6 


vrid track commands.  


For more information, see High Availability Command Reference.  


New feature: ARP entry backup for a specific IPv4 VRRP 


group 


Enabling ARP entry backup for the specified IPv4 VRRP group 


After a master/backup switchover occurs in a VRRP group, the new master may need to learn ARP 


entries of the hosts on the LAN, causing traffic interruption.  


The ARP entry backup function enables the master to send the dynamic ARP entries of hosts 


through VRRP advertisements to other VRRP group members. In this way, when a master/backup 


switchover occurs, the new master does not need to learn the ARP entries again.  


Configuration prerequisites 


Before you enable the ARP entry backup function, create a VRRP group and configure a virtual IP 


address for it. 


Configuration procedure 


To configure ARP entry backup: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter the specified interface 


view. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


3. Enable ARP entry backup for 


the specified IPv4 VRRP 


group. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id 


backup-arp 


By default, ARP entry backup is 


disabled. 
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 NOTE: 


 The ARP entry backup function is supported on Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces or subinterfaces.  


 You can enable the ARP entry backup function when VRRP is operating in either standard mode 


or load balancing mode. Only the master can initiate ARP entry backup. 


 Enable ARP entry backup on all VRRP group members for the function to take effect properly. 


 ARP entry backup affects VRRP performance. HP recommends that you not enable the ARP 


entry backup function for multiple VRRP groups.  


 A VRRP group member might need some time to back up ARP entries before it becomes the 


new master. To reserve enough ARP entry backup time, configure a proper preemption delay 


for the VRRP group based on the number of ARP entries.  
 


Command reference 


vrrp vrid backup-arp 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id backup-arp 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id backup-arp 


View 


Interface view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group number in the range of 1 to 255. 


Description 


Use vrrp vrid backup-arp to enable ARP entry backup for the specified IPv4 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp vrid backup-arp to disable ARP entry backup for the IPv4 VRRP group. 


By default, ARP entry backup is disabled for an IPv4 VRRP group. 


The ARP entry backup function enables the master to back up the dynamic ARP entries of hosts to 


other VRRP group members.  


The ARP entry backup function is supported on Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces or subinterfaces.  


Before you execute the command, create a VRRP group and configure a virtual IP address for it. 


You can enable the ARP entry backup function when VRRP operates in either standard mode or 


load balancing mode. Only the master can initiate ARP entry backup. 


Enable ARP entry backup on all VRRP group members for the function to take effect properly. 


ARP entry backup affects VRRP performance. HP recommends that you not enable the ARP entry 


backup function for multiple VRRP groups.  


A VRRP group member might need some time to back up ARP entries before it becomes the new 


master. To reserve enough ARP entry backup time, configure a proper preemption delay for the 


VRRP group based on the number of ARP entries.  
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Examples 


# Enable ARP entry backup on GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 for IPv4 VRRP group 1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] vrrp vrid 1 backup-arp 


New feature: Specifying the source interface for 


sending VRRP packets of the specified IPv4 VRRP group 


Specifying the source interface for sending VRRP packets of the 


specified IPv4 VRRP group 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter the specified interface 


view. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


3. Specify the source interface 


for sending VRRP packets. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id 


source-interface interface-type 


interface-number 


Optional. 


Not specified by default. 


 


 NOTE: 


 After you specify an interface as the source interface for sending VRRP packets, this interface, 


instead of the interface where the VRRP group resides, sends and receives VRRP packets. If you 


specify the interface where the VRRP group resides as the source interface for sending VRRP 


packets, the configuration does not take effect.  


 When VRRP is operating in load balancing mode, HP recommends that you not specify the 


source interface for the VRRP group to send VRRP packets. 
 


Command reference 


vrrp vrid source-interface 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id source-interface interface-type interface-number 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id source-interface 


View 


Interface view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: IPv4 VRRP group number in the range of 1 to 255. 
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interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


Description 


Use vrrp vrid source-interface to specify the source interface for an IPv4 VRRP group. This 


interface, instead of the interface where the VRRP group resides, sends and receives VRRP packets.  


Use undo vrrp vrid source-interface to cancel the specified source interface. 


By default, no source interface is specified for a VRRP group. The interface where the VRRP group 


resides sends and receives VRRP packets.  


When VRRP group members cannot exchange VRRP packets through the interfaces where the 


VRRP group resides, you can use this command to enable VRRP packet exchange among VRRP 


group members through the specified source interfaces.  


Before you execute the command, create a VRRP group and configure a virtual IP address for it. 


If you specify the current interface as the source interface, the configuration does not take effect.  


When VRRP is operating in load balancing mode, HP recommends that you not specify the source 


interface for the VRRP group to send VRRP packets.  


Examples 


# Specify GigabitEthernet 3/1/2 as the source interface for VRRP packet exchange in IPv4 VRRP 


group 1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] vrrp vrid 1 source-interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/2 


New feature: Associating a track entry with the control 


packet mode BFD session 


Associating a track entry with the control packet mode BFD session 


For more information, see High Availability Configuration Guide.  


Command reference 


The control keyword was added to the track bfd command.  


For more information, see High Availability Command Reference.  


New feature: QoS pipe mode 


Configuring the QoS pipe mode 


This feature is available only on SPC cards. 


Suppose a device is not configured with the QoS pipe mode and the device performs any of the 


following roles: 


 An egress provider edge (PE) in an MPLS L2VPN network. 
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 An egress PE in an MPLS L3VPN network. 


 An egress PE in a VPLS network. 


If the device receives a packet carrying the DSCP field, the device changes the DSCP value to 0, and 


then forwards the packet to downstream devices. If a downstream device is configured with priority 


mapping, the downstream device will map the DSCP value of the IP packet to packet scheduling 


priority values (such as local precedence, drop precedence, and user precedence), and effectively 


control the forwarding and scheduling priority of the packet. As a result, if the DSCP value of the 


packet is changed, the forwarding and scheduling of the IP packet on the downstream devices are 


affected, or even the packet may be dropped. 


With the QoS pipe mode configured, packets can pass through any of the networks mentioned 


above and keep their DSCP values unchanged. As a result, the forwarding and scheduling of the IP 


packets on the downstream devices are not affected. 


For more information about MPLS L2VPN, MPLS L3VPN, and VPLS, see MPLS Configuration Guide. 


To configure the QoS pipe mode: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view system-view N/A 


2. Configure the QoS pipe mode qos pipe-mode 
By default, the QoS pipe mode is not 


configured.  


 


Command reference 


New command: qos pipe-mode 


Syntax 


qos pipe-mode 


undo qos pipe-mode 


View 


System view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


None 


Description 


Use qos pipe-mode to configure the QoS pipe mode. 


Use undo qos pipe-mode to cancel the QoS pipe mode. 


By default, the QoS pipe mode is not configured. 


With the QoS pipe mode configured, packets can pass through any of the following networks and 


keep their DSCP values unchanged: 


 MPLS L2VPN network 


 MPLS L3VPN network 
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 VPLS network 


As a result, the forwarding and scheduling of the IP packets on the downstream devices are not 


affected. For more information, see ACL and QoS Configuration Guide. 


This command is available only on SPC cards. 


Examples 


# Configure the QoS pipe mode. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] qos pipe-mode 


New feature: Host-monitor 


Configuring Host-monitor 


Host-monitor is a traffic monitoring feature that helps quickly identify sources of illegitimate traffic 


flows in your network and access basic traffic flow statistics. 


For more information about configuring Host-monitor, see Network Management and Monitoring 


Configuration Guide. 


Command reference 


For more information about Host-monitor commands, see Network Management and Monitoring 


Command Reference. 


New feature: Configuring MP to use strict load sharing 


Configuring MP to use strict load sharing 


The ppp mp load-sharing mode strict-round-robin command was added to configure MP to use 


strict load sharing. 


Command reference 


New command: ppp mp load-sharing 


Syntax 


ppp mp load-sharing mode strict-round-robin 


undo ppp mp load-sharing mode strict-round-robin 


View 


MP-group interface view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


None 
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Description 


Use ppp mp load-sharing mode strict-round-robin to configure MP to use strict load sharing. 


Use undo ppp mp load-sharing mode strict-round-robin to restore the default. 


By default, intelligent load sharing is used. 


When operating in intelligent load-sharing mode, the device sends fragments out of idle MP 


member interfaces in ascending order of interface number. When operating in strict load sharing 


mode, the device sends fragments out of all MP member interfaces in ascending order of interface 


number. 


After you change the load-sharing mode, to make the change take effect, you must execute the 


shutdown command and then the undo shutdown command on the MP-group interface. 


Examples 


# Configure MP to use strict load sharing. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface mp-group 3/1/1 


[Sysname-Mp-group3/1/1] ppp mp load-sharing mode strict-round-robin 


New feature: Bulk configuring interfaces 


Bulk configuring interfaces 


For more information about bulk configuring interfaces, see Interface Configuration Guide.  


Command reference 


New commands: interface range and interface range name. 


For more information about the two commands, see Interface Command Reference.  


New feature: Configuring the protective action for 


alarms 


Configuring the protective action for alarms 


With the protective action configured for alarms, when an interface detects the specified alarms, 


the link of the interface is brought down.  


To configure the protective action for alarms: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view.  system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter interface view: 


 Enter 10-GE interface view and 


configure the interface to operate in 


WAN mode: 


interface ten-gigabitethernet 


interface-number 


port-mode wan 


 Enter POS interface view: 


interface pos interface-number 


 Enter CPOS interface view: 


controller cpos cpos-number 


 Enter E-CPOS interface view: 


controller e-cpos interface-number 


Use one of the commands.  


3. Configure the Signal 


Degrade (SD) alarm 


threshold or Signal Fail 


(SF) alarm threshold.  


threshold { sd | sf } value 


Optional.  


By default, the SD alarm 


threshold is 10e-6 (the value 


argument is 6, and the SF 


alarm threshold is 10e-4 (the 


value argument is 4. For 


E-CPOS subcards and CPOS 


subcards, the SF alarm 


threshold is 10e-3 (thevalue 


argument is 3).  


4. Configure the 


protective action for 


alarms.  


alarm-detect { rdi | sd | sf } action 


link-down 


By default, no protective 


action is configured for 


alarms on an interface.  


 


Command reference 


New command: alarm-detect 


Syntax 


alarm-detect { rdi | sd | sf } action link-down 


undo alarm-detect { rdi | sd | sf } 


Views 


Ten-GigabitEthernet interface view, POS interface view, CPOS interface view, E-CPOS interface view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


rdi: Specifies the Remote Defect Indication (RDI) alarms.  


sd: Specifies the Signal Degrade (SD) alarms.  
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sf: Specifies the Signal Fail (SF) alarms.  


action: Specifies the protective action when the interface detects alarms.  


link-down: Brings down the link of the interface.  


Description 


Use alarm-detect to configure the protective action for alarms on an interface.  


Use undo alarm-detect to cancel the protective action for alarms.  


By default, no protective action is specified for alarms.  


Related commands: threshold.  
 


 NOTE: 


A 10-GE interface supports this command only when it is operating in WAN mode.  
 


Examples 


# Configure the system to bring down the link of interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 when the 


interface detects an SD alarm.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface ten-gigabitethernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] port-mode wan 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] alarm-detect sd action link-down 


New command: threshold 


Syntax 


threshold { sd | sf } value 


undo threshold { sd | sf } 


Views 


Ten-GigabitEthernet interface view, POS interface view, CPOS interface view, E-CPOS interface view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


sd: Specifies the Signal Degrade (SD) alarm threshold.  


sf: Specifies the Signal Fail (SF) alarm threshold.  


value: Specifies the alarm threshold in the form of 10e-value. The value range for the value 


argument vbaries by interface type as follows: 


 For a 10-GE interface, the value range for the value argument is 3 to 9, and the value 


argument for SD must be greater than the value argument for SF.  


 For a POS interface, the value range for the value argument is 5 to 8, the value argument for 


SD must be greater than the value argument for SF, and the difference between the two value 


arguments cannot be greater than 2.  


 For a CPOS interface, the value range for the value argument is 3 to 9 on other CPOS subcards.  


 For an E-CPOS interface, the value range for the value argument is 3 to 9.  
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Description 


Use the threshold command to configure the SD or SF alarm threshold on an interface.  


Use the undo threshold command to restore the default.  


By default, the SD alarm threshold is 10e-6 (the value argument is 6, and the SF alarm threshold is 


10e-4 (the value argument is 4. For E-CPOS subcards and CPOS subcards, the SF alarm threshold is 


10e-3 (thevalue argument is 3).  


SD and SF alarms indicate line performance. They are generated when the receiving end detects a 


certain amount of bit errors. The bit error rate threshold of SF is higher than that of SD. When a 


small amount of errors occur, SD alarms are generated. When the error rate increases to a certain 


level, SF alarms are generated, indicating that line performance seriously degrades. The SF alarm 


threshold must be greater than the SD alarm threshold.  


Related commands: alarm-detect.  
 


 NOTE: 


A 10-GE interface supports this command only when it is operating in WAN mode.  
 


Examples 


# Set the alarm threshold to 10e-5 (0.0001) for interface Ten-GigabitEthernet 3/1/1.  


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface ten-gigabitethernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] port-mode wan 


[Sysname-Ten-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] threshold sd 5 


New feature: Configuring damping on an Ethernet 


interface 


Configuring damping on an Ethernet interface 


The physical link state of an Ethernet interface is either up or down. Each time the physical link of a 


port goes up or comes down, the system immediately reports the change to the upper-layer 


protocol modules (such as routing and forwarding modules) for packet transmission, and 


automatically generates traps and logs, informing the user to take corresponding actions. 


To prevent frequent physical link flapping from affecting system performance, configure physical 


state change suppression to suppress the reporting of physical link state changes. The system 


reports physical layer changes only when the suppression interval expires. If you want to obtain 


physical layer changes within the suppression interval, enable the damping function with the 


link-delay enable trap updown command on the port. 


To configure physical state change suppression on an Ethernet interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Ethernet interface 


view. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Set the physical state 


change suppression interval. 
link-delay delay-time The default setting is one second. 


4. Enable the damping 


function. 
link-delay enable trap updown 


Optional. 


By default, the damping function 


is disabled. 


 


Command reference 


New command: link-delay enable trap updown 


Syntax 


link-delay enable trap updown 


undo link-delay enable trap updown 


View 


Ethernet interface view 


Default level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


None 


Description 


Use link-delay enable trap updown to enable the damping function on an interface.  


Use undo link-delay enable trap updown to restore the default. 


By default, the damping function is disabled on interfaces. 


When both the link-delay and link-delay enable trap updown commands are configured on an 


interface, the interface does not report link layer state changes to upper layer modules, but 


generates traps and logs for the user to take corresponding actions. 


Related commands: link-delay. 


Examples 


# Enable the damping function on port GigabitEthernet 3/1/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] link-delay enable trap updown 


New feature: Assigning a high priority to IS-IS routes 


Assigning a high priority to IS-IS routes 


An IS-IS topology change causes network convergence. By assigning a high priority to specific IS-IS 


routes, you can achieve faster network convergence.  
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To assign a high priority to IS-IS routes: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter IS-IS view. 
isis [ process-id ] [ vpn-instance 


vpn-instance-name ] 
N/A 


3. Assign a high priority to 


IS-IS routes. 


priority high { ip-prefix prefix-name | 


tag tag-value } 


Optional. 


Not assigned by default. 


If no IS-IS route is assigned a 


high priority, IS-IS host routes 


are processed first in network 


convergence because they have 


higher priority than other types 


of IS-IS routes.  


 


Command reference 


priority high 


Use priority high to assign a high priority to specific routes for faster network convergence.  


Use undo priority high to restore the default. 


Syntax 


priority high { ip-prefix prefix-name | tag tag-value } 


undo priority high [ ip-prefix | tag ] 


Default 


No IS-IS route is assigned a high priority. 


Views 


IS-IS view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


ip-prefix ip-prefix-name: Specifies the name of an IP prefix list, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 19 


characters.  


tag tag-value: Specifies a tag value in the range of 1 to 4294967295. 


Usage guidelines 


If no IS-IS route is assigned a high priority, IS-IS host routes are processed first in network 


convergence because they have higher priority than other types of IS-IS routes. 


Examples 


# Assign a high priority to the IS-IS routes matching IP prefix list standtest. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] isis 1 
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[Sysname-isis-1] priority high ip-prefix standtest 


New feature: Ignoring the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of 


BGP routes 


Ignoring the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of BGP routes 


In general, BGP saves the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of BGP routes received from the router reflector 


to make sure those routes will not be advertised back to the route reflector. However, if BGP needs 


to advertise BGP-VPN routes with different Route Distinguisher (RD) attributes back to the route 


reflector, you must use the peer ignore-originatorid command to ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID 


attribute of BGP routes received from the route reflector. For more information about RD, see MPLS 


Configuration Guide. 


Before you execute the peer ignore-originatorid command, make sure no routing loop exits 


among route reflectors in the network. 


The peer ignore-originatorid command also enables BGP to ignore the CLUSTER_LIST attribute of 


BGP routes. 


To ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of BGP routes: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view or BGP-VPN 


instance view. 


 Enter BGP view: 


bgp as-number 


 Enter BGP-VPN instance view: 


a. bgp as-number 


b. ipv4-family 


vpn-instance 


vpn-instance-name 


Use either approach. 


3. Ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID 


attribute of BGP routes 


received from the route 


reflector. 


peer { group-name | ip-address } 


ignore-originatorid 


By default, BGP saves the 


ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of 


received BGP routes. 


 


To ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of IPv6 BGP routes: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enter IPv6 address family 


view. 
ipv6-family N/A 


4. Ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID 


attribute of BGP routes 


received from the route 


reflector. 


peer { group-name | 


ipv6-address } 


ignore-originatorid 


By default, BGP saves the 


ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of 


received IPv6 BGP routes. 
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Command reference 


peer ignore-originatorid (BGP/BGP-VPN instance view) 


Use peer ignore-originatorid to ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of BGP routes received from 


the specified peer or peer group. 


Use undo peer ignore-originatorid to restore the default.  


Syntax 


peer { group-name | ip-address } ignore-originatorid 


undo peer { group-name | ip-address } ignore-originatorid 


Default 


BGP saves the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of received BGP routes. 


Views 


BGP view, BGP-VPN instance view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group-name: Specifies a peer group by its name, a string of 1 to 47 characters. 


ip-address: Specifies a peer by its IP address. 


Usage guidelines 


Before you execute the peer ignore-originatorid command, make sure no routing loop exists 


among route reflectors in the network. 


The peer ignore-originatorid also enables BGP to ignore the CLUSTER_LIST attribute of BGP 


routes. 


Examples 


# In BGP view, ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of routes received from the route reflector 


10.10.10.10. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] peer 10.10.10.10 ignore-originatorid 


peer ignore-originatorid (IPv6 address family view) 


Use peer ignore-originatorid to ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of IPv6 BGP routes received 


from the specified peer or peer group. 


Use undo peer ignore-originatorid to restore the default.  


Syntax 


peer { group-name | ipv6-address } ignore-originatorid 


undo peer { group-name | ipv6-address } ignore-originatorid 
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Default 


BGP saves the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of received IPv6 BGP routes. 


Views 


IPv6 address family view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


group-name: Specifies a peer group by its name, a string of 1 to 47 characters. 


ipv6-address: Specifies a peer by its IPv6 address. 


Usage guidelines 


Before you execute the peer ignore-originatorid command, make sure no routing loop exists 


among route reflectors in the network. 


The peer ignore-originatorid also enables BGP to ignore the CLUSTER_LIST attribute of IPv6 BGP 


routes. 


Examples 


# In IPv6 address family view, ignore the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute of routes received from the 


route reflector 1:2::3:4. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] bgp 100 


[Sysname-bgp] ipv6-family 


[Sysname-bgp-af-ipv6] peer 1:2::3:4 ignore-originatorid 


New feature: Configuring DSCP for protocol packets 


Configuring DSCP for protocol packets 


An IP packet contains an 8-bit filed to mark the service type of the IP packet. In an IPv4 packet, this 


field is called the ToS filed. In an IPv6 packet, this field is called the traffic class filed. RFC 2474 


defines the eight bits. The first six bits is defined as the DSCP priority and the last two bits are 


reserved bits. Network devices can identify the DHCP priority and use it to determine the sending 


priority of packets. 


This version supports configuring a DHCP value for various protocol packets, such as LDP packets 


and RSVP packets. 


Configuring a DHCP value for outgoing LDP packets 


 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MPLS LDP view. mpls ldp N/A 


3. Configure a DSCP value for 


outgoing LDP packets. 
dscp dscp-value 


By default, the DSCP value for 


outgoing LDP packets is 48. 
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Configuring a DHCP value for outgoing RSVP packets 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MPLS LDP view. mpls ldp N/A 


3. Configure a DSCP value for 


outgoing RSVP packets. 
mpls rsvp-te dscp dscp-value 


By default, the DSCP value for 


outgoing RSVP packets is 48. 


 


Command reference 


dscp 


Use dscp to configure a DSCP value for outgoing LDP packets. 


Use undo dscp to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dscp dscp-value 


undo dscp 


Default 


The DSCP value for outgoing LDP packets is 48. 


Views 


MPLS LDP view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


dscp-value: DSCP value for outgoing LDP packets, in the range of 0 to 63. 


Examples 


# Set the DSCP for outgoing LDP packets to 56. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mpls lsr-id 1.1.1.1 


[Sysname] mpls 


[Sysname-mpls] quit 


[Sysname] mpls ldp 


[Sysname-mpls-ldp] dscp 56 


mpls rsvp-te dscp 


Use mpls rsvp-te dscp to configure a DSCP value for outgoing RSVP packets. 


Use undo mpls rsvp-te dscp to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mpls rsvp-te dscp dscp-value 
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undo mpls rsvp-te dscp 


Default 


The DSCP value for outgoing RSVP packets is 48. 


Views 


MPLS view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


dscp-value: DSCP value for outgoing RSVP packets, in the range of 0 to 63. 


Examples 


# Set the DSCP value for RSVP packets to 56. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mpls 


[Sysname-mpls] mpls rsvp-te dscp 56 


New feature: Configuring the MAC address move 


function 


Configuring the MAC address move function 


After the MAC address move function is enabled, when the incoming interfaces of packets change, 


the device changes the interfaces in the corresponding MAC address entries accordingly. 


To enable the MAC address move function: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VSI view. vsi vsi-name N/A 


3. Enable the MAC address 


move function. 
mac-move enable 


Optional. 


Enabled by default. 


 


Command reference 


mac-move enable 


Use mac-move enable to enable the MAC address move function. With this function enabled, 


when the incoming interfaces of packets change, the device changes the interfaces in the 


corresponding MAC address entries accordingly. 


Use undo mac-move enable to disable the MAC address move function. With this function 


disabled, the device does not change corresponding MAC address entries when the incoming 


interfaces of packets change. 
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Syntax 


mac-move enable 


undo mac-move enable 


Default 


The MAC address move function is enabled. 


Views 


VSI view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Examples 


# Disable the MAC address move function for VPLS instance aaa. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vsi aaa 


[Sysname-vsi-aaa] undo mac-move enable 


New feature: Configuring a static VPLS instance 


Configuring a static VPLS instance 


Configuration prerequisites 


Before you configure a static VPLS instance, complete the following tasks: 


 Configure an IGP on the MPLS backbone devices (PEs and P devices) to ensure IP connectivity. 


For configuration information, see Layer 3—IP Routing Configuration Guide. 


 Configure basic MPLS on the MPLS backbone devices (PEs and P devices) to establish LSP 


tunnels over the backbone network. For more information about configuring basic MPLS, see 


MPLS Configuration Guide. 


Configuration guidelines 


 The PW to PW (P2P) mode VSI is applicable only to point to point MPLS L2VPN. 


 To configure a multi-hop PW, specify the p2p keyword when you create a VPLS instance to 


enable the P2P capability, and specify the two peer PEs by using the peer command in the 


VPLS instance view to associate two PWs. 


 Up to two peer PEs can be specified for a P2P enabled VPLS instance, and one of them must 


be specified as a UPE. 


Configuration procedure 


To create a static VPLS instance, perform the following configurations: 


1. Specify a globally unique name for the VPLS instance and set the peer discovery mechanism 


to manual configuration. 


2. Specify the PW signaling protocol as static. 


3. Use the peer command to configure a VPLS peer PE for the instance, including the following 


parameters: 


 IP address of the peer PE. 
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 ID of the PW to the peer PE, which must be consistent with that specified on the peer PE.  


 Type of the peer PE. Use the upe keyword to specify a UPE peer, which is an MTU-s device 


in the H-VPLS model; or use the backup-peer keyword to configure two NPE peers (one 


primary, one backup). 


You can configure only one pair of primary and backup NPEs. The remote NPEs must be 


fully meshed, but it is not necessary for the UPE to connect to all the NPEs. 


 PW class to be referenced. A PW class defines the PW transport mode and tunneling 


policy for the PW. 


4. Specify the local and remote VC labels. 


To configure a static VPLS instance: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a PW class and enter 


its view. 
pw-class pw-class-name 


Optional. 


By default, no PW class is created. 


3. Configure the PW transport 


mode. 
trans-mode { ethernet | vlan } 


Optional. 


VLAN by default. 


4. Specify a tunneling policy. pw-tunnel-policy policy-name 


Optional. 


By default, the tunneling policy 


specified through the tnl-policy 


command in VSI view is used. 


For how to configure a tunneling 


policy, see MPLS Configuration 


Guide. 


5. Return to system view. quit N/A 


6. Create a static VPLS instance 


and enter VSI view. 


vsi vsi-name static [ hub-spoke | 


p2p ] 


By default, no VPLS instance 


exists on the device. 


Support for hub-spoke and p2p 


depends on the device model. 


7. Specify the PW signaling 


protocol as static and enter 


VSI-static view. 


pwsignal static N/A 


8. Create a peer PE for the 


VPLS instance and enter 


L2VPN peer view. 


peer ip-address [ { hub | spoke } 


| pw-class class-name | [ pw-id 


pw-id ] [ upe | backup-peer 


ip-address [ backup-pw-id 


pw-id ] ] ] * 


If you do not specify the VPLS 


instance ID by using the vsi-id 


command, you must specify the 


PW ID by using the pw-id 


keyword in this command. 


Support for the hub and spoke 


keywords depends on the device 


model. 


9. Configure VC labels for the 


primary VC. 


static label local local-vc 


remote remote-vc 


By default, no VC labels are 


configured for the primary VC. 


10. Configure VC labels for the 


backup VC. 


static backup-label local 


local-vc remote remote-vc 


Optional. 


By default, no VC labels are 


configured for the backup VC. 
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Step Command Remarks 


11. Return to VSI-static view. quit N/A 


12. Enable the PW switchback 


function and set the 


switchover delay time. 


dual-npe revertive [ wtr-time 


wtr-time ] 


Optional. 


Disabled by default. 


 


Command reference 


New command: static backup-label (L2VPN peer view) 


Use static backup-label to configure VC labels for a backup VC. 


Use undo static backup-label to delete the VC labels configured for the backup VC. 


Syntax 


static backup-label local local-vc remote remote-vc 


undo static backup-label 


Default 


No VC labels are configured for a backup VC. 


Views 


L2VPN peer view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


local local-vc: Specifies the local VC label, in the range of 16 to 1023. 


remote remote-vc: Specifies the remote VC label, in the range of 16 to 1023. 


Usage guidelines 


When you configure a static VPLS connection, you must manually specify VC labels for the VC. 


Make sure that VC labels specified on the local device match those on the remote device. 


If you do not specify the backup-peer keyword in the peer command, the static backup-label 


command will fail. 


Examples 


# Configure the local VC label as 200 and remote VC label as 300 for the backup VC of the static 


VPLS instance vpn1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vsi vpn1 static 


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1] pwsignal static 


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1-static] peer 1.1.1.9 backup-peer 2.2.2.9 backup-pw-id 300  


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1-static-1.1.1.9] static label local 100 remote 200 


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1-static-1.1.1.9] static backup-label local 200 remote 300 
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New command: static label (L2VPN peer view) 


Use static label to configure VC labels for a primary VC. 


Use undo static label to delete the VC labels configured for the primary VC. 


Syntax 


static label local local-vc remote remote-vc 


undo static label 


Default 


No VC labels are configured for a primary VC. 


Views 


L2VPN peer view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


local local-vc: Specifies the local VC label, in the range of 16 to 1023. 


remote remote-vc: Specifies the remote VC label, in the range of 16 to 1023. 


Usage guidelines 


When you configure a static VPLS connection, you must manually specify VC labels for the VC. 


Make sure that VC labels specified on the local device match those on the remote device. 


Examples 


# Configure the local VC label as 100 and remote VC label as 200 for the primary VC of the static 


VPLS instance vpn1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vsi vpn1 static 


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1] pwsignal static 


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1-static] peer 1.1.1.9 backup-peer 2.2.2.9 backup-pw-id 300  


[Sysname-vsi-vpn1-static-1.1.1.9] static label local 100 remote 200 


Modified command: display vpls connection 


Old syntax 


display vpls connection [ bgp | ldp | vsi vsi-name ] [ block | down | up ] [ verbose ] [ | { begin 


| exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display vpls connection [ bgp | ldp | static | vsi vsi-name ] [ block | down | up ] [ verbose ] [ | 


{ begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The old command does not support displaying information about static VPLS connections. 
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The new command supports displaying information about static VPLS connections. 


Modified command: pwsignal 


Old syntax 


pwsignal { bgp | ldp } 


New syntax 


pwsignal { bgp | ldp | static } 


Views 


VSI view 


Change description 


The old command does not support the VPLS instance to establish PWs through static 


configuration. 


The new command supports the VPLS instance to establish PWs through static configuration. 


New feature: Configuring SVC MPLS L2VPN 


Configuring SVC MPLS L2VPN 


You can configure a static VC (SVC) in the following methods: 


 Configure a static VC on a Layer 3 interface. 


 Configure a static VC for a service instance. 


After you configure SVC on a Layer 3 interface, packets arriving at this interface are forwarded over 


the VC. 


After you configure SVC for a service instance applied on a Layer 2 Ethernet interface, the interface 


uses the service instance to match incoming packets. Packets matching the service instance are 


forwarded over the VC. A service instance can match all packets received on the interface, packets 


carrying the specified VLAN tags, all tagged packets, or packets with no VLAN tags. HP 


recommends that you configure static VCs in this way when the users connected to the same VLAN 


interface must use different VCs to forward packets. 


Service instances can be created on only Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces.  


Configuring a static VC on a Layer 3 interface 


 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter the view of the 


interface connecting the CE. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


3. Create a static VC and enter 


static-L2VC view. 


mpls static-l2vc destination vcid 


[ { ethernet | vlan } | 


[ tunnel-policy 


tunnel-policy-name ] ] * 


By default, no VCs are created. 
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Step Command Remarks 


4. Configure the VC labels. 
static label local local-vc remote 


remote-vc 


By default, no VC labels are 


configured. 


The label range for SVC is 16 to 


2047, which is the label range 


for static LSPs. 


5. Return to the interface view. quit N/A 


 


Configuring a static VC for a service instance 


To perform this task, complete the following operations on a PE: 


 Create a service instance on a Layer 2 Ethernet interface. 


 Configure a packet matching rule for the service instance. 


 Create a static VC for the service instance. 


After you perform these operations, packets arriving at the Layer 2 Ethernet interface and matching 


the packet matching rule are forwarded over VC. 


To create multiple VCs with the same attributes (such as VC type and VC tunneling policy), you do 


not need to configure the attributes one by one for each VC. Instead, you can create a PW class, 


configure VC attributes in the PW class, and then reference the PW class in each VC. 


To create a static VC for a service instance: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a PW class and 


enter PW class view. 
pw-class pw-class-name 


Optional. 


By default, no PW class is created. 


3. Specify the VC type. trans-mode { ethernet | vlan } 
Optional. 


By default, the VC type is VLAN. 


4. Specify the tunneling 


policy. 
pw-tunnel-policy policy-name 


Optional. 


If you do not specify a tunneling 


policy, the default tunneling policy 


is used. The default tunneling 


policy selects only one tunnel in 


this order: LSP tunnel, GRE tunnel, 


CR-LSP tunnel. 


For information about how to 


configure a tunneling policy, see 


MPLS Configuration Guide. 


5. Return to system view. quit N/A 


6. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 


interface view. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


7. Create a service instance 


and enter service instance 


view. 


service-instance instance-id 
By default, no service instance is 


created. 
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Step Command Remarks 


8. Configure a packet 


matching rule for the 


service instance. 


encapsulation { { c-vid | s-vid } 


{ vlan-id | vlan-list } 


[ only-tagged ] | port-based | 


s-vid vlan-id c-vid { vlan-list | 


all } | tagged | untagged } 


By default, no packet matching rule 


is configured for the service 


instance. 


9. Create a static VC and 


enter static-xpeer view 


xconnect static-peer 


peer-ip-address pw-id pw-id 


[ access-mode { ethernet | 


vlan } | mtu mtu-value | 


[ pw-class class-name ] ] * 


This command is available for 


service instances with an ID in the 


range of 1 to 4094. 


After this command is executed, 


the VLAN ID, access mode, and 


MTU configured for the service 


instance cannot be changed. To 


modify these parameters, you must 


use the undo xconnect 


static-peer command to delete 


the VC first. 


10. Configure the VC labels. 
static label local local-vc 


remote remote-vc 


By default, no VC labels are 


configured. 


11. Return to the interface 


view. 
quit N/A 


12. Display information about 


one or all service instances 


configured on the 


interface. 


display service-instance 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 


[ service-instance instance-id ] 


[ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Available in any view. 


 


For more information about commands service-instance, encapsulation, and display 


service-instance interface, see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference. 
 


 NOTE: 


You need to ensure the validity of incoming labels and outgoing labels in an SVC L2VPN. 
 


Command reference 


mpls static-l2vc 


Use mpls static-l2vc to create a static VC on a Layer 3 interface, and enter static-L2VC view. 


Use undo mpls static-l2vc to delete the static VCs on the interface. 


Syntax 


mpls static-l2vc destination vcid [ { ethernet | vlan } | [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] 


[ backup-peer ip-address vcid [ backup-tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name | revertive [ wtr-time 


wtr-time ] ] * ] ] * 


undo mpls static-l2vc 


Views 


Interface view 
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Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


destination: Specifies the IP address of the peer PE. 


vc-id: Specifies an ID for the VC, in the range of 1 to 4294967295. 


ethernet: Specifies the VC type as Ethernet.  


vlan: Specifies the VC type as VLAN.  


tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name: Specifies a tunneling policy for the VC by its name, a string of 1 


to 19 case-insensitive characters. 


backup-peer ip-address vcid: Specifies the peer PE IP address and VC ID of the backup VC. The 


vc-id argument specifies a VC ID for the backup VC, in the range of 1 to 4294967295. The device 


does not support this option. 


backup-tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name: Specifies a tunnel policy for the backup VC, a string of 


1 to 19 case-insensitive characters. The device does not support this option. 


revertive: Enables support for switchback. With this keyword specified, when the primary VC 


recovers, traffic is switched from the backup VC back to the primary VC automatically. If you do not 


specify this keyword, traffic will not be switched back automatically. The device does not support 


this keyword. 


wtr-time wtr-time: Specifies the switchback delay time. When the primary VC recovers, the device 


waits for the switchback delay time before switching the traffic from the backup VC back to the 


primary VC. The wtr-time argument ranges from 1 to 720 and defaults to 30, in minutes. The device 


does not support this option. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify a tunneling policy or if you specify a nonexistent tunneling policy, the default 


policy is used for the VC. The default tunneling policy selects only one tunnel in this order: LSP 


tunnel, GRE tunnel, CR-LSP tunnel. For how to configure a tunneling policy, see MPLS Configuration 


Guide. 


If the AC link type is Ethernet, the VC type can be Ethernet or VLAN. The device allows you to 


specify the VC type for only Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and subinterfaces, and VE-L2VPN-Terminate 


interfaces. When not specified, the VC type is Ethernet on Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and 


VE-L2VPN-Terminate interfaces, and is VLAN on Layer 3 Ethernet subinterfaces. 


Examples 


# Create a static VC on GigabitEthernet 4/1/1 and enter static-L2VC view. Specify the peer PE IP 


address and VC ID as 1.1.1.9 and 100. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 4/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1] mpls static-l2vc 1.1.1.9 100 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1-static-l2vc] 


Related commands 


tunnel-policy 
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static label 


Use static label to configure VC labels. 


Use undo static label to delete the VC labels. 


Syntax 


static label local local-vc remote remote-vc 


undo static label 


Default 


No VC labels are configured for a VC. 


Views 


Static-L2VC view, static-xpeer view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


local local-vc: Specifies the local VC label in the range of 16 to 1023. 


remote remote-vc: Specifies the remote VC label in the range of 16 to 1023. 


Usage guidelines 


When you configure a static VC, you must manually specify VC labels for the VC. Make sure the VC 


labels you specify on the local device match those on the remote device. 


Examples 


# Create a static VC for service instance 100. Configure the local VC label as 100 and remote VC 


label as 200. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 4/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1] service-instance 1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1-srv1] encapsulation s-vid 100 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1-srv1] xconnect static-peer 1.1.1.9 pw-id 600 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1-srv1-static-xpeer] static label local 100 remote 200 


# Create a static VC on GigabitEthernet 4/1/1. Configure the local VC label as 100 and remote VC 


label as 200. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 4/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1] mpls static-l2vc 1.1.1.9 100 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/1-static-l2vc] static label local 100 remote 200 


xconnect static-peer 


Use xconnect static-peer to create primary and backup static VCs for a service instance, and 


enter static-xpeer view. 


Use undo xconnect static-peer to delete the static VCs for a service instance. 
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Syntax 


xconnect static-peer peer-ip-address pw-id pw-id [ access-mode { ethernet | vlan } | mtu 


mtu-value | [ pw-class class-name ] [ backup-peer ip-address backup-pw-id pw-id 


[ backup-pw-class class-name | revertive [ wtr-time wtr-time ] ] * ] ] * 


undo xconnect static-peer 


Views 


Service instance view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


peer-ip-address: IP address of the remote peer. 


pw-id pw-id: Specifies the PW ID of the static VC. The PW ID is in the range of 1 to 4294967295. 


access-mode: Specifies the access mode as Ethernet or VLAN. The default access mode is VLAN. 


ethernet: Specifies the access mode as Ethernet. 


vlan: Specifies the access mode as VLAN. 


mtu mtu-value: Specifies the MTU in the range of 46 to 65535. The default MTU is 1500. 


pw-class class-name: Specifies a PW class by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 19 


characters. If you do not specify a PW class, or you specify a PW class but the PW class does not 


specify a tunneling policy or the specified tunneling policy is not configured, the default tunneling 


policy will be used. The default tunneling policy selects only one tunnel in this order: LSP tunnel, 


GRE tunnel, CR-LSP tunnel. For information about how to configure a tunneling policy, see MPLS 


Configuration Guide. 


backup-peer ip-address: Specifies the IP address of the peer PE of the backup VC. The device does 


not support this option. 


backup-pw-id pw-id: Specifies the PW ID of the backup VC, in the range of 1 to 4294967295. The 


device does not support this option. 


backup-pw-class class-name: Specifies the PW class for the backup VC. The class-name argument 


is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 19 characters. If you do not specify a template class, or you 


specify a PW class but the PW class does not specify a tunneling policy or the specified tunneling 


policy is not configured, the default tunneling policy will be used. The default tunneling policy 


selects only one tunnel in this order: LSP tunnel, GRE tunnel, CR-LSP tunnel. For information about 


how to configure a tunneling policy, see MPLS Configuration Guide. The device does not support 


this option. 


revertive: Enables support for switchback. With this keyword specified, when the primary VC 


recovers, traffic is switched from the backup VC back to the primary link automatically. If you do not 


specify this keyword, traffic will not be switched back automatically. The device does not support 


this keyword. 


wtr-time wtr-time: Specifies the switchback delay time. When the primary VC recovers, the device 


waits for the switchback delay time before switching the traffic from the backup VC back to the 


primary VC. The wtr-time argument is in the range of 1 to 720 and defaults to 30, in minutes. The 


device does not support this option. 
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Usage guidelines 


After you enter the static-xpeer view, you can configure VC labels for the primary and backup VCs. 


The access mode refers to how a PE treats the outer VLAN tag carried in packets received from a CE, 


and how the PE sends packets to the CE. Two access modes are available: 


 VLAN mode—The Ethernet packets sent from a CE to a PE carry a VLAN tag. The PE treats the 


VLAN tag as a P-Tag, which is a service delimiter that the service provider adds to the packets 


to identify the user. The PE also adds a P-tag into the packets to be sent to the CE. 


 Ethernet mode—If the Ethernet packets sent from a CE to a PE contain a VLAN tag, the PE 


treats the VLAN tag as a U-Tag, which is the VLAN tag of the user network. U-tags mean 


nothing to the PE. When the PE sends packets to the CE, it does not add a P-tag into the 


packets. 


This command is available for service instances with an ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


Examples 


# Create a primary static VC for service instance 100, and specify the peer PE address as 5.5.5.5, PW 


ID as 100, and enter static-xpeer view. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 4/1/2 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/2] service-instance 100  


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/2-srv100] encapsulation s-vid 100 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet4/1/2-srv100] xconnect peer 5.5.5.5 pw-id 100 


Related commands 


 pw-class 


 service-instance (Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference) 


New feature: Configuring MPLS L3VPN FRR 


Configuring MPLS L3VPN FRR 


Before you configure MPLS L3VPN FRR, complete the following tasks: 


 Configure basic MPLS L3VPN. 


 For backup between two VPNv4 routes, enable LSP verification, and configure BFD to detect 


the primary LSP or TE tunnel link. For related configurations, see MPLS Configuration Guide. 


 For backup between one IPv4 route and one VPNv4 route, you need to configure an echo 


mode BFD session to detect the IPv4 route connectivity. Therefore, you need to configure the 


source address for BFD echo packets. For more information about the BFD configuration, see 


High Availability Configuration Guide.  


To configure MPLS L3VPN FRR: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a routing policy and 


enter routing policy view. 


route-policy route-policy-name 


permit node node-number 


No routing policy is created by 


default.  
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Specify the backup next hop 


for FRR. 


apply fast-reroute 


backup-nexthop ip-address 


Not specified by default.  


For more information about this 


command, see Layer 3—IP 


Routing Command Reference. 


4. Return to system view. quit N/A 


5. Enter VPN instance view. 
ip vpn-instance 


vpn-instance-name 
N/A 


6. Enable FRR and reference 


the routing policy. 


fast-reroute route-policy 


route-policy-name 
Not enabled by default.  


 


Command reference 


fast-reroute route-policy 


Use fast-reroute route-policy to enable fast reroute (FRR) for the VPN instance and reference a 


routing policy to specify the backup next hop.  


Use undo fast-reroute route-policy to restore the default. 


Syntax 


fast-reroute route-policy route-policy 


undo fast-reroute route-policy 


Default 


FRR is not enabled for the VPN instance.  


Views 


VPN instance view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


route-policy: References a routing policy by its name, a string of 1 to 63 case-sensitive characters.  


Usage guidelines 


MPLS L3VPN FRR is applicable to a dual-homed CE networking scenario where a CE is connected to 


two PEs. By using BFD to detect the primary link, FRR enables the router to use the backup link 


when the primary link fails.  


The referenced routing policy must have the apply fast-reroute backup-nexthop command 


configured to specify the backup next hop.  


For more information about the apply fast-reroute backup-nexthop and route-policy 


commands, see Layer 3—IP Routing Command Reference. 


Examples 


# Configure FRR for the VPN instance vpn1 and reference the routing policy poly-1 to specify the 


backup next hop as 3.3.3.3. 


<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] route-policy poly-1 permit node 10 


[Sysname-route-policy] apply fast-reroute backup-nexthop 3.3.3.3 


[Sysname-route-policy] quit 


[Sysname] ip vpn-instance vpn1 


[Sysname-vpn-instance-vpn1] fast-reroute route-policy poly-1 


New feature: Configuring a preferred tunnel for a 


tunnel interface 


Configuring a preferred tunnel for a tunnel interface 


With the preferred-path command, you can configure preferred tunnels that each correspond to a 


tunnel interface. A preferred tunnel with a smaller number has a higher priority. The device selects 


the tunnel for packets from the preferred tunnel with the highest priority. 


To configure a preferred tunnel: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a tunneling policy 


and enter tunneling policy 


view. 


tunnel-policy 


tunnel-policy-name 
N/A 


3. Configure a preferred tunnel 


and specify a tunnel 


interface for it. 


preferred-path number 


interface tunnel tunnel-number 


[ disable-fallback ] 


Optional. 


By default, no preferred tunnel is 


configured. 


 


Command reference 


preferred-path 


Use preferred-path to configure a preferred tunnel and specify a tunnel interface for it. 


Use undo preferred-path to remove a preferred tunnel. 


Syntax 


preferred-path number interface tunnel tunnel-number [ disable-fallback ] 


undo preferred-path number 


Default 


No preferred tunnel exists. 


Views 


Tunneling policy view 


Default command level 


2: System view 
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Parameters 


number: Specifies the number of the preferred tunnel, in the range of 0 to 63. A smaller number 


means a higher priority. 


interface tunnel tunnel-number: Specifies a tunnel interface for the preferred tunnel. The 


tunnel-number argument represents the tunnel interface number. The value range for the 


tunnel-number argument is 0 to 32767. 


disable-fallback: With this keyword specified, the tunneling policy does not select other paths 


when this preferred tunnel is matched (the tunnel's destination address and encapsulation type are 


both matched) but is unavailable. 


Usage guidelines 


In a tunneling policy, you can configure up to 64 preferred tunnels. 


The tunnel interfaces specified for the preferred tunnels can have the same destination address and 


the tunnel encapsulation type must be MPLS TE or GRE.  


Examples 


# Tunnel interfaces Tunnel 0, Tunnel 2, and Tunnel 3 have the same destination address 1.1.1.1. 


Configure a tunneling policy po1 for the device, so that the device selects tunnels for traffic 


destined for 1.1.1.1 in this order: Tunnel 0, Tunnel 2, Tunnel 3. If all three tunnels are unavailable, 


tunnel selection is stopped and traffic destined for 1.1.1.1 cannot be transmitted. For traffic going 


to other destinations, the device selects tunnels by type and only one CR-LSP tunnel can be 


selected. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] tunnel-policy po1 


[Sysname-tunnel-policy-po1] preferred-path 0 interface tunnel 0 


[Sysname-tunnel-policy-po1] preferred-path 2 interface tunnel 2 


[Sysname-tunnel-policy-po1] preferred-path 3 interface tunnel 3 disable-fallback 


[Sysname-tunnel-policy-po1] tunnel select-seq cr-lsp load-balance-number 1 


New feature: ARP packet source MAC consistency 


check 


Configuring ARP packet source MAC consistency check 


This feature enables a gateway to filter out ARP packets whose source MAC address in the Ethernet 


header is different from the sender MAC address in the message body, so that the gateway can 


learn correct ARP entries. 


To enable ARP packet source MAC address consistency check: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable ARP packet source MAC 


address consistency check. 


arp anti-attack valid-check 


enable 
Disabled by default. 
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Command reference 


New command: arp anti-attack valid-check enable 


Use arp anti-attack valid-check enable to enable ARP packet source MAC address consistency 


check on the gateway. 


Use undo arp anti-attack valid-check enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


arp anti-attack valid-check enable 


undo arp anti-attack valid-check enable 


Default 


ARP packet source MAC address consistency check is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


None 


Usage guidelines 


This feature enables the gateway device to filter out ARP messages with the source MAC address in 


the Ethernet header different from the sender MAC address in the ARP message. 


Examples 


# Enable ARP packet source MAC address consistency check. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] arp anti-attack valid-check enable 


New feature: Specifying an ISP domain for users with 


unknown domain names 


Specifying an ISP domain for users with unknown domain names 


The device chooses an authentication domain for each user in the following order: 


 Authentication domain specified for the access module 


 ISP domain in the username 


 Default ISP domain of the router 


 ISP domain specified for users with unknown domain names 


If all these domains are unavailable, user authentication fails. 


To specify an ISP domain for users with unknown domain names: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an ISP domain and 


enter ISP domain view. 
domain isp-name N/A 


3. Return to system view. quit N/A 


4. Specify an ISP domain for 


users with unknown domain 


names. 


domain if-unknown isp-name 


Optional. 


By default, no ISP domain is 


specified for users with unknown 


domain names. 


 


Command reference 


domain if-unknown 


Use domain if-unknown to specify an ISP domain for users with unknown domain names. 


Use undo domain if-unknown to restore the default. 


Syntax 


domain if-unknown isp-name 


undo domain if-unknown 


Default 


No ISP domain is specified for users with unknown domain names. 


Views 


System view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


isp-name: Specifies an ISP domain name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 24 characters that cannot 


contain slash (/), backslash (\), colon (:), asterisk (*), question mark (?), left angle bracket (<), right 


angle bracket (>), quotation marks ("), or at sign (@). 


Usage guidelines 


The device chooses an authentication domain for each user in the following order: 


 The authentication domain specified for the access module 


 The ISP domain in the username 


 The default ISP domain of the router 


 The ISP domain specified for users with unknown domain names 


If all the domains are unavailable, user authentication fails. 


Support for the authentication domain configuration depends on the access module. You can 


specify an authentication domain for 802.1X, portal, or MAC address authentication. 
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Examples 


# Specify the ISP domain test for users with unknown domain names. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] domain if-unknown test 


New feature: Including the idle cut time in the user 


online time to be uploaded to the server 


Including the idle cut time in the user online time to be uploaded to 


the server 


The idle cut function enables the device to check the traffic of each online user in the domain at the 


idle timeout interval, and to log out any user in the domain whose traffic during the idle timeout 


period is less than the specified minimum traffic. If the device is configured to include the idle cut 


time in the user online time to be uploaded to the server, the online time of a user who was logged 


out by the idle cut function includes the idle cut time. 


To configure the device to include the idle cut time in the user online time to be uploaded to the 


server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter ISP domain view. domain isp-name N/A 


3. Configure the idle cut 


function. 
idle-cut enable minute [ flow ] 


Optional. 


Disabled by default. 


This command is effective only 


for LAN, portal, and PPP users.  


4. Set the device to include the 


idle cut time in the user 


online time to be uploaded 


to the server. 


session-time include-idle-time 


Optional. 


By default, the user online time 


uploaded to the server excludes 


the idle cut time. 


 


Command reference 


session-time include-idle-time 


Use session-time include-idle-time to include the idle cut time in the user online time to be 


uploaded to the server. 


Use undo session-time include-idle-time to restore the default. 


Syntax 


session-time include-idle-time 


undo session-time include-idle-time 
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Default 


The user online time uploaded to the server excludes the idle cut time. 


Views 


ISP domain view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Usage guidelines 


The device uploads to the server the online user time when a user is logged off. However, the online 


user time of an abnormally logged-off user can contain an idle timeout interval or a detection 


interval when the idle cut function or online portal user detection is enabled. You can configure the 


device to include or exclude the idle cut time before the device uploads the online user time to the 


server according to your accounting policy. 


Examples 


# Configure the device to include the idle cut time in the user online time uploaded to the server 


for ISP domain test. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] domain test 


[Sysname-isp-test] session-time include-idle-time 


New feature: Critical VLAN 


Configuring 802.1X critical VLAN 


You configure an 802.1X critical VLAN on a port to accommodate 802.1X users that fail 


authentication because none of the RADIUS authentication servers in their ISP domain is reachable 


(active). Users in the critical VLAN can access a limit set of network resources depending on your 


configuration.  


Before confiring 802.1X cirtial VLAN, complete the following tasks: 


 Create the VLAN to be specified as a critical VLAN.  


 Assign different IDs for the voice VLAN, the PVID, and the 802.1X critical VLAN on a port, so 


the port can correctly process VLAN tagged incoming traffic. 


 If the 802.1X-enabled port performs port-based access control, enable 802.1X multicast 


trigger (dot1x multicast-trigger). 


 If the 802.1X-enabled port performs MAC-based access control, configure the port as a hybrid 


port, enable MAC-based VLAN on the port, and assign the port to the Auth-Fail VLAN as an 


untagged member. For more information about the MAC-based VLAN function, see Layer 


2—LAN Switching Configuration Guide. 


You can use the dot1x critical recovery-action reinitialize command to configure the port to 


trigger 802.1X re-authentication when the port or an 802.1X user on the port is removed from the 


critical VLAN.  


 If MAC-based access control is used, the port sends a unicast Identity EAP/Request to the 


802.1X user to trigger authentication.  
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 If port-based access control is used, the port sends a multicast Identity EAP/Request to the 


802.1X users to trigger authentication.  


A user in the 802.1X guest VLAN or the Auth-Fail VLAN fails authentication because all the RADIUS 


servers are unreachable, the user remains in the 802.1X VLAN or the Auth-Fail VLAN.  


A user in the MAC authentication guest VLAN fails 802.1X authentication because all the 802.1X 


authentication server are unreachable, the user is removed from the MAC authentication VLAN and 


mapped to the 802.1X critical VLAN.  


To configure an 802.1X critical VLAN: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Ethernet interface 


view. 


interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


3. Configure an 802.1X 


critical VLAN on the port. 
dot1x critical vlan vlan-id 


By default, no critical VLAN is 


configured. 


You can configure only one 802.1X 


critical VLAN on a port. The 802.1X 


critical VLANs on different ports can be 


different. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 


port to trigger 802.1X 


authentication on 


detection of a reachable 


authentication server for 


users in the critical VLAN. 


dot1x critical 


recovery-action reinitialize 


By default, when a reachable RADIUS 


server is detected, the system removes 


the port or 802.1X users from the 


critical VLAN without triggering 


authentication. 


 


Command reference 


dot1x critical vlan 


Use dot1x critical vlan to configure an 802.1X critical VLAN on a port for users that fail 802.1X 


authentication because all the RADIUS servers in their ISP domains have been unreachable.  


Use undo dot1x critical vlan to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dot1x critical vlan vlan-id  


undo dot1x critical vlan 


Default 


No critical VLAN is configured on any port. 


Views 


Ethernet interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 
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Parameters 


vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. Make sure the VLAN has been created. 


Description 


You can configure only one critical VLAN on a port. The MAC authentication critical VLANs on 


different ports can be different. 


When you change the access control method from MAC-based to port-based on the port, the 


mappings between MAC addresses and the 802.1X critical VLAN are removed. You can use the 


display mac-vlan command to display MAC-to-VLAN mappings.  


When you change the access control method from port-based to MAC-based on a port that is in a 


critical VLAN, the port is removed from the critical VLAN. 


To delete a VLAN that has been configured as an 802.1X critical VLAN, you must perform the undo 


dot1x critical vlan command first. 


Examples 


# Specify VLAN 3 as the 802.1X critical VLAN on GigabitEthernet 3/1/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] dot1x critical vlan 3 


Related commands 


 dot1x 


 dot1x port-method 


 dot1x critical recovery-action 


dot1x critical recovery-action 


Use dot1x critical recovery-action to configure the action that a port takes when an active 


(reachable) RADIUS authentication server is detected for users in the 802.1X critical VLAN. 


Use undo dot1x critical recovery-action to restore the default. 


Syntax 


dot1x critical recovery-action reinitialize 


undo dot1x critical recovery-action 


Default 


When a reachable RADIUS server is detected, the system removes the port or 802.1X users from the 


critical VLAN without triggering authentication. 


Views 


Ethernet interface view 


Default command level 


2: System view 


Parameters 


reinitialize: Enables the port to trigger 802.1X re-authentication on detection of a reachable 


RADIUS authentication server for users in the critical VLAN. 
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Description 


The dot1x critical recovery-action command takes effect only on the 802.1X users in the critical 


VLAN on a port. It enables the port to take one of the following actions to trigger 802.1X 


authentication after removing 802.1X users from the critical VLAN on detection of a reachable 


RADIUS authentication server: 


 If MAC-based access control is used, the port sends a unicast Identity EAP/Request to each 


802.1X user.  


 If port-based access control is used, the port sends a multicast Identity EAP/Request to all the 


802.1X users attached to the port.  


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 to trigger 802.1X re-authentication on detection of an active 


RADIUS authentication server for users in the critical VLAN. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/1/1] dot1x critical recovery-action reinitialize 


New feature: Specifying the NAS-Port-ID for an 


interface 


Specifying the NAS-Port-ID for an interface 


If the device uses a RADIUS server for authentication, authorization, and accounting of portal users, 


when a portal user logs on from an interface, the device sends a RADIUS request that carries the 


NAS-Port-ID attribute to the RADIUS server. The portal server configuration determines the usage 


of the NAS-Port-ID attribute. 


To specify the NAS-Port-ID value carried in a RADIUS request sent from an interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 


interface-number 
N/A 


3. Configure the NAS-Port-ID 


value. 


portal nas-port-id 


nas-port-id-value 


By default, no NAS-Port-ID value 


is specified for an interface, and 


the device uses the information 


obtained from the physical 


interface where the portal user 


accesses as the NAS-Port-ID 


value in a RADIUS request. 


 


Command reference 


portal nas-port-id 


Use portal nas-port-id to specify the NAS-Port-ID value carried in a RADIUS request. 


Use undo portal nas-port-id to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


portal nas-port-id nas-port-id-value 


undo portal nas-port-id 


Default 


No NAS-Port-ID value is specified for an interface, and the device uses the information obtained 


from the physical interface where the portal user accesses as the NAS-Port-ID value in a RADIUS 


request. 


Views 


Interface view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


nas-port-id-value: NAS-Port-ID value, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 253 characters. This value is 


used as the value of the NAS-Port-ID attribute in the RADIUS request to be sent to the RADIUS 


server when a portal user logs on from an interface. 


Usage guidelines 


If the device uses a RADIUS server for authentication, authorization, and accounting of portal users, 


when a portal user logs on from an interface, the device sends a RADIUS request that carries the 


NAS-Port-ID attribute to the RADIUS server. 


Examples 


# Specify the NAS-Port-ID value as ap1 for interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet 3/1/1] portal nas-port-id ap1 


New feature: Configuring the device as an SCP client 


Configuring the device as an SCP client 


Based on SSH2, SCP offers a secure approach to copying files. The device can act as an SCP client, 


enabling a user to log in from the device to a remote server for secure file transfer. 


To transfer files with an SCP server: 
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Task Command Remarks 


Connect to the SCP 


server, and transfer files 


with the server. 


 Upload a file to the SCP server: 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] put 


source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-ctos-cipher 


{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 


sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher 


{ 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


 Download a file from the SCP server: 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] get 


source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-ctos-cipher 


{ 3des | aes128 | aes256 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | 


sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher 


{ 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Use either command. 


Only SSH users whose 


user privilege level is 3 


can upload files to the 


SCP server. 


Algorithms dsa, 3des, 


des, md5, md5-96, 


dh-group-exchange, 


and dh-group1 are 


not available in FIPS 


mode. 


Only the algorithm 


aes256 is available in 


FIPS mode. 


 


Command reference 


New command: scp 


Use scp to transfer files with an SCP server. 


Syntax 


scp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] { get | put } source-file-path [ destination-file-path ] 


[ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | 


aes128 | aes256 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex 


{ dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | 


aes256 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Default command level 


3: Manage level 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies the type of the server as IPv6. If this keyword is not specified, the server is an IPv4 


server. 


server: Specifies an IPv4 or IPv6 server by its address or host name. For an IPv4 server, it is a 


case-insensitive string of 1 to 20 characters. For an IPv6 server, it is a case-insensitive string of 1 to 


46 characters. 


port-number: Specifies the port number of the server, in the range of 0 to 65535. The default is 22.  


get: Downloads the file. 


put: Uploads the file. 
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source-file-path: Specifies the directory of the source file. 


destination-file-path: Specifies the directory of the target file. If this argument is not specified, the 


directory names of the source and target files are same.  


identity-key: Specifies the algorithm for publickey authentication, either dsa or rsa. The default is 


dsa.  


 dsa: Specifies the public key algorithm dsa. This algorithm is not available in FIPS mode. 


 rsa: Specifies the public key algorithm rsa. 


prefer-compress: Specifies the preferred compression algorithm. By default, the compression 


algorithm is not used. 


 zlib: Specifies the compression algorithm zlib. 


 zlib-openssh: Specifies the compression algorithm zlib@openssh.com. 


prefer-ctos-cipher: Specifies the preferred client-to-server encryption algorithm, defaulted to 


aes128. 


 3des: Specifies the encryption algorithm 3des-cbc. This algorithm is not available in FIPS 


mode. 


 aes128: Specifies the encryption algorithm aes128-cbc. 


 aes256: Specifies the encryption algorithm aes256-cbc. This algorithm is available only in FIPS 


mode. 


 des: Specifies the encryption algorithm des-cbc. This algorithm is not available in FIPS mode. 


prefer-ctos-hmac: Specifies the preferred client-to-server HMAC algorithm, defaulted to sha1-96. 


 md5: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-md5. This algorithm is not available in FIPS mode. 


 md5-96: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-md5-96. This algorithm is not available in FIPS 


mode. 


 sha1: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-sha1. 


 sha1-96: Specifies the HMAC algorithm hmac-sha1-96. 


prefer-kex: Specifies the preferred key exchange algorithm, defaulted to dh-group-exchange. 


 dh-group-exchange: Specifies the key exchange algorithm 


diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1. This algorithm is not available in FIPS mode. 


 dh-group1: Specifies the key exchange algorithm diffie-hellman-group1-sha1. This algorithm 


is not available in FIPS mode. 


 dh-group14: Specifies the key exchange algorithm diffie-hellman-group14-sha1. 


prefer-stoc-cipher: Specifies the preferred server-to-client encryption algorithm, defaulted to 


aes128.  


prefer-stoc-hmac: Specifies the preferred server-to-client HMAC algorithm, defaulted to sha1-96. 


Description 


When the server adopts publickey authentication to authenticate a client, the client must get the 


local private key for digital signature. As the publickey authentication uses either RSA or DSA 


algorithm, you must specify an algorithm of the client (by using the identity-key keyword) in order 


to get the correct data for the local private key. By default, the public key algorithm is DSA. 


Only SSH users whose user privilege level is 3 can upload files to the SCP server. 



mailto:ZLIB@openssh.com
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Examples 


# Connect to the SCP server (192.168.0.1), download the file remote.bin from the server, and save 


it locally to the file local.bin 


<Sysname> scp 192.168.0.1 get remote.bin local.bin 


New feature: Specifying the service type for SSH users 


as SCP 


Specifying the service type for SSH users as SCP 


Based on SSH2, SCP offers a secure approach to copying files. The device can act as the SCP server, 


in which case, you need to configure the service type for the SSH user as SCP. 


Command reference 


Modified command: ssh user 


Old syntax 


ssh user username service-type { all | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


New syntax 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The keyword scp (indicating the service type SCP) was added to the ssh user command. 


New feature: Remark configuration for ACL rules 


Configuring an ACL rule range remark 


You can add a rule range remark to indicate the start or end of a range of rules created for the 


same purpose. 


Command reference 


rule remark 


Use rule remark to add a start or end remark for a range of rules that are created for the same 


purpose. 
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Use undo rule remark to delete the specified or all rule range remarks. 


Syntax 


rule [ rule-id ] remark text 


undo rule [ rule-id ] remark [ text ] 


Default 


No rule range remarks are configured. 


Views 


IPv4 basic/advanced ACL view, IPv6 basic/advanced ACL view, Ethernet frame header ACL view, 


user-defined ACL view 


Default command level 


2: System level 


Parameters 


rule-id: Specifies a rule number in the range of 0 to 65534. The specified rule can be one that has 


been created or not. If you specify no rule ID when adding a remark, the system automatically picks 


the rule ID that is the nearest higher multiple of the numbering step to the current highest rule ID. 


For example, if the rule numbering step is 5 and the current highest rule ID is 28, the system picks 


rule 30.  


text: Specifies a remark, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters.  


Usage guidelines 


A rule range remark always appears immediately above the specified rule. If the specified rule has 


not been created yet, the position of the comment in the ACL is as follows:  


 If the match order is config, the remark is inserted into the ACL in descending order of rule ID. 


 If the match order is auto, the remark is placed at the end of the ACL. After you create the rule, 


the remark appears above the rule.  


To display rule range remarks in an ACL, use the display this or display current-configuration.  


When you delete rule range remarks, follow these guidelines: 


 If neither rule-id nor text is specified, all rule range remarks are removed. 


 Use the undo rule remark text command to remove all remarks that are the same as the text 


argument.  


 Use the undo rule rule-id remark command to delete a specific rule range remark. If you also 


specify the text argument, you must type in the remark the same as was specified to 


successfully remove the remark.  


When adding an end remark for a rule range, you can specify the end rule number plus 1 for the 


rule-id argument so all rules in this range appears between the two remarks. You can also specify 


the end rule number for the rule-id argument. In this approach, the end rule appears below the end 


remark. Whichever approach you use, be consistent.  


Examples 


# Display the running configuration of IPv4 basic ACL 2000. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2000 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] display this 
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# 


acl number 2000 


 rule 0 permit source 14.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


 rule 5 permit source 10.1.1.1 0 time-range work-time 


 rule 10 permit source 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 


 rule 15 permit source 1.1.1.1 0 


 rule 20 permit source 10.1.1.1 0 


 rule 25 permit counting 


# 


return 


# Add a start comment "Rules for VIP_start" and an end comment "Rules for VIP_end" for the rule 


range 10 to 25.  


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] rule 10 remark Rules for VIP_start 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] rule 26 remark Rules for VIP_end 


# Verify the configuration.  


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] display this 


# 


acl number 2000 


 rule 0 permit source 14.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


 rule 5 permit source 10.1.1.1 0 time-range work-time 


 rule 10 remark Rules for VIP_start 


 rule 10 permit source 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 


 rule 15 permit source 1.1.1.1 0 


 rule 20 permit source 10.1.1.1 0 


 rule 25 permit counting 


 rule 26 remark Rules for VIP_end 


# 


return 


Related commands 


 display this 


 display current-configuration (Fundamentals Command Reference) 


New feature: Displaying and clearing information 


about global QoS policies 


Displaying and clearing information about global QoS policies 


 


Task Command Remarks 


Display information about global 


QoS policies. 


display qos policy global [ slot slot-number ] 


[ inbound | outbound ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


Available in any 


view. 


Clear the statistics for global QoS 


policies. 


reset qos policy global [ inbound | 


outbound ] 


Available in user 


view. 
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Command reference 


New command: display qos policy global 


Syntax 


display qos policy global [ slot slot-number ] [ inbound | outbound ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


View 


Any view 


Default level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


inbound: Displays information about the inbound global QoS policy. An inbound global QoS policy 


applies to the inbound direction of all ports. 


outbound: Displays information about the outbound global QoS policy. An outbound global QoS 


policy applies to the outbound direction of all ports. 


slot slot-number: Displays information about the global QoS policies on the card specified by the 


slot number. 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Description 


Use display qos policy global to display information about global QoS policies. 


If no direction is specified, this command displays information about both inbound and outbound 


global QoS policies. 


If no slot number is specified, this command displays the global QoS policy or policies on the main 


processing unit. 


The command is available on only SPC cards. 


Examples 


# Display information about the inbound global QoS policy. 


<Sysname> display qos policy global inbound 


 


  Direction: Inbound 


 


  Policy: 1 


   Classifier: 2 


     Operator: AND 


     Rule(s) : If-match acl 2000 
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     Behavior: 2 


       Accounting Enable 


         20864 (Bytes) 


       Committed Access Rate: 


         CIR 128 (kbps), CBS 8000 (byte), EBS 0 (byte) 


         Red Action: discard 


         Green : 12928(Bytes) 


         Yellow: 7936(Bytes) 


         Red   : 43904(Bytes) 


Table 1 Command output 


Field Description 


Direction 
Indicates that the QoS policy is applied in the inbound direction or outbound 


direction. 


Policy Policy name and its contents. 


Classifier Class name and its contents. 


Mode Mode that the association between the class and the traffic behavior supports. 


Operator Logical relationship between match criteria. 


Rule(s) Match criteria. 


Behavior Name of the traffic behavior, and the actions in the traffic behavior. 


Accounting Class-based accounting action and the collected statistics. 


Committed Access Rate Information about traffic rate limiting. 


CIR CIR in kbps. 


CBS 
Committed burst size in bytes, which specifies the depth of the token bucket 


for holding bursty traffic. 


EBS 
Excessive burst size (EBS) in bytes, which specifies the traffic exceeding CBS 


when two token buckets are used. 


Red Action Action to take on red packets. 


Green Statistics about green packets. 


Yellow Statistics about yellow packets. 


Red Statistics about red packets. 


 


New command: reset qos policy global 


Syntax 


reset qos policy global [ inbound | outbound ] 


View 


User view 


Default level 


1: Monitor level 
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Parameters 


inbound: Specifies the inbound direction. 


outbound: Specifies the outbound direction. 


Description 


Use reset qos policy global to clear the statistics for global QoS policies. 


This command is available on only SPC cards. 


Examples 


# Clear the statistics for global QoS policy in the inbound direction. 


<Sysname> reset qos policy global inbound 


New feature: Displaying historical alarm information 


Displaying historical alarm information 


The display alarm history command was added to display historical alarm information. The router 


can store up to 100 alarms. You can view these alarms to get an idea of the router operating status. 


Command reference 


display alarm history 


Syntax 


display alarm history [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Description 


Use display alarm history to display historical alarm information. 


The router can store up to 100 alarms. This command displays all stored alarms in chronological 


order. If no alarms are stored, the system displays "No alarm information." 


Examples 


# Display historical alarm information. 
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<Sysname> display alarm history 


Index  Date        Time      Slot  Level        Info 


1      05/19/2011  15:29:28  0     Error        Fan 2 is absent. 


2      05/17/2011  09:11:36  0     Error        Power 2 is absent. 


Table 2 Command output 


Field Description 


Index Index of the alarm. 


Slot Slot where the alarm occurred. 


Level 


Alarm severity. 


In the descending order, the alarm severity levels include Error, Warning, 


Notice, and Information. 


Info Detailed alarm information. 


 


New feature: Displaying information about IPv6 local 


PBR and IPv6 interface PBR 


Command reference 


display ipv6 policy-based-route 


Use display ipv6 policy-based-route to display information about IPv6 local PBR and IPv6 


interface PBR. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 policy-based-route [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Default command level 


1: Monitor level 


Parameters 


|: Filters command output by specifying a regular expression. For more information about regular 


expressions, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


begin: Displays the first line that matches the specified regular expression and all lines that follow. 


exclude: Displays all lines that do not match the specified regular expression. 


include: Displays all lines that match the specified regular expression. 


regular-expression: Specifies a regular expression, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Examples 


# Display information about IPv6 local PBR and IPv6 interface PBR. 


<Sysname> display ipv6 policy-based-route 


 Policy Name             interface 
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 pr02                    local 


 pr01                    GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 


Table 3 Command output 


Field Description 


Policy Name Routing policy name. 


Local Local PBR. 


GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 Interface GigabitEthernet 3/1/1 where the policy is applied. 


 


Modified feature: MFR/FR interface (subinterface) 


support for NAT and NetStream 


Feature change description 


Before modification: MFR/FR interface (subinterface) does not support NAT and NetStream. 


After modification: MFR/FR interface (subinterface) supports NAT and NetStream. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: NAT reverse sticky 


Feature change description 


The NAT reverse sticky feature allows NATed packets to go back to the destination device in the 


external network along the same path as the inbound packets. When packets pass through the NAT 


device from the external network, the NAT device records the inbound interface on the external 


network side. When the packets are sent back to the external network after they are NATed, the NAT 


device uses the recorded interface information to look for a path. Thus, the packets can use the 


original path back to the external network. 


Use the NAT reverse sticky feature when multiple equal-cost routes exist between the NAT device 


and the device in the external network to avoid occupying other carrier's bandwidth and packet 


loss. 


Command changes 


None. 
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Modified feature: SPC card support for NAT 


Feature change description 


Before modification: NAT is supported on the cards with the silkscreen as SPE-1010-II, 


SPE-1010-E-II, SPE-1020-II, SPE-1020-E-II, IM-NAT, and IM-NAT-II. 


After modification: NAT is also supported on SPC cards. 


This feature mainly implements the following functions: 


 Redirecting packets from an SPE card to the multicore CPU on the card and to the multicore 


CPU on an SPC card for the NAT service. 


 Redirecting packets from an SPC card to the multicore CPU on the card and to the multicore 


CPU on an SPE card for the NAT service. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: SPE card support for URPF check 


when natural mask support for ARP requests is disabled 


Feature change description 


Before modification: When natural mask support for ARP requests is disabled (configured with 


undo naturemask-arp enable), the device discards the ARP requests in which the sender IP 


address is not on the same subnet as the IP address of the receiving interface. 


After modification: When natural mask support for ARP requests is disabled (configured with undo 


naturemask-arp enable), the device performs strict URPF check on ARP requests. 


 If the packets fail to pass the check, they are discarded. 


 If the packets pass the check, the device checks whether the sender IP address is on the same 


subnet as the IP address of the receiving interface. If not, the packets are discarded. 


Command changes 


None. 
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Modified feature: Support for a ciphertext key of the 


BIMS server 


Feature change description 


Before modification: Only a plaintext key can be used as the BIMS server shared key in a DHCP 


address pool. 


After modification: Both a plaintext key and a ciphertext key can be used as the BIMS server shared 


key in a DHCP address pool. 


Command changes 


Modified command: bims-server 


Old syntax 


bims-server ip ip-address [ port port-number ] sharekey key 


New syntax 


bims-server ip ip-address [ port port-number ] sharekey [ cipher | simple ] key 


Views 


DHCP address pool view 


Change description 


Before modification: Keywords cipher and simple were not in the bims-server command. Only a 


plaintext key can be used as the BIMS server shared key in a DHCP address pool. 


After modification: Keywords cipher and simple are added to the bims-server command. Both a 


plaintext key (specified with keyword simple) and a ciphertext key (specified with keyword cipher) 


can be used as the BIMS server shared key in a DHCP address pool. If cipher is specified, the key is 


a ciphertext string of at most 53 characters. If neither cipher nor simple is specified, you set a 


plaintext key string. 


Modified feature: Support for subinterface QoS on 


subcards 


Feature change description 


Before modification: 


 Of subinterfaces, only those on the PIC-XP1L, PIC-GP10L, PIC-GP20R, and PIC-GT20R subcards 


support the qos gts any, qos lr outbound, qos wfq weight, and qos wred apply 


commands. 


 The first time you configure the qos lr outbound, qos gts any, queue ef, queue af, queue 


wfq, qos wfq weight, qos wred apply, or remark local-precedence command for a 


subinterface, you must use the undo qos lr outbound and undo qos gts any commands to 


disable line rate and GTS on the main interface if none of these commands is configured on 


any other subinterfaces. 
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After modification: 


 Of subinterfaces, only Layer 3 subinterfaces on SPE cards support the qos gts any, qos lr 


outbound, qos wfq weight, and qos wred apply commands. 


 The first time you configure the qos lr outbound, qos gts any, queue ef, queue af, queue 


wfq, qos wfq weight, qos wred apply, or remark local-precedence command for a 


subinterface, you do not have to use the undo qos lr outbound and undo qos gts any 


commands to disable line rate and GTS on the main interface if none of these commands is 


configured on any other subinterfaces. 


Command changes 


N/A 


Modified feature: Support of Ethernet OAM for Layer 3 


Ethernet interfaces 


Feature change description 


Before modification: Ethernet OAM supports only Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces.  


After modification: Ethernet OAM supports Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 3 Ethernet 


interfaces.  


For more information, see High Avaialbility Configuration Guide.  


Command changes 


N/A 


Modified feature: Support for an SNMP community 


name set in cipher text 


Feature change description 


After modification: The command allows you to set the community name in plain text or in cipher 


text, and save it in cipher text. 


Command changes 


Modified command: snmp-agent community 


Old syntax 


snmp-agent community { read | write } community-name [ acl acl-number | mib-view 


view-name ] * 


undo snmp-agent community { read | write } community-name 
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New syntax 


snmp-agent community { read | write } [ cipher ] community-name [ mib-view view-name ] 


[ acl acl-number | acl ipv6 ipv6-acl-number ] * 


undo snmp-agent community { read | write } [ cipher ] community-name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The command sets the community name only in plain text and saves it in plain 


text. 


After modification: The cipher keyword was added. If this keyword is specified, the command sets 


the community name in plain text or in cipher text, and saves it in cipher text. 


Modified feature: Adding a limitation for traffic mirroring 


Feature change description 


This version adds a new limitation for traffic mirroring. 


You can only mirror inbound traffic or outbound traffic on the interfaces of a SPC card to a same 


NetStream interface. If you configure inbound traffic mirroring and outbound traffic mirroring on 


two different interfaces of a SPC card, the traffic can be mirrored to two different NetStream 


interfaces. 


Command reference 


None. 


Modified feature: RADIUS authentication/authorization 


server status detection 


Feature change description 


You can configure server status detection for RADIUS authentication/authorization servers. 


Command changes 


Modified command: primary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


primary authentication { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] 


key | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


New syntax 


primary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] 


key | probe username name [ interval interval ] | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 
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Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


The old command does not allow you to configure server status detection for primary RADIUS 


authentication/authorization servers. 


The new command allows you to configure server status detection for primary RADIUS 


authentication/authorization servers. 


Modified command: secondary authentication (RADIUS scheme view) 


Old syntax 


secondary authentication { ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | simple ] 


key | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


New syntax 


secondary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number | key [ cipher | 


simple ] key | probe username name [ interval interval ] | vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] * 


Views 


RADIUS scheme view 


Change description 


The old command does not allow you to configure server status detection for secondary RADIUS 


authentication/authorization servers. 


The new command allows you to configure server status detection for secondary RADIUS 


authentication/authorization servers. 


Modified feature: Configuring CA certificate to verify 


the client certificate 


Feature modification description 


The server can use the CA certificate that is saved in the PKI domain to verify the client certificate. 


Command changes 


Modified command: ssh user 


Old syntax 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign publickey keyname } 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign publickey keyname work-directory directory-name } 
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New syntax 


ssh user username service-type stelnet authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } } 


ssh user username service-type { all | scp | sftp } authentication-type { password | { any | 


password-publickey | publickey } assign { pki-domain pkiname | publickey keyname } 


work-directory directory-name } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification, the server checks the validity of the user by using the user's public key that has 


been locally saved. 


After modification, the server can check the validity of the user by using the locally saved user's 


public key, or uses the CA certificate that is saved in the PKI domain to verify the client certificate. 


Modified feature: Configuring the preferred 


compression algorithm for Stelnet/SFTP connection 


Feature modification description 


The preferred compression algorithm zlib or zlib@openssh.com is specified for Stelnet/SFTP 


connection. 


Command changes 


Modified command: sftp 


Old syntax 


sftp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } 


| prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | 


aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


New syntax 


sftp [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


Before modification, no preferred compression algorithm is specified.  


After modification, the preferred compression algorithm zlib or zlib@openssh.com can be specified.  
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Modified command: ssh2 


Old syntax 


ssh2 [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } 


| prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | 


aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


New syntax 


ssh2 [ ipv6 ] server [ port-number ] [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ identity-key { dsa | rsa } | 


prefer-compress { zlib | zlib-openssh } | prefer-ctos-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | 


prefer-ctos-hmac { md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } | prefer-kex { dh-group-exchange | 


dh-group1 | dh-group14 } | prefer-stoc-cipher { 3des | aes128 | des } | prefer-stoc-hmac 


{ md5 | md5-96 | sha1 | sha1-96 } ] * 


Views 


User view 


Change description 


Before modification, no preferred compression algorithm is specified.  


After modification, the preferred compression algorithm zlib or zlib@openssh.com can be specified. 


Modified feature: displaying session entries for specific 


conditions 


Feature change description 


The display session table command can display session information for a specific protocol, 


specific source port and specific destination port of a session from the initiator to the responder. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display session table 


Old syntax 


display session table [ slot slot-number ] [ source-ip source-ip ] [ destination-ip destination-ip ] 


[ verbose ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display session table [ slot slot-number ] [ source-ip source-ip ] [ destination-ip destination-ip ] 


[ protocol-type { icmp | raw-ip | tcp | udp } ] [ source-port source-port ] [ destination-port 


destination-port ] [ count | verbose ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


View 


Any view 
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Change description 


Before modification: The display session table command cannot display session information for a 


specific protocol, specific source port or specific destination port of a session from the initiator to 


the responder. 


After modification: The display session table command can display session information for a 


specific protocol, specific source port, and specific destination port of a session from the initiator to 


the responder. 


Modified feature: Support for ARP packet filtering on 


SPE cards 


Feature change description 


Before modification: By default, on SPE cards, the gateway filters out ARP packets whose source 


MAC address in the Ethernet header was a broadcast MAC address, the host's MAC address, or a 


multicast MAC address. 


After modification: By default, on SPE cards, the gateway filters out ARP packets whose source MAC 


address in the Ethernet header is a broadcast MAC address, the host's MAC address, a MAC address 


of all 0s, or a multicast MAC address. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: Interface support for IPv4 strict URPF 


check on SPC cards 


Feature change description 


Before modification: On an SPC card, only VLAN interfaces support IPv4 strict URPF check. 


After modification: On an SPC card, all interfaces support IPv4 strict URPF check. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: URPF check on ARP packets 


Feature change description 


Before modification: The device learns the sender IP and MAC addresses in a received ARP request 


whose sender IP address is not on the same subnet as the IP address of the receiving interface. 


On SPE cards, the device does not perform strict URPF check on ARP packets. 
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After modification: 


 On SPE cards, when natural mask support for ARP requests is enabled, the device does not 


perform strict URPF check on ARP packets. 


 On SPE cards, when natural mask support for ARP requests is disabled, the device performs 


strict URPF check on ARP packets. The packets that fail to pass the check are discarded. 


Command changes 


None. 


Modified feature: Configuring the advertisable TLV 


types 


Feature change description 


Before modification: Configuring the interface of an SPE card to advertise Link Aggregation TLVs 


does not take effect.  


After modification: Configuring the interface of an SPE card to advertise Link Aggregation TLVs 


takes effect.  


Command changes 


N/A 


Modified feature: Configuring enhanced OSPF features 


Feature change description 


This release enhances the OSPF features in the following aspects: 


 Configuring OSPF network types—With the newly added peer-address-check keyword, 


the ospf network-type command checks whether the peer interface resides in the same 


network as the local P2P interface. 


 Configuring OSPF route control—With the newly added permit-calculate-other keyword 


in the default-route-advertise command, the router still calculates the default routes 


received from other routers after it generated and advertised a default route in a Type-5 LSA. 


 Tuning and optimizing OSPF networks—HMAC-MD5 authentication for an OSPF area is 


supported in this release, and a key (plaintext or ciphertext) for OSPF area authentication is 


required. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: default-route-advertise 


Old syntax 


default-route-advertise [ [ always | cost cost | route-policy route-policy-name | type type ] * | 


summary cost cost ] 


New syntax 


default-route-advertise [ [ [ always | permit-calculate-other ] | cost cost | route-policy 


route-policy-name | type type ] * | summary cost cost ] 


Views 


OSPF view 


Change description 


Before modification: The router does not calculate the default routes received from other routers 


after it generated and advertised a default route in a Type-5 LSA. 


After modification: With the newly added permit-calculate-other keyword, the router still 


calculates the default routes received from other routers after it generated and advertised a default 


route in a Type-5 LSA. 


Modified command: ospf network-type 


Old syntax 


ospf network-type { broadcast | nbma | p2mp [ unicast ] | p2p } 


New syntax 


ospf network-type { broadcast | nbma | p2mp [ unicast ] | p2p [ peer-address-check ] } 


Views 


Interface view 


Change description 


Before modification: The command does not check whether the peer interface resides in the same 


network as the local P2P interface. 


After modification: With the newly added peer-address-check keyword, the command checks 


whether the peer interface resides in the same network as the local P2P interface. 


Modified command: authentication-mode 


Old syntax 


authentication-mode { md5 | simple } 


New syntax 


For MD5/HMAC-MD5 authentication: 


authentication-mode { hmac-md5 | md5 } key-id { cipher | plain } password 


For simple authentication: 
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authentication-mode simple { cipher | plain } password 


Views 


OSPF area view 


Change description 


Before modification: Only simple or MD5 authentication is supported for an OSPF area. 


After modification: HMAC/MD5 authentication for an OSPF area is supported, and a key (plaintext 


or ciphertext) for OSPF area authentication is required. The key is case sensitive. If simple is 


specified, it must be a plaintext string of 1 to 8 characters, or a ciphertext string of 33 to 41 


characters. If md5 or hmac-md5 is specified, it must be a plaintext string of 1 to 16 characters, or 


a ciphertext string of 33 to 53 characters. 


Modified feature: Configuring enhanced routing policy 


features 


Feature change description 


BGP Source of Origin (SoO) extended community attribute is supported in this release. 


This release supports specifying a backup next hop address without a backup outbound interface 


for FRR. 


In the previous releases, the next hop specified in a routing policy cannot be in the MPLS L3VPN or 


in the public network. From this release, you can specify next hops in the MPLS L3VPN or in the 


public network. 


Command changes 


Modified command: apply extcommunity 


Old syntax 


apply extcommunity { rt route-target }&<1-16> [ additive ] 


New syntax 


apply extcommunity { { rt route-target }&<1-16> [ additive ] | soo site-of-origin additive } 


Views 


Routing policy view 


Change description 


Before modification: The soo site-of-origin option is not supported. 


After modification: The soo site-of-origin option is supported. 


Modified command: ip extcommunity-list 


Old syntax 


ip extcommunity-list ext-comm-list-number { deny | permit } { rt route-target }&<1-16> 
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New syntax 


ip extcommunity-list ext-comm-list-number { deny | permit } { rt route-target | soo 


site-of-origin }&<1-16> 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The soo site-of-origin option is not supported. 


After modification: The soo site-of-origin option is supported. 


Modified command: apply fast-reroute 


Old syntax 


apply fast-reroute backup-interface interface-type interface-number [ backup-nexthop 


ip-address ] 


New syntax 


apply fast-reroute { backup-interface interface-type interface-number [ backup-nexthop 


ip-address ] | backup-nexthop ip-address } 


Views 


Routing policy view 


Change description 


Before modification: A backup outbound interface is required regardless of whether a backup next 


hop is specified. 


After modification: You can specify a backup next hop without a backup outbound interface. 


Modified command: apply ip-address next-hop 


Old syntax 


apply ip-address next-hop ip-address 


New syntax 


apply ip-address next-hop ip-address [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name | public ] 


Views 


Routing policy view 


Change description 


Before modification: The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option and the public keyword are not 


supported. 


After modification: The vpn-instance vpn-instance-name option and the public keyword are 


supported. 
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Modified feature: Specifying a BGP router ID 


Feature change description 


You can specify a router ID in BGP-VPN instance view. 


Command changes 


Modified command: router-id 


Old syntax 


router id router-id 


New syntax 


router-id [ auto-select | router-id ] 


Old views 


BGP view 


New views 


BGP view, BGP-VPN instance view 


Change description 


Before modification: You cannot specify a router ID in BGP-VPN instance view. 


After modification: The BGP-VPN instance view is supported. In BGP-VPN instance view, you can 


also specify the auto-select keyword, which automatically selects an IP address in the current 


BGP-VPN instance as the router ID. 


Modified feature: Configuring MD5 authentication for 


TCP connection between MSDP peers  


Feature modification description 


To enhance MSDP security, you can configure an MD5 authentication password for the TCP 


connection between MSDP peers. If the MD5 authentication fails, the TCP connection cannot be 


established. 


Command changes 


New command: peer password 


Use peer password to configure a password for MD5 authentication used by MSDP peers to 


establish TCP connection. 


Syntax 


peer peer-address password { cipher cipher-password | simple simple-password } 
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undo peer peer-address password 


Views 


Public network MSDP view, VPN instance MSDP view 


Change description 


Before modification, no MD5 authentication is performed for MSDP peers to establish TCP 


connection.  


After modification, MD5 authentication is performed for MSDP peers to establish TCP connection.  


Modified feature: IPsec transform set commands 


Feature change description 


The word proposal is changed to transform-set, with the meaning kept unchanged. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display ipsec transform-set 


Old syntax 


display ipsec proposal [ proposal-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display ipsec transform-set [ transform-set-name ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The word proposal is changed to transform-set, with the meaning kept unchanged. 


Modified command: ipsec transform-set 


Old syntax 


ipsec proposal proposal-name 


undo ipsec proposal proposal-name 


New syntax 


ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 


undo ipsec transform-set transform-set-name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The word proposal is changed to transform-set, with the meaning kept unchanged. 
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Modified command: transform-set 


Old syntax 


proposal proposal-name&<1-6> 


undo proposal [ proposal-name ] 


New syntax 


transform-set transform-set-name&<1-6> 


undo transform-set [ transform-name-set ] 


Views 


IPsec policy view 


Change description 


The word proposal is changed to transform-set, with the meaning kept unchanged. 


Modified feature: AES encryption algorithm 


configuration command 


Feature change description 


The AES algorithm used by the ESP protocol can use a 128-bit, 192-bit, or 256-bit key for 


encryption. The old command uses a single keyword aes to specify the AES algorithms with 


different key lengths. The new command uses a different keyword for each of the AES algorithms. 


Command changes 


Modified command: esp encryption-algorithm 


Old syntax 


esp encryption-algorithm { 3des | aes [ key-length ] | des } 


New syntax 


esp encryption-algorithm { 3des | aes-cbc-128 | aes-cbc-192 | aes-cbc-256 | des } * 


Views 


IPsec transform set view 


Change description 


The old command uses the aes [ key-length ] option to specify a 128-bit, 192-bit, or 256-bit 


CBC-mode AES. 


The new command uses aes-cbc-128, aes-cbc-192, and aes-cbc-256 keywords to specify the 


128-bit, 192-bit, and 256-bit CBC-mode AES, respectively. 
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Modified feature: Dynamic IPv4 source guard 


commands 


Feature change description 


Keywords are changed in dynamic IPv4 source guard commands. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display ip source binding 


Old syntax 


display ip check source [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip-address ip-address | 


mac-address mac-address ] [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display ip source binding [ interface interface-type interface-number | ip-address ip-address | 


mac-address mac-address ] [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Modified command: ip verify source ip-address mac-address 


Old syntax 


ip check source ip-address mac-address 


undo ip check source 


New syntax 


ip verify source ip-address mac-address 


undo ip verify source 


Views 


Layer 3 Ethernet interface view, VLAN interface view 


Modified feature: MPLS display commands 


Feature change description 


Redundant option include text is deleted from the commands for displaying ILM entries, NHLFE 


entries, and NHLFE entry usage information. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: display mpls ilm 


Old syntax 


display mpls ilm [ label ] [ verbose ] [ slot slot-number ] [ include text | { | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression } ] 


New syntax 


display mpls ilm [ label ] [ verbose ] [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


In the old command, the include text option has the same function as the include 


regular-expression option. The new command deletes the include text option. 


Modified command: display mpls nhlfe 


Old syntax 


display mpls nhlfe [ token ] [ verbose ] [ slot slot-number ] [ include text | { | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression } ] 


New syntax 


display mpls nhlfe [ token ] [ verbose ] [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


In the old command, the include text option has the same function as the include 


regular-expression option. The new command deletes the include text option. 


Modified command: display mpls nhlfe reflist 


Old syntax 


display mpls nhlfe reflist token [ slot slot-number ] [ include text | { | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression } ] 


New syntax 


display mpls nhlfe reflist token [ slot slot-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } 


regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 
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Change description 


In the old command, the include text option has the same function as the include 


regular-expression option. The new command deletes the include text option. 


Modified feature: MPLS L2VPN control word function 


Feature change description 


The MPLS L2VPN control word function is deleted. 


Command changes 


Modified command: ccc interface in-label out-label 


Old syntax 


ccc ccc-connection-name interface interface-type interface-number in-label in-label-value 


out-label out-label-value { nexthop ip-address | out-interface interface-type interface-number } 


[ control-word | no-control-word ] 


New syntax 


ccc ccc-connection-name interface interface-type interface-number in-label in-label-value 


out-label out-label-value { nexthop ip-address | out-interface interface-type interface-number }  


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The old command supports the control-word and the control-word keywords. 


The new command deletes the control-word and the control-word keywords. 


Modified command: mpls l2vc 


Old syntax 


mpls l2vc destination vcid [ { control-word | ethernet | no-control-word | vlan } | tunnel-policy 


tunnel-policy-name ] *  


New syntax 


mpls l2vc destination vcid [ { ethernet | vlan } | [ tunnel-policy tunnel-policy-name ] ] *  


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The old command supports the control-word and the control-word keywords. 


The new command deletes the control-word and the control-word keywords. 
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Modified command: mpls l2vpn vpn-name 


Old syntax 


mpls l2vpn vpn-name [ encapsulation { atm-aal5 | ethernet | fr | hdlc | ppp | vlan } 


[ control-word | no-control-word ] ] 


New syntax 


mpls l2vpn vpn-name [ encapsulation { atm-aal5 | ethernet | fr | hdlc | ppp | vlan } ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The old command supports the control-word and the control-word keywords. 


The new command deletes the control-word and the control-word keywords. 


Modified feature: Modifying the parameters in the 


undo commands for specifying gateway addresses, 


DNS server addresses, and WINS server addresses in a 


DHCP address pool 


Command changes 


Modified command: undo dns-list 


Old syntax 


undo dns-list { ip-address | all } 


New syntax 


undo dns-list { ip-address&<1-8> | all } 


Views 


DHCP address pool view 


Change description 


Argument &<1-8> was added to the undo dns-list command to correspond to the dns-list 


command. 


Modified command: undo gateway-list 


Old syntax 


undo gateway-list { ip-address | all } 


New syntax 


undo gateway-list { ip-address&<1-8> | all } 
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Views 


DHCP address pool view 


Change description 


Argument &<1-8> was added to the undo gateway-list command to correspond to the 


gateway-list command. 


Modified command: undo nbns-list 


Old syntax 


undo nbns-list { ip-address | all } 


New syntax 


undo nbns-list { ip-address&<1-8> | all } 


Views 


DHCP address pool view 


Change description 


Argument &<1-8> was added to the undo nbns-list command to correspond to the nbns-list 


command. 


Modified feature: Displaying summary information 


about interfaces 


Feature change description 


The display ipv6 interface command no long provides the verbose keyword. Instead, it provides 


the brief keyword to display summary IPv6 information about interfaces. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display ipv6 interface 


Old syntax 


display ipv6 interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] [ verbose ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display ipv6 interface [ interface-type [ interface-number ] ] [ brief ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


Before modification: Keyword verbose in the display ipv6 interface command was used to 


display detailed IPv6 information and statistics about interfaces. 
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After modification: Keyword verbose in the display ipv6 interface command is replaced with 


keyword brief to display summary information about interfaces. 


Modified feature: Displaying the prefix length of an IPv6 


multicast group address 


Feature modification description 


When you use the display ipv6 multicast routing-table command, you can choose to display the 


prefix length of an IPv6 multicast group address by specifying the prefix-length argument.  


Command changes 


Modified command: display ipv6 multicast routing-table 


Old syntax 


display ipv6 multicast routing-table ipv6-address prefix-length [ longer-match ] [ verbose ] [ | 


{ begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display ipv6 multicast routing-table ipv6-address [ prefix-length ] [ longer-match ] [ verbose ] 


[ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


Before modification, the specification of the prefix-length argument is required.  


After modification, the specification of the prefix-length argument is optional. 


Modified feature: Displaying system version information 


Feature change description 


The display version command can now display the latest reboot reasons of the router and its cards, 


and it displays the OAM BootROM version in the format version number.release number. 


Command changes 


None 
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Modified feature: Dispalying Ethernet interface 


information 


Feature change description 


In this version, when the display interface command is used to display information of Ethernet 


interfaces on an SPE card, the Input (normal) field can display the number of pause frames. In the 


earlier versions, a hyphen (-) is dispalyed for the number of pauses, and the statistical item is not 


supported.  


<Sysname> display interface GigabitEthernet 5/1/15 


GigabitEthernet3/1/15 current state: DOWN 


... 


 Input (total):  0 packets, 0 bytes 


          - unicasts, 0 broadcasts, 0 multicasts, - pauses 


 Input (normal):  0 packets, 0 bytes 


          - unicasts, - broadcasts, - multicasts, 0 pauses 


 Input:  0 input errors, 0 runts, 0 giants, 0 throttles 


          0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overruns, - aborts 


          0 ignored, - parity errors 


 Output (total): 0 packets, 0 bytes 


          - unicasts, - broadcasts, - multicasts, - pauses 


 Output (normal): 0 packets, 0 bytes 


          - unicasts, - broadcasts, - multicasts, 0 pauses 


 Output: 0 output errors, - underruns, - buffer failures 


          0 aborts, 0 deferred, - collisions, 0 late collisions  


          - lost carrier, - no carrier 


Command changes 


N/A 


Modified feature: Displaying CR-LSP information on the 


specified type of node 


Feature change description 


Keywords are added to display information about CR-LSPs that take the current node as the ingress, 


transit, or egress node. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: display mpls static-cr-lsp 


Old syntax 


display mpls static-cr-lsp [ lsp-name lsp-name ] [ { include | exclude } ip-address prefix-length ] 


[ verbose ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display mpls static-cr-lsp [ lsp-name lsp-name ] [ egress | ingress | transit ] [ { include | exclude } 


ip-address prefix-length ] [ verbose ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The old command displays all CR-LSP information on the current node. 


The new command supports the egress, ingress, and transit keywords, with which the command 


can display information about CR-LSPs that take the current node as the egress, ingress, or transit 


node, respectively. 


Modified feature: Displaying SVC information for a 


service instance 


Feature change description 


You can display SVC information for a service instance. 


Command changes 


Modified command: display mpls static-l2vc 


Old syntax 


display mpls static-l2vc [ interface interface-type interface-number ] [ | { begin | exclude | 


include } regular-expression ] 


New syntax 


display mpls static-l2vc [ interface interface-type interface-number [ service-instance 


instance-id ] ] [ | { begin | exclude | include } regular-expression ] 


Views 


Any view 


Change description 


The old command does not support the service-instance instance-id option. 


The new command supports the service-instance instance-id option, with which you can display 


SVC information for the specified service instance. 
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Removed feature: Specifying the service card for 


forwarding the traffic on a tunnel interface 


Feature change description 


Deleted the command for specifying the service card for forwarding the traffic on a tunnel 


interface. 


Removed commands 


service 


Syntax 


service slot slot-number 


undo service slot 


Views 


Tunnel view 


Removed feature: Configuring the maximum number 


of OSPF routes 


Feature change description 


The feature of configuring the maximum number of OSPF routes is removed from this release. 


Removed commands 


maximum-routes 


Syntax 


maximum-routes number 


undo maximum-routes 


Views 


OSPF view 
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Modified feature: Configuring the bandwidth restriction 


and broadcast suppression ratio for a VPLS instance 


Feature change description 


Deleted the commands for configuring the bandwidth restriction and broadcast suppression ratio 


for a VPLS instance. 


Command changes 


Deleted command: bandwidth 


Syntax 


bandwidth vpn-speed 


undo bandwidth 


Views 


VSI view 


Deleted command: broadcast-restrain 


Syntax 


broadcast-restrain ratio 


undo broadcast-restrain 


Views 


VSI view 
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This document describes the features, restrictions and guidelines, open problems, and workarounds 


for version HP A8800-CMW520-R3627P05. Before you use this version in a live network, back up 


the configuration and test the version to avoid software upgrade affecting your live network.  


Use this document in conjunction with HP A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 Release Notes (Software 


Feature Changes) and the documents listed in "Related documentation." 


Version information 


Version number 


Comware software, Version 5.20, Release 3627P05 


Note: You can see the version number with the command display version in any view. See Note①. 


Version history 


Table 1 Version history 


Version number Last version Release 


Date 


Remarks 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 A8800-CMW520-R3627P04 2015-11-16 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P04 A8800-CMW520-R3627P03 2015-3-20 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P03 A8800-CMW520-R3627P02 2014-11-13 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P02 A8800-CMW520-R3627P01 2014-6-13 Modified feature: 


TCP 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P01 A8800-CMW520-R3627 2014-2-13 Modified feature: 


IPV6 


A8800-CMW520-R3627 A8800-CMW520-R3626 2013-8-19 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3626 A8800-CMW520-R3625 2013-3-28 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3625 A8800-CMW520-R3623 2013-1-5 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3623 A8800-CMW520-E3622 2012-11-9 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-E3622 None 2012-9-26 New feature 


released 


A8800-CMW520-R3352 A8800-CMW520-R3351 2012-11-30 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3351 A8800-CMW520-R3350 2012-8-31 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3350 A8800-CMW520-R3349 2012-6-15 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3349 A8800-CMW520-R3348 2012-4-13 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3348 A8800-CMW520-R3347 2012-2-17 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3347 A8800-CMW520-R3346 2011-12-20 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3346 SR8800-CMW520-R3345P02 2011-11-17 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P02 SR8800-CMW520-R3345P01 2011-9-7 Fixes bugs 
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Version number Last version Release 


Date 


Remarks 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P01 SR8800-CMW520-R3345 2011-7-28 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345 A8800-CMW520-R3343 2011-6-21 Fixes bugs 


A8800-CMW520-R3343 SR8800-CMW520-R3342 2011-04-21 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3342 SR8800-CMW520-B3341 2011-4-1 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-B3341 SR8800-CMW520-B3340 2011-1-31 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-B3340 None 2010-11-5 New feature 


released 


SR8800-CMW520-R3333 SR8800-CMW520-R3332 2011-05-11 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3332 SR8800-CMW520-R3331 2011-03-10 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3331 SR8800-CMW520-R3330 2011-01-14 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3330 SR8800-CMW520-R3329 2010-11-12 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3329 SR8800-CMW520-R3328 2010-10-15 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3328 SR8800-CMW520-R3327 2010-8-16 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-R3327 SR8800-CMW520-E3326 2010-6-28 Fixes bugs 


SR8800-CMW520-E3326 None 2010-5-31 First release 


 


Hardware and software compatibility matrix 


Table 2 HP A8800 product family matrix 


Before HP A8800 family, there was another product family, i.e. H3C SR8800, shipped to market. The 


two product families have the same hardware and software specifications but different brand 


names. The product matrix is as following. In brief, the HP A8800 SKU will be the representation to 


both of them in subsequent document. 
 


HP A8800 H3C SR8800 


HP A8805 H3C SR8805 


HP A8808 H3C SR8808 


HP A8812 H3C SR8812 


 


 CAUTION:  


To avoid an upgrade failure, use Table 3 to verify the hardware and software compatibility before 


performing an upgrade. 
 


Table 3 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 


Item Specifications 


Product family HP A8800 Series 10G Core Routers  


H3C SR8800 Series 10G Core Routers 
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Item Specifications 


Hardware platform HP A8805/A8808/A8812 


H3C SR8805/SR8808/SR8812 


Minimum memory requirements At least 2 GB for the MPU, and 1 GB for the LPU  


Minimum Flash requirements 128 MB 


Boot ROM version MPUs SR02SRP1F/ SR02SRP2F, use BootROM 1.15 or 


later. 


Note: The version number can be displayed with the 


display version command. See Note ②. 


For -II SPE type cards and SPC cards, use BootROM 108 


or later. 


Note: The version number can be displayed with the 


display version command. See Note③ and Note④. 


For OAA cards (IM-FW-II), use BootROM 112 or later. 


Host software A8800-CMW520-R3627P05.bin 


IMC iMC TAM 7.1 (E0302P08) 


iMC UAM 7.1 (E0302P08) 


iMC MVM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC NTA 7.1 (E0301P04) 


iMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303P10) 


iMC QoSM 7.1 (E0301P01) 


iMC SHM 7.1 (E0301P02) 


iMC UBA 7.1 (E0301P04) 


iNode iNode PC 7.1 (E0307) 


OAA version IPS: i-Ware software, Version 1.10, Ess 2113P03 


ACG: i-Ware software, Version 1.10, Ess 6117P17 


FW: Comware Software, Version 5.20, Release 3171P14 


LB: Comware Software, Version 5.20, Release 3219  


SSL VPN:Comware Software, Version 3.40, Ess 7125 


 


To view software version information: 


<HP>display version 


HP Comware Platform Software 


Comware Software, Version 5.20, Release 3627P05                                Note① 


Copyright (c) 2010-2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


HP A8800 uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 3 minutes 


 


 


SR02SRP1F3 6:  uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 3 minutes 


1024    Mbytes SDRAM 


1024    Kbytes NVRAM Memory 


Type     : SR02SRP1F3 


BootRom  : 1.22                                                             Note② 
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Software : A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


PCB      : Ver.B 


Board Cpu: 


  Number of Cpld: 2 


  Cpld 0: 


    SoftWare  : 002 


  Cpld 1: 


    SoftWare  : 002 


Mbus card 


  Type      : SR01MBCB 


  Software  : 110 


  PCB       : Ver.A 


 


SPC-XP2L 9:  uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 0 minute 


1024    Mbytes SDRAM 


0       Kbytes NVRAM Memory 


Type     : SPC-XP2L 


Software : A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


PCB      : Ver.B 


Board Cpu: 


  Number of Cpld: 1 


  Cpld 0: 


    SoftWare  : 002 


CpuCard 


  Type      : LMCUL 


  PCB       : Ver.A 


  Number of Cpld: 1 


  Cpld 0: 


    SoftWare  : 002 


  BootRom   : 108                                                      Note③ 


Mbus card 


  Type      : SR01MBCB 


  Software  : 110 


  PCB       : Ver.A 


 


SPE-1010-II 12:  uptime is 0 week, 0 day, 0 hour, 1 minute 


1024    Mbytes SDRAM 


0       Kbytes NVRAM Memory 


Type     : SPE-1010-II 


Software : A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


PCB      : Ver.C 


Number of Fpga: 1 


FPGA 0: 


Software  : 1010 


Number of Cpld: 1 


Cpld 0: 


SoftWare  : 003 


CpuCard 
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  Type      : LMCUL 


  PCB       : Ver.A 


  Number of Cpld: 1 


  Cpld 0: 


    SoftWare  : 001 


  BootRom   : 108                                                         Note④ 


Mbus card 


  Type      : SR01MBCB 


  Software  : 110 


  PCB       : Ver.A 


Upgrading restrictions and guidelines 


 Before upgrading to R3349 or R3350, make sure password control is disabled. Execute the 


undo password-control enable command and then save this configuration file as a backup 


in case you need to downgrade the software. If it is later necessary to downgrade to earlier 


software, force the switch to use this backup configuration file by executing a startup 


saved-configuration (filename) command before rebooting to the old code. Then, after the 


code has been downgraded, the device can be logged in from the console or by Telnet, but 


not SSH.  The SSH authentication details will need to be reset. 


 After upgrading to R3351 or later, execute the save command to save the configuration file. 


For details, see Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3.  


Hardware feature updates 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P04 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P03 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P02 


None. 
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A8800-CMW520-R3627P01 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3627 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3626 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3625 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3623 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-E3622 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3352 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3351 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3350 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3349 


None. 
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A8800-CMW520-R3348 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3347 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3346 


None. 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P02 


None. 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P01 


None. 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345 


None. 


A8800-CMW520-R3343 


A8800-CMW520-R3343 supports the following new hardware: 


 JC596A: HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit 


 JC597A: HP A8800 Single Fabric Main Processing Unit 


 JC598A: HP A8800 Single Processor Service Engine Module 


 JC599A: HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module 


 JC602A: HP A8800 4-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module  


 JC604A: HP A8800 48-port GbE SFP Service Processing Module 


 JC605A: HP A8800 2-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module 


 JC606A: HP A8800 16-port GbE SFP / 8-port GbE Combo Service Processing Module 


 JC607A: HP A8800 Network Address Translation Service Module 


 JC609A: HP A-Series 2GB Registered DDR2 SDRAM 
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SR8800-CMW520-B3340 


A8800-CMW520-B3340 supports the following new hardware: 


 JC640A: HP A8800 VPN Firewall Module 


 JC637A: HP A8800 SSL VPN Module with 500-user License 


 JC638A: HP A8800 Load Balancing Module 


Software feature and command updates 
For more information about the software feature and command update history, see HP 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 Release Notes (Software Feature Changes).  


MIB updates 
Table 4 MIB updates 


Item MIB file Module Description 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P04 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P02 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3627P01 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3627 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3626 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3625 


New None None None 


Modified hh3c-entity-ext.mib HH3C-ENTITY-EXT-MIB Added the following traps: 


hh3cEntityExtSFPAlarmOn 
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Item MIB file Module Description 


hh3cEntityExtSFPAlarmOff 


A8800-CMW520-R3623 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-E3622 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3352 


New None None None 


Modified hh3c-entity-ext.mib HH3C-ENTITY-EXT-MIB Added the following traps: 


hh3cEntityExtSFPAlarmOn 


hh3cEntityExtSFPAlarmOff 


A8800-CMW520-R3351 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3350 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3349 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3348 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3347 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3346 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P02 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P01 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 
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Item MIB file Module Description 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345  


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


A8800-CMW520-R3343 


New None None None 


Modified None None None 


 


Operation changes 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3627P04 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3627P03 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3627P02 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3627P01 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3627 


 Changed the maximum MTU value for ATM interfaces to 9216. 


 Changed the maximum number of OSPF areas to 1000. 
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Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3626 


Added the following prompt information during execution of the fips mode enable and undo 


fips mode enable commands.  


[H3C] fips mode enable  


FIPS mode change requires a device reboot. Continue?[Y/N]:y  


Change the configuration to meet FIPS mode requirements, save the configuration  


to the next-startup configuration file, and then reboot to enter FIPS mode. 


[H3C] undo fips mode enable  


FIPS mode change requires a device reboot. Continue?[Y/N]:y  


Change the configuration to meet non-FIPS mode requirements, save the configurat 


ion to the next-startup configuration file, and then reboot to enter non-FIPS mode.  


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3625 


 After you upgrade an A8800 that uses the JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit 


or JC597A HP A8800 Single Fabric Main Processing Unit to R3625, the Bootware of the MPU is 


automatically upgraded to version 122. 


 After you upgrade an A8800 that uses the JC141A HP A8802 Main Control Unit Module, 


JC138A HP A8805/08/12 (1E) Main Control Unit Module or JC137A HP A8805/08/12 (2E) Main 


Control Unit Module to R3625, the Bootware of the MPU is automatically upgraded to version 


206. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3623 


After you upgrade an A8800 that uses the JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit or 


JC597A HP A8800 Single Fabric Main Processing Unit MPU to R3625, the Bootware of the MPU is 


automatically upgraded to version 120. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-E3622 


 Changed the maximum number of OSPFv3 processes from 50 to 1000.  


 Changed the maximum number of equal-cost LSPs on the P device from 4 to 8. 


 Changed the IPv6 MTU of an interface on 6VPE/6PE from the value configured by ipv6 mtu in 


interface view to the value that is negotiated by using the MTU configured in interface view 


and the MTU configured on the TE tunnel.  


 Changed the default smart-link preemption delay from 1 second to 3 seconds.  


 Changed the SPE card startup policy: 


 Before modification, an SPE card with sub cards can start up when one or more sub cards 


fail.  


 After modification, an SPE card with sub cards cannot start up when a sub card fails.  


 Changed the 802.1X authentication policy for ports on the SPC card:  


 Before modification, a port, which does not permit a VLAN ID, allows packets that carry 


that VLAN ID to pass local 802.1X authentication. 
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 After modification, a port, which does not permit a VLAN ID, does not allow packets that 


carry that VLAN ID to pass local 802.1X authentication. 


The 802.1X authentication policy for ports on the SPE card is not changed. If a port on the SPE 


card does not permit a VLAN ID, it does not allow packets that carry that VLAN ID to pass local 


802.1X authentication. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3352 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3351 


Configuration file operation changes 


If the software is upgraded to R3349 or later and then downgraded to the previous version, 


password information gets lost. To prevent this problem, perform the following operations after this 


release is loaded.  


The following operations apply to software upgrade from a version earlier than R3349 to R3351 or 


later. 


1. After upgrading to R3351 or later, execute the save command to save the configuration file of 


the old version.  


<H3C>save                                                                       


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y   


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/dut5.cfg]                               


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key):                 


flash:/dut5.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y                                       


 Validating file. Please wait.....................................               


 The current configuration is saved to the active main board successfully.       


Slot 1:                                                                          


 The current configuration is saved successfully.                                


 Configuration is saved to device successfully.            


2. After you execute the save command, the software automatically saves the configuration file 


of the old version and names it as _specified configuration file name_bak.cfg. In this 


example, the file is _dut5_bak.cfg.  


<H3C>dir                                                                        


Directory of flash:/                                                             


                                                                                 


   0     -rw-      5950  Jan 03 2000 23:49:41   dut5.cfg                        


   1     -rw-      4998  Jan 01 2000 00:35:37  _dut5_bak.cfg                     


//Configuration file the software automatically saved.  


                                                                                 


64770 KB total (7 KB free)                                                       


3. If a downgrade is performed, specify the backup configuration file _dut5_bak.cfg to start up.  


<H3C>startup saved-configuration _dut5_bak.cfg                                   


Please wait ...                                                                  
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Setting the master board ...                                                     


... Done!                                      
 


 CAUTION: 


After upgrading to R3351 or later, if you use SNMP to save the configuration file to the Flash or CF 


card that has no sufficient space, the system does not generate a save error message. For detailed 


information, see HSD107483.   
 


Fan speed adjustment policy changes 


Changed the policy according to which the fan speed is adjusted. 


The following command shows the temperatures of cards. The fan speed is adjusted according to 


the highest temperature. In this example, the highest temperature occurs on Slot 2.  
<H3C>display environment                                                         


System temperature information (degree centigrade):                              


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------  


Slot  Sensor    Temperature  LowerLimit  WarningLimit  AlarmLimit ShutdownLimit  


   0  inflow  1       30         -10           55           75          N/A      


   0  outflow 1       36          -5           65           85          N/A      


   0  hotspot 1       35          -5           65           85          N/A      


   1  hotspot 1       43          -5           65           85          N/A      


   1  hotspot 2       33          -5           65           85          N/A      


   2  hotspot 1       51          -5           65           85          N/A      


   2  hotspot 2       46          -5           65           85          N/A      


   3  hotspot 1       43          -5           65           85          N/A      


   3  hotspot 2       37          -5           65           85          N/A      


   6  hotspot 1       35           0           70           85          N/A      


   6  hotspot 2       36          20           80           95          N/A      


Policy A 


Policy A applies when the chassis has no JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine 


A8800 Module, JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC599A HP A8800 


Dual Processor Service Engine Module or JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service 


Engine Module. 


The temperatures at which the fan speed is adjusted are changed as follows:  


1. Changed the temperature from 50 °C to 65 °C, at which the fan speed increases from 25% 


to 50%. 


2. Changed the temperature from 50 °C to 65 °C, at which the fan speed increases from 50% 


to 75%. 


3. Changed the temperature from 54 °C to 44 °C, at which the fan speed decreases from 75% 


to 50%. 


4. Changed the temperature from 52 °C to 42 °C, at which the fan speed decreases from 50% 


to 25%. 


Policy B 


Policy B applies when the chassis has at least one of JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service 


Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, 


JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module or JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual 


Processor Service Engine Module, or has a card that is registering or has not registered.  


Old solution: 


1. The default fan speed is 50%. 
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2. The fan speed increases from 50% to 75% when the temperature goes up to 65 °C. 


3. If after 5 minutes the temperature is still 65 °C, then the fan speed will increase to 100%. 


4. The fan speed decreases from 100% to 75% when the temperature goes down to 55 °C. 


5. The fan speed decreases from 75% to 50% when the temperature goes down to 49 °C. 


New solution: 


1. The default fan speed is 75%. 


2. The fan speed increases from 75% to 100% when the temperature goes up to 50 °C. 


3. The fan speed decreases from 100% to 75% when the temperature goes down to 42 °C. 


Impact of new solutions 


The new solutions for Policy A and Policy B decrease the temperatures at which the fan speed is 


adjusted. Therefore, after the software is upgraded to this release, the fan speed is higher than the 


old version. This change does not affect the lifetime of fans but results in higher noise.   


 


 NOTE: 


For JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module and JC142A HP Dual 


Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, the change of the fan speed adjustment policy can solve 


the problem HSD106950. 


For the other modules, the change of the fan speed adjustment policy can lower the temperature 


of them and extend their lifespan. 


 


HTTP default state change 


Since this release, the default HTTP state is changed from enabled to disabled. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3350 


BootWare version upgrade  


After the device with the JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit or JC597A HP A8800 


Single Fabric Main Processing Unit is upgraded to version R3350, the BootWare version of them is 


automatically upgraded to version 119. 


Card logic upgrade method 


Related cards:  


JC598A HP A8800 Single Processor Service Engine Module, 


JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module,  


JC600A HP A8800 Enhanced Single Processor Service Engine Module,  


JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module,  


JC606A HP A8800 16-port GbE SFP / 8-port GbE Combo Service Processing Module,  
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JC604A HP A8800 48-port GbE SFP Service Processing Module,  


JC603A HP A8800 48-port Gig-T Service Processing Module,  


JC605A HP A8800 2-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module,  


JC602A HP A8800 4-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module. 


Description: A8800-CMW520-R3350.bin can upgrade the logic versions of the related cards to 


version 004. 


Example: <H3C>logic update file cf0:/ A8800-CMW520-R3350.bin slot 8 board 
 


 NOTE: 


After the new software image is loaded, the logic versions are not automatically upgraded. There is 


no need to execute the example command to upgrade the logic versions for related cards.  
 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3349 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3348 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3347 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3346 


None. 


Operation changes in 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P02 


None. 


Operation changes in 


SR8800-CMW520-R3345P01 


None. 
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Operation changes in SR8800-CMW520-R3345 


None. 


Operation changes in A8800-CMW520-R3343 


Change to filter permit action. 


Condition: Apply a QoS policy on a port. In the QoS policy, the traffic classifier uses an ACL that 


comprises a deny rule such as rule 10 deny ip source 15.182.144.0 0.0.3.255, and the traffic behavior 


has a filter permit action configured.  


Description: If you are using a release before R3343, packets matching the policy are discarded. If 


you are using the release R3343 or later, packets matching the policy are not discarded because 


these releases use firewall packet-filter instead of filter permit action. 


Restrictions and cautions 


Restrictions 


Restriction 1 


ACL: User-defined ACL based on packet offset is not supported. 


Restriction 2 


ACL: The CoS field in the inner tag of a packet with double tags is not supported on an ACL traffic 


template. 


Restriction 3 


ACL (on SPE cards): ACL actions are related to Layer 2 and Layer 3 packet forwarding. Layer 2 packet 


forwarding cannot process Layer 3 ACL actions, and Layer 3 packet forwarding cannot process 


Layer 2 ACL actions. 


Restriction 4 


HQoS: HQoS supports only WRED WFQ on the fc layer, supports only GTS on the fg2 layer, and 


supports only WFQ GTS on the fg1 layer. 


Restriction 5 


QACL: Configure generic traffic shaping (GTS) for a Layer-1 forwarding group (FG-1). When the rate 


of the traffic received is much higher than the configured CIR, the HQoS statistics display that the 


number of forwarded green packets is stable, and that of the yellow packets is increased. 


Restriction 6 


QACL: If Layer 3 fields are configured in a flow template, referencing a Layer 2 ACL fails. 


Restriction 7 


Tunneling: If packets sent over a 6 to 4 tunnel are fragmented in the IPv4 network, they cannot be 


reassembled at the tunnel end. 
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Restriction 8 


ARP: When the port in a permanent static ARP entry is down, the Layer 3 packets matching the IP 


address of the permanent static ARP can still be forwarded (the Layer 3 packets matching the ARP 


entry are forwarded through another port). 


Restriction 9 


NAT: To implement NAT on an SPC card, you must install the JC640A HP A8800 VPN Firewall 


Module, rather than the JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module.  


Restriction 10 


CPOS: An MP-group interface cannot interoperate with an NE 40 device when a short sequence 


number header is used (Long sequence number header and short sequence number header are 


two MP encapsulation formats). 


Restriction 11 


CPOS: Binding of serial interfaces with different rates is not supported on an MP-PPP link. 


Restriction 12 


BFD: Large amounts of destination unreachable packets are sent to the CPU. This affects BFD packet 


delivery. Use the undo ip unreachables enable command in system view to disable the sending 


of ICMP destination unreachable packets. 


Restriction 13 


Router subinterface: The sequence number of an A8800 router subinterface is always used as the 


VLAN ID of the subinterface. 


Restriction 14 


ATM: On a P2P ATM subinterface, when a permanent virtual circuit (PVC) is mapped to an IP 


address, the adjacency table entry corresponding to the IP address is not generated and the host 


route corresponding to the specified nexthop is bound to adjacency table entry 0.0.0.0. On PVCs 


created on P2P ATM subinterfaces, you must configure the map ip default broadcast command.  


Restriction 15 


When the system works in Hybrid mode, the following restrictions exist: 


 Link aggregation between ports on SPE and SPC is not supported.  


 The maximum number of VLANs is 4093; 4094 is reserved. 


 SPCs do not support QINQ, IPv6 uRPF, LDP over TE, and HQoS. 


To avoid these restrictions, switch the system mode to SPE. Note that in SPE mode, the SPC cards 


become unavailable.  


Restriction 16 


Distributed NAT on an SPE card of A8800 can only be used in ingress direction. When distributed 


NAT is configured, the following functions are not supported: binding address pools to VPN 


instances, overlapping VPN, blacklist, load balancing among NAT servers, and configuring NAT and 


NATPT together. 


To solve these restrictions, use JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module or JC607A HP A8800 


Network Address Translation Service Module instead. 
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Restriction 17 


L3 VPN: The A8800 series routers assign labels based on next hops, and Cisco routers assign labels 


based on routes. The A8800 router working in Hybrid mode (the default mode) supports 12 K Layer 


3 VPN labels. When working with a Cisco router, the A8800 router supports 12K private routes at 


most.  


To avoid the problem, switch the system mode to SPE. Note that in SPE mode, the SPC cards 


become unavailable.  


Restriction 18 


Distributed NetStream: Distributed NetStream on an SPE/SPC card of A8800 can only count traffic 


on the local card rather than other cards.  


To solve the problem, mirror the traffic to the NetStream virtual interface on the card where the 


receiving interface resides. 


Restriction 19 


E-CPOS: Interfaces on JC479A HP A8800 4-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS/4-port GbE SFP Module 


or JC480A HP A8800 1-port OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP Module are not support 


Unframed mode. When you configure the Unframed mode of E3 or DS3, it still framed. 


To solve the problem, please use framed mode. 


Restriction 20 


IPv6 VPN: IPv6 VPN is only supported on JC598A HP A8800 Single Processor Service Engine 


Module, JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module, JC600A HP A8800 Enhanced 


Single Processor Service Engine Module and JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service 


Engine Module. 


To solve the problem, use SPE-II cards instead. 


Restriction 21 


ATM: On SR8800, the OSPF cost of an ATM sub-interface equals that of the primary ATM interface, 


and defaults to 1. You must manually configure the OSPF cost of the ATM sub-interface; otherwise, 


traffic may be forwarded over unexpected routes. 


To solve the problem, please configure the OSPF cost of an ATM sub-interface manually. 


Restriction 22 


MP-PPP: An SR8800 MP-PPP interface can buffer incoming MP fragments that are inconsecutive 


and disordered, and reassemble a packet when all its fragments are received. This mechanism 


introduces delays, and when disordered packets are received continuously, causes serious packet 


loss. For example, suppose an MP interface of SR8800 is connected to an MP interface of Cisco 


3600. If outbound congestion occurs on the Cisco MP interface, the SR8800 MP interface will 


receive large numbers of disordered fragments. 


To solve the problem, please disable fragmentation on the SR8800 MP interface and the Cisco MP 


interface, or configure traffic shaping on the Cisco MP interface. 


Restriction 23 


MTU: On the JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module and JC142A HP Dual 


Service Processing Engine A8800 Modules, the forwarding engine cannot send packets larger than 


1560 bytes to the control plane (interface card CPU). An interface’s MTU setting on these cards 


cannot exceed 1560. If the peer interface’s MTU exceeds 1560, a ping operation (large ICMP 
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packets sent) to the directly connected interface may fail and re-convergence of some routing 


protocols may occur. A Cisco WAN interface’s default MTU is 4470. Therefore, modify the MTU 


setting of the Cisco WAN interface when connecting it to an interface of an JC139A HP Single 


Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 


Module on SR8800. 


To solve the problem, please modify the MTU of the peer interface, or use JC133A HP Enhanced 


Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC130A HP Enhanced Single Service Processing 


Engine A8800 Module, JC598A HP A8800 Single Processor Service Engine Module, JC599A HP 


A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module, JC600A HP A8800 Enhanced Single Processor Service 


Engine Module or JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module instead. 


Restriction 24 


NAT: An interface bound with NAT redirects all packets to the NAT card, which then sends the 


packets to the CPU through limited protocol queues. As a result, a protocol queue accommodates 


packets of different protocols, which affect each other ’s operation. This problem becomes worse 


when Easy IP is enabled because there is only one protocol queue available. In addition, the 


interface holding the IP address for Easy IP cannot be enabled with BFD. 


To solve the problem, please avoid running protocols on interfaces bound with NAT. 


Restriction 25 


MTU: SR8800 supports MTU-based fragmentation for packets it sends out, and fragment 


reassembly for packets destined to it. But SR8800 does not support MTU-based fragmentation, or 


fragment reassembly for packets it forwards. On SR8800, the default interface MTU is 1500 bytes. 


Configure the jumboframe enable command to enable receiving inbound packets larger than 


1552 packets. There is no workaround in outbound direction. 


Restriction 26 


Active/standby switchover: Before or after an active/standby switchover, do not immediately 


perform any of the following operations:  


 Perform CLI configuration 


 Plug/unplug cables or cards 


 Reset cards 


Otherwise, there is probability that anomalies occur and the device outputs abnormal state 


information. 


To solve the problem, please do not perform the above mentioned operations 30 seconds before or 


after an active/standby switchover. 


Restriction 27 


QACL: All packets from the CPU such as routing protocol packets and ARP packets do not match 


against the ACL on the outbound interface of an SPE card. 


There is no workaround. 


Restriction 28 


Packet rate limitation: Hardware-based packet rate limitation uses values that are close to the 


configured rate limit but are not consecutive as preassigned rate levels. This mechanism causes 


imprecise rate limitation. The actual bandwidth of serial and MP ports is relatively small (especially 


on the 64K serial port). 
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There is no workaround. 


Restriction 29 


Different Protocols Using the Same Queue May Affect Each Other: Due to limited protocol queue 


resources, some protocols use a common protocol queue. For example, RIP and RIPng, OSPFv2 and 


OSPFv3, ISISv4 and ISISv6, or BGP and BGP4+ use the same queue. Protocols using the same queue 


may affect each other. For example, OSPFv3 occupies most queue resources to create and maintain 


a large number of neighbor relationships, and thus OSPF cannot operate normally. 


There is no workaround. 


Restriction 30 


URPF: URPF does take effect for packets processed by MQC or PBR. 


There is no workaround. 


Restriction 31 


IPS/ACG:  


Limitation 1:  JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module, JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service 


Processing Module or Distributed NAT/NS on SPE card cannot perform NAT/NS to a stream 


processed by an IPS/ACG card. An IPS/ACG card cannot process a stream processed by NAT/NS on 


an JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module, JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing 


Module or Distributed NAT/NS on SPE card.  


Limitation 2: When both IPS and ACG cards are used, the traffic that is directed by ACFP to the IPS 


or ACG card cannot be redirected to the ACG or IPS card. 


To solve the problem of Limitation 1: 


Please use the FW card to perform NAT/NS when you use the IPS/ACG card.  


To solve the problem of  Limitation 2: 


Please redirect the traffic processed by the IPS or ACG card to the FW card for processing before 


sending the traffic to the IPS or ACG card. 


Restriction 32 


Aggregate output port limitation: In hybrid mode (default operating mode), the device cannot 


perform load sharing for multicast traffic over the member ports of an aggregate port on an SPC 


card.   


If the device has no SPE card, change its operating mode to SPC mode to solve the problem. Or 


there is no workaround. 


Restriction 33 


Protocol packets on different ports may affect each other: The forwarding plane forwards protocol 


packets (including Layer 2, Layer 3, and OAM protocols) to the control plane without rate limitation. 


When a port sends many such packets, the protocol packets on other ports get lost. 


To solve the problem, enable a protocol only on the intended ports. 


Restriction 34 


IPS/ACG: To configure ACPF to redirect packets to an IPS or an ACG OAA card on an aggregate 


interface, the interface must be a Layer-3 aggregate interface (IP trunk) rather than a Layer-2 


aggregate interface. Configuring ACPF redirection on a VLAN interface with bridge added is not 


supported.  
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There is no workaround. 


Restriction 35 


T1: Connect a channelized serial port in T1 mode of a CPOS subcard or E1/T1 subcard to a Cisco 


device, and configure the frame format as SF. The two devices fail to communicate with each other.   


To solve the problem, do not use SF frame format. 


Restriction 36 


Sub-interface packet statistics function limitation: On a sub-interface, the packet statistics function 


is mutually exclusive with other ACL-based functions such as MQC and PBR. If the packet statistics 


function has been configured, configuring portal, PBR, and ACFP does not take effect, but the 


buildrun information contains your portal, PBR, and ACFP configurations. 


There is no workaround. 


Restriction 37 


HQoS: The gts any, wfq, CBQ, or remark lp function on an sub-interface is mutually exclusive with 


the HQOS function on its primary interface. If the HQOS function has been configured on the 


primary interface, you cannot configure the GTS any, WFQ, CBQ, or remark IP function on a 


sub-interface. To do so, you must remove the HQOS configuration first. In addition, too many 


HQOS settings on a CPOS interface affect its operation due to hardware limitations. 


There is no workaround. 


Restriction 38 


NAT: NAT on the IM-NAT/IM-NAT-II card does not translate addresses for IP fragments, resulting 


packet loss. To avoid this situation, use IM-FW, IM-FW-II, or distributed NAT.  


Cautions 


Caution 1 


QoS: After QoS bandwidth guarantee is enabled, when the traffic exceeds the configured 


guaranteed bandwidth threshold and congestion occurs, the traffic exceeding the bandwidth 


threshold are scheduled in BE queues and the traffic delay increases. A lower drop threshold can be 


set so that some of the packets are dropped timely. Preventing packets from congesting the cache 


causes the overall delay to increase. Use the following commands: 
qos wred queue table w1 


queue 6 low-limit 16 high-limit 32  <- After the adjustment, the EF queue buffer is 8 


× 32. 


Caution 2 


After an NAT blacklist function is configured, use the reset session command. Otherwise, the 


configured NAT blacklist function does not take effect. 


Caution 3 


An A8800 router performs load-sharing for ICMP packets one by one in a polling manner. After an 


NAT-translated packet is sent out the first outbound interface, the second packet is always sent out 


the second outbound interface. As the outbound interface changes, the A8800 series router deems 


the NAT translation rule changed, deletes the NAT entry created when the packet is sent out the 


first outbound interface and drops the packet. Consequently, the second packet cannot be 


forwarded.  
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To avoid this problem, do one of the following: 


 When the traffic is load-shared on NAT interfaces, bind the same address pool to the 


outbound interfaces.  


 Use policy-based routing to redirect user traffic to different outbound interfaces. 


Caution 4 


If the remote device connected to a NAT-enabled interface accesses the A8800 router by using a 


direct route instead of a static route, note that:  


If the peer device has already learnt the ARP information corresponding to the NAT address pool 


before an A8800 router is to be replaced, you must update the ARP information of the peer device 


to the ARP information of the new A8800 router after the replacement. 


Open problems and workarounds 
HSD20208 


 Symptom: If an MPU loses power during startup, the MPU might be unable to start up after 


the power is recovered. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an MPU loses power during startup. 


 Workaround: Remove and insert the MPU. 


HSD24944 


 Symptom: When an Ethernet port on the related modules listed above is connected to an 


Ethernet port configured with duplex full, the two ports cannot communicate with each other. 


 Condition:  


Related Modules:  


 JC482A HP A8800 8-port OC-3c/OC-12c POS / GbE SFP Module 


 JC483A HP A8800 2-port OC-3c/STM-1c POS SFP / 6-port GbE SFP Module 


 JC484A HP A8800 2-port OC-12c/STM-4c POS SFP / 6-port GbE SFP Module 


 JC485A HP A8800 2-port OC-48c/STM-16c POS SFP / 4-port GbE SFP Module 


This symptom occurs when an Ethernet port on the related modules listed above is connected 


to an Ethernet port configured with duplex full. 


 Workaround: Change the duplex mode on the connected Ethernet port to duplex auto. 


HSD63368 


 Symptom: If the PVC that was last configured on an ATM interface is deleted and then 


reconfigured, the ATM might fail to forward multicast traffic.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the PVC that was last configured on an ATM interface 


is deleted and then reconfigured.  


 Workaround: Execute the shutdown and undo shutdown commands on the ATM interface. 


HSD24943 


 Symptom: When a protocol is enabled on a VLAN interface, the router cannot grant the 


packets of the protocol a priority higher than the highest priority of data packets. When the 


data packets with the highest priority are congested, protocol packets might be lost, resulting 


in protocol oscillation. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur when the data packets with the highest priority are 


congested. 


 Workaround: Avoid using a VLAN interface to forwarding the traffic. If you have to use a VLAN 


interface, do not assign the highest priority to data packets. 


HSD23564 


 Symptom: When a GE port of the modules listed below works with an optical-electrical (O/E) 


module in 10 Mbps mode, if you replace the O/E module with an optical module, the GE port 


cannot forward packets. 


 Condition:  


Related Modules: 


 JC131A HP A8800 10-port GbE SFP Module 


 JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module 


 JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module 


 JC134A HP A8800 8-port E1/T1 / 8-port SFP Module 


 JC145A HP A8800 32-port E1/T1 / 2-port GbE SFP Module 


This symptom might occur if you replace the O/E module with an optical module. 


 Workaround: Insert the O/E module again and change the port working mode to 100 Mbps or 


1000 Mbps. Then, remove the O/E module and insert the optical module. 


HSD69850 


 Symptom: NAT and NetStream logs cannot be output from the management Ethernet port of 


the MPU.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the management Ethernet port of the MPU is used to 


output NAT and NetStream logs. 


 Workaround: Do not use the management Ethernet port to output NAT and NetStream logs. 


HSD71476 


 Symptom: Modifying ACL rules for a QoS policy that has been applied on an RPR interface 


might fail.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the QoS policy applied on the RPR interface has many 


ACLs. 


 Workaround: Delete old ACL settings and then configure new ACL settings.  


HSD73816 


 Symptom: A trunk Ethernet port that permits multiple VLANs cannot forward tagged STP 


packets. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the trunk Ethernet port is bound to an L2VPN. 


 Workaround: None. 


HSD78861 


 Symptom: BFD flaps occur on a port after the port goes down and up.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the port has learned some routes and then goes down 


and up. 


 Workaround: None. 
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HSD101675 


 Symptom: Upon detecting TIM alarms, the CPOS interface of JC481A HP A8800 1-port 


OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP Module sends RDI alarms to the peer device, resulting in 


communication failure. This issue can cause the router unable to communicate with devices 


from some vendors.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the CPOS interface of JC481A HP A8800 1-port 


OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP Module detects TIM alarms.  


 Workaround: Eliminate TIM alarms through configuration.  


HSD95475 


 Symptom: LMFA alarms are continuously generated after frame-format crc4 is configured for 


an E1 channel of a CPOS interface on the JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) 


CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module  or JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 


8-port GbE SFP Module. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if frame-format crc4 is configured for an E1 channel of a 


CPOS interface on the JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE 


SFP Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module. 


 Workaround: This issue has no impact to the system.  


HSD107483 


 Symptom: After upgrading to R3351 or later, if you use SNMP to save the configuration file to 


the Flash or CF card that has no sufficient space, the system does not generate a save error 


message. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if you use SNMP to save the configuration file to the Flash or 


CF card that has no sufficient space after upgrading to R3351 or later. 


 Workaround: Use the delete /unreserved command to delete useless files.  


HSD107487 


 Symptom: If you execute the startup saved-configuration command when the Flash or CF 


card that stores the specified configuration file has no space, the command fails to be 


executed.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if you execute the startup saved-configuration 


command when the Flash or CF card that stores the specified configuration file has no space. 


 Workaround: Execute the startup saved-configuration command again.  


HSD107865 


 Symptom: An MFR interface cannot communicate with a connected Cisco device.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the MFR interface is enabled with fragmentation.  


 Workaround: Use the undo mfr fragment command on the MFR interface to disable 


fragmentation. 


HSD110324 


 Symptom: IP fragments processed by NAT on a JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module  


or JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation Service Module might be discarded.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur on a JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module or 


JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation Service Module. 
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 Workaround: Use a JD251A HP A8800 Firewall Processing Module or JC640A HP A8800 


VPN Firewall Module card or distributed NAT instead.   


List of resolved problems 


Resolved problems in 


AR8800-CMW520-R3627P05 


201510300136 


 Symptom: Flapping occurs in protocols such as BGP, OSPF, and MSDP. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the following conditions exist: 


 A large number of BGP, OSPF, and MSDP peers exist. 


 A large number of routes exist. 


 Route attributes have changed. 


Resolved problems in 


AR8800-CMW520-R3627P04 


201501150359 


 Symptom: CVE-2014-9295 


 Condition: Stack-based buffer overflows in ntpd in NTP before 4.2.8 allows remote attackers to 


execute arbitrary code via a crafted packet. 


201501040343 


 Symptom: When you display information about the transceiver module of an interface using 


command “display transceiver interface”, the output shows that the connector type is 


UNKNOWN. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the interface has a Finisar 1000_BASE_T_AN_SFP 


transceiver module installed. 


Resolved problems in 


AR8800-CMW520-R3627P03 


201306170387 


 Symptom: CVE-2008-5161 


 Description: Error handling in the SSH protocol in several SSH servers/clients, including 


OpenSSH 4.7p1 and possibly other versions, when using Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, 


makes it easier for remote attackers to recover certain plaintext data. 
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201411130479 


 Symptom: After the software is upgraded to release R3627P02, SPC cards and security cards 


cannot be started.  


 Conditions: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 The switch has SPC, IM-FW-II, IM-IPS, IM-ACG, IM-SSL, and IM-LB cards installed.  


 The software is upgraded to release R3627P02 without modifying the ACL key length 


mode by using the acl mode command.  


Resolved problems in 


AR8800-CMW520-R3627P02 


None 


Resolved problems in 


AR8800-CMW520-R3627P01 


None 


Resolved problems in AR8800-CMW520-R3627 


201306170387 


 Symptom: MPLS FRR fails if the backup LSP between PLR and MP partially overlaps the 


primary LSP. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the backup LSP between PLR and MP partially overlaps the 


primary LSP. 


201307100356 


 Symptom: ISIS outputs the following message 


"#Jul  3 03:56:46:839 2013 A8808-1 ISIS/4/PROTOCOL_MISMATCH: TrapID(1.3.6.1.2.1.138.0.16),


 ISIS Level-2 of Circuit-87166884 Supported Protocols Mismatch " 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the router connects to a device from another 


vendor over an ISIS link. 


201305060450 


 Symptom: The router fails to forward multicast VPN traffic. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if one or more of interfaces connected to P devices go 


up and down.  


201307190431 


 Symptom: After a router is powered off and rebooted, the year of the system time becomes 


2000. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the router uses an 


SR02SRP2E/SR02SRP1E/SR02SRP1M MPU and runs a version of E3326 or higher.  
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201306170406 


 Symptom: Clients cannot pass portal authentication on the router.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur after the router has performed portal authentication for 


large numbers of clients for a certain time.  


201306170399 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot if SNMP is used to manage IPsec.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if SNMP is used to manage IPsec.  


201305200308 


 Symptom: Packet loss occurs on the CPOS interface of a PIC-CL2G8L/PIC-CL1G8L card.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the CPOS interface is channelized into E1 interfaces 


(using no-crc4 frame format) that connect to another device.  


201307150284 


 Symptom: Device could not handle invalid SNMP packet and resulted in an exception. 


 Condition: Device received an invalid SNMP packet which had an oversize ContextName field. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3626 


HSD111423 


 Symptom: On an A8800 with MP-Group interfaces, the display diagnostic-information 


command displays incorrect statistics for the MP-Group interfaces, and after about 5 minutes, 


the statistics are correct.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if you execute the display diagnostic-information 


command on an A8800 with MP-Group interfaces.  


HSD111085 


 Symptom: If MP-Group interfaces are configured on a PIC-CL1G8L subcard, the receive and 


send counters on the MP-Group interfaces do not work, and zero packets are counted. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs on MP-Group interfaces configured on a PIC-CL1G8L subcard. 


HSD112112 


 Symptom: Upon receiving a DHCP relay message in which the length value in Option 82 is 


larger than the size of the packet, a DHCP relay-enabled A8800 might reboot.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a DHCP relay-enabled A8800 receives a DHCP 


relay message in which the length value in Option 82 is larger than the size of the packet. 


HSD111897 


 Symptom: When graceful restart (GR) is enabled for BGP on the A8800, BGP neighbors from 


other vendors might flap if BGP route updates from the neighbors contain a capability set that 


A8800 does not support. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if BGP route updates from BGP neighbors contain a 


capability set that the A8800 does not support and BGP GR is enabled on the A8800. 
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HSD111439 


 Symptom: If OSPF external routes redistributed by an ASBR are flapping, an A8800 in the OSPF 


routing domain might reboot.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if OSPF external routes redistributed by an ASBR are 


flapping. 


HSD111440 


 Symptom: A tracert operation from A8800 to a device through an interface where Easy IP in 


distributed NAT mode is configured fails.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs during a tracert operation to a device through an interface 


where Easy IP in distributed NAT mode is configured.  


HSD111417 


 Symptom: An A8800 equipped with SR02SRP1F/SR02SRP2F MPUs might generate alarms for 


high or low MPU temperatures. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur on an A8800 equipped with SR02SRP1F/SR02SRP2F 


MPUs. 


HSD112811 


 Symptom: The traffic that matches a route learned from a BGP neighbor on a GRE tunnel 


created on an SPE card fails to be forwarded. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs to the traffic that matches a route learned from a BGP 


neighbor on a GRE tunnel created on an SPE card. 


HSD112796 


 Symptom: When the OSPF LSDB has multiple Type 5 LSAs that each describe a default route, 


the system prompt " The default route has been changed or deleted, protocol is OSPF" during 


OSPF route calculation. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the OSPF LSDB has multiple Type 5 LSAs that each 


describe a default route. 


HSD112796 


 Symptom: In FIPS mode, a security log administrator who fails to modify the password loses 


the login connection. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if a security log administrator fails to modify the password. 


HSD110061 


 Symptom: If an A8800 that acts as a PE in L2VPN is upgraded to E3622, R3623, or R3625, the 


local AC on a WAN port cannot communicate with the remote AC.  


 Condition: This symptom might be seen if the mpls l2vpn vpn-name encapsulation XX  


no-control-word command is not configured on the A8800. 
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HSD111394 


 Symptom: If an A8800 receives AS-external routes to the same destination from different 


ASBRs, OSPF route calculation errors might occur on the A8800.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an A8800 receives AS-external routes to the same 


destination from different ASBRs. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3625 


HSD109719 


 Symptom: When the CPU usage has been high for a long time, an MSDP neighbor that goes 


down might be unable to go up. 


 Condition: This symptom might be seen if MSDP flapping occurs when the CPU usage has 


been high for a long time. 


HSD109720 


 Symptom: If a router that has many OSPF neighbors and summary routes reboots, some 


summary routes might be deleted, resulting in forwarding failures.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a router that has many OSPF neighbors and summary 


routes reboots. 


HSD110586 


 Symptom: If an A8800 that acts as a PE in a VPLS network uses a Layer-3 or Layer-2 port in 


access mode on an SPC card to connect the private network, VPLS might fail to forward traffic 


received from that port.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an A8800 that acts as a PE in a VPLS network uses a 


Layer-3 or Layer-2 port in access mode on an SPC card to connect the private network. 


HSD111051 


 Symptom: The device fails to ping the IP addresses of some connected servers.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 The device forwards VPN traffic. 


 Multiple IP addresses correspond to one MAC address.  


 MAC address moves occur. 
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Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3623 


HSD108947 


 Symptom: The A8800 cannot learn a BGP route with an aggregator ID of 0.0.0.0. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the A8800 receives a BGP route with an aggregator ID 


of 0.0.0.0. 


HSD108994 


 Symptom: After an active/standby switchover, some IPv6 packets might be incorrectly 


forwarded on an SPC card. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur after an active/standby switchover when large numbers 


of public and private IPv6 routes exist. 


HSD109025 


 Symptom: The qos gts command fails to be configured on an MP-group interface, and the 


following error information appears: 


[H3C-Mp-group6/1/1023]qos gts any cir 512 cbs 1024                          


Error: Driver failed.                                                            


Reason: Driver failed.   


 Condition: This symptom occurs when you issue the qos gts command on an MP-group 


interface. 


HSD108806 


 Symptom: When a VRRP group is configured on a VLAN interface, memory leaks might occur, 


which might result in a system reboot after a long-time operation. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 A VRRP group is configured on a VLAN interface and many virtual IP addresses are 


configured for the group.  


 The VRRP group is bound to an interface with the vrrp vrid xx track interface command.  


 The bound interface repeatedly goes up and down. 


HSD109277 


 Symptom: An initial password that contains less than 4 types of characters can be set for a 


local user and the following prompt information does not appear: 


Error: New password must contain at least four different characters. 


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when you set an initial password that contains less than 


4 types of characters for a local user. 


HSD109192 


 Symptom: When distributed Netstream is configured on an MP-group interface, if an 


active/standby switchover occurs or the card where the MP-group interface resides reboots, 


distributed Netstream configuration fails to take effect.   


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an active/standby switchover occurs or the card where 


an MP-group interface resides reboots when distributed Netstream is configured on that 


MP-group interface. 
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HSD109077 


 Symptom: If an IPv6 routing protocol flaps for a certain time, the IPv6 statistics function on a 


JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing Module or  JC608A HP A8800 Network 


Analysis Service Module might have errors. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur on a JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing 


Module or  JC608A HP A8800 Network Analysis Service Module if an IPv6 routing protocol 


flaps for a certain time. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-E3622 


First release for V300R006. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3352 


HSD108076 


 Symptom: If an active/standby MPU switchover occurs when an interface card is starting up, 


the interface card might fail to forward traffic after a successful registration.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if another active/standby switchover occurred before 


this active/standby switchover that occurs when an interface card is starting up.  


HSD108052 


 Symptom: On an SPE card where ports belong to different aggregation groups, if a member 


port of an aggregation group on the SPE card goes up and down, other aggregation groups 


might fail to forward traffic. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur on an SPE card where ports belong to different 


aggregation groups when a member port of an aggregation group on the SPE card goes up 


and down. 


HSD108061 


 Symptom: When a HP A8800 32-port E1/T1 / 2-port GbE SFP Module on an SPE card receives  


PPP/HDLC/FR packets with a size from 253 to 256 bytes, the SPE card might reboot. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a HP A8800 32-port E1/T1 / 2-port GbE SFP 


Module on an SPE card receives  PPP/HDLC/FR packets with a size from 253 to 256 bytes. 


HSD108242 


 Symptom: The router cannot learn a BGP route with an aggregator ID of 0.0.0.0 from a 


neighbor, which might result in forwarding errors. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a BGP route with an aggregator ID of 0.0.0.0 is received 


from a neighbor. 


HSD108157 


 Symptom: A tracert operation to an IP address fails if the egress interface of the route destined 


for that IP address is enabled with NAT Easy IP. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the egress interface of the tracert operation is enabled with 


NAT Easy IP. 
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HSD107695 


 Symptom: If an MSDP neighbor goes down when the CPU usage has been high for a certain 


time, the MSDP neighbor fails to go up. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an MSDP neighbor goes down when the CPU usage 


has been high for a certain time. 


HSD108659 


 Symptom: An SNMP walk on hh3cUserPassword under hh3cUserInfoTable of HH3C-USER-MIB 


can return the user password. 


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when an SNMP walk on hh3cUserPassword under 


hh3cUserInfoTable of HH3C-USER-MIB is performed. 


HSD108627 


 Symptom: An initial password that contains less than 4 types of characters can be set for a 


local user and the following prompt information does not appear: 


Error: New password must contain at least four different characters. 


 Condition: This symptom can be seen when you set an initial password that contains less than 


4 types of characters for a local user. 


HSD109311 


 Symptom: When distributed Netstream is configured on an MP-group interface, if an 


active/standby switchover occurs or the card where the MP-group interface resides reboots, 


distributed Netstream configuration fails to take effect.   


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an active/standby switchover occurs or the card where 


an MP-group interface resides reboots when distributed Netstream is configured on that 


MP-group interface. 


HSD108241 


 Symptom: If an IPv6 routing protocol flaps for a certain time, IPv6 statistics on a JC143A HP 


A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing Module or JC608A HP A8800 Network Analysis Service 


Module might have errors. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur on a JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing 


Module or  JC608A HP A8800 Network Analysis Service Module if an IPv6 routing protocol 


flaps for a certain time. 


HSD109551 


 Symptom: Netstream configured for a next hop might fail to take effect if the next hop's MAC 


address is changed or the reset arp command is executed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the next hop's MAC address is changed or the reset 


arp command is executed. 


HSD109620 


 Symptom: If a router that has many OSPF neighbors and summary routes reboots, some 


summary routes might be deleted, resulting in forwarding failures.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a router that has many OSPF neighbors and summary 


routes reboots. 
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HSD108988 


 Symptom: If the IS-IS link cost of an interface is changed more than twice, IS-IS route 


calculation error might occur, resulting in incorrect forwarding. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the isis cost command is executed more than twice on 


an IS-IS interface. 


HSD108814 


 Symptom: The router fails to establish an LDP session with a device if it receives an LDP packet 


that contains a non-zero label space from that device. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the router receives an LDP packet that contains a non-zero 


label space from a device. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3351 


HSD106059 


 Symptom: Unknown multicast packets received on a port of an SPE card cannot be forwarded.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the VLAN interface of the VLAN to which the SPE 


card's port belongs is bound to a VPN. The received unknown multicast packets are not 


flooded within the VLAN, resulting in forwarding failure.  


HSD106090 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot upon receiving packets that are destined to a local IP 


address and to a TCP port from 2222 to 2225. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the router receives packets that are destined to a 


local IP address and to a TCP port from 2222 to 2225. 


HSD106063 


 Symptom: IPv6 traffic cannot be forwarded from an SPC card to a WAN port that has an IPv6 


MTU configured.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur under the following conditions: 


 The chassis has an SPC card. 


 The chassis has an SPE card with POS/CPOS/E1/T3 WAN ports. 


 IPv6 traffic is forwarded from the SPC card to a WAN port of the SPE card.  


 The IPv6 MTU of the WAN port is changed with the ipv6 mtu command. 


HSD106060 


 Symptom: In an MPLS VPN environment, the A8800 router cannot forward traffic to a 


connected P device.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 The A8800 router acts as a PE or P device in the MPLS VPN network. 


 The A8800 router connects to two or more P devices through E1, T1, or CPOS links. 


 The connected P devices assign the same MPLS label to the A8800 router. 
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HSD106015 


 Symptom: If traceroute packets enter the router through an SPE card' port that has easy IP 


configured, the traceroute operation might fail to get the IP address of the router.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if easy IP and then ip ttl-expires enable are configured 


on the port of the SPE card. 


HSD106137 


 Symptom: Using SNMP to view the state of an Ethernet port that has been added to a link 


aggregation group gets a Down state.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when you use SNMP to view the state of an Ethernet port 


that has been added to a link aggregation group. 


HSD106605 


 Symptom: After a downgrade from R3349 or later to a version earlier than R3349, password 


information in the configuration file gets lost.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs after a downgrade from R3349 or later to a version earlier 


than R3349 on a router where the configuration file has password information.  


HSD106753 


 Symptom: PPP on an MP-Group interface goes down when the interface receives PPP-LCP 


Config Req packets. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the MP-Group interface receives PPP-LCP Config 


Req packets that carry 0x003D in the MP header from the peer device. 


HSD106285 


 Symptom: After an active/standby MPU switchover, Easy IP settings become invalid. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if an active/standby MPU switchover is performed when Easy 


IP has been configured. 


HSD106138 


 Symptom: An SNMP walk on hh3cLswPortTable MIB cannot get Layer 3 interface information. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs during an SNMP walk on hh3cLswPortTable MIB. 


HSD106950 


 Symptom: After a long-time operation in an environment where the temperature is 28 °C or 


higher, an JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP 


Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module might be powered off and then unable to be 


powered up. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur after the chassis with an JC133A HP Enhanced Dual 


Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 


Module has run for a long time in an environment where the temperature is 28 °C or higher.  


HSD107062 


 Symptom: When the A8800 router connects to a device through an interface bound to a VPN, 


the device cannot traceroute the IP address of that interface.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the A8800 router connects to a device through an interface 


bound to a VPN. 
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HSD105791 


 Symptom: The multicast packets and broadcast packets cannot be forwarded by the card listed 


below. 


 Condition:  


Related cards:  


 JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


 JC130A HP Enhanced Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


 JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module  


 JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


Configure both Netstream mirroring and port mirroring in the outbound direction on an 


interface on an above-mentioned card. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3350 


HSD104743 


 Symptom: After an active/standby switchover on a router that uses two JC137A HP 


A8805/08/12 (2E) Main Control Unit Module, JC138A HP A8805/08/12 (1E) Main Control Unit 


Module, or JC141A HP A8802 Main Control Unit Module, some cards might reboot.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 The router has two JC137A HP A8805/08/12 (2E) Main Control Unit Module, JC138A HP 


A8805/08/12 (1E) Main Control Unit Module, or JC141A HP A8802 Main Control Unit 


Module. 


 The CPLD version of the active MPU is earlier than 004. This version can be displayed by 


using the display version command. 


 The active MPU restarts because of a software exception or a hardware failure, resulting in 


an active/standby switchover.  


HSD104123 


 Symptom: The port speed on PIC-RUP1L obtained through SNMP is higher than the actual 


port speed.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when you use SNMP to get the port speed on 


PIC-RUP1L.  


HSD104033 


 Symptom: An SPE card might reboot . 


This problem exists on SPE cards listed below: 


 JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, 


 JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module,  


 JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module,  


 JC130A HP Enhanced Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module,  


 JC598A HP A8800 Single Processor Service Engine Module,  


 JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module,  


 JC600A HP A8800 Enhanced Single Processor Service Engine Module,  
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 JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following procedure is performed: 


 Configure an unsupported ACL. For example, the ACL matches a VPN.  


 Configure PBR  on an interface.  


 Reference the unsupported ACL for PBR. The router prompts that the ACL is not 


supported.  


 Reference another unsupported ACL for PBR. The router prompts that the ACL is not 


supported.  


 Reference the previous ACL.  


HSD104124 


 Symptom: When an A8800 router connects to another device through a routed sub-interface 


or an aggregate sub-interface, IMC cannot draw a topology for the two devices. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when an A8800 router connects to another device through a 


subinterface. 


HSD105356 


 Symptom: Using the port link-mode route command to change a Layer 2 Ethernet port to a 


Layer 3 Ethernet port fails. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the Layer 2 Ethernet port has been configured with port 


trunk permit vlan all and has been bound to a QoS policy. 


HSD104730 


 Symptom: Configuring LR on Layer 3 sub-interface 4094 (GigabitEthernet1/1/2.4094, for 


example) fails.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the system is operating in SPE mode. You can view the 


system operating mode by using the display system working mode command. 


HSD105257 


 Symptom: A device connected to an A8800 cannot forward traffic on an interface that is 


connected to port 2 in the following example. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following procedure is performed: 


a. Configure dynamic aggregation groups A and B and connect them to other devices. 


Dynamic aggregation group A has at least two member ports, and member port 1 


repeatedly comes up and down. 


b. Remove member port 2 from dynamic aggregation group A, and add it to dynamic 


aggregation group B. 


c. Add port 3 to dynamic aggregation group A.  


HSD104594 


 Symptom: Packet loss occurs on a GRE tunnel configured on a Layer 3 Ethernet interface or a 


Layer 3 aggregate interface of the JC605A HP A8800 2-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing 


Module, JC602A HP A8800 4-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module, JC604A HP 


A8800 48-port GbE SFP Service Processing Module, JC606A HP A8800 16-port GbE SFP / 


8-port GbE Combo Service Processing Module or JC603A HP A8800 48-port Gig-T Service 


Processing Module.  
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 Condition: This symptom might occur if the GRE tunnel is established using the virtual IP 


address of a VRRP group that uses virtual MAC addresses.  


HSD 105791 


 Symptom: An JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC130A


 HP Enhanced Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC139A HP Single Service 


Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 


Module fails to forward multicast and broadcast packets when both outbound Netstream 


mirroring and outbound port mirroring are configured on an interface of the card. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if both outbound Netstream mirroring and outbound port 


mirroring are configured on an interface of the card.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3349 


HSD102705 


 Symptom: An SPC card might reboot when the counters of a VLAN interface on the card are 


cleared. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if many ACLs have been configured on that VLAN 


interface.  


HSD102725 


 Symptom: The IP address of a NULL interface cannot be deleted. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the IP address of the NULL interface is configured through 


SNMP. 


HSD101715 


 Symptom: On a ring network where multiple BGP route reflectors and large numbers of BGP 


routes exist, traffic might be interrupted for a long time if a port on the ring network goes up 


and down.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a port goes up and down on a ring network where 


multiple BGP route reflectors and large numbers of BGP routes exist.  


HSD102262 


 Symptom: Configuring a password longer than 20 bits fails although the maximum password 


length is set to be longer than 20 bits. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when you set a password longer than 20 bits.  


HSD102527 


 Symptom: An MQC policy might fail to be configured on a serial or POS port of a JC479A HP 


A8800 4-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS/4-port GbE SFP Module, JC480A HP A8800 1-port 


OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP Module or JC481A HP A8800 1-port 


OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP Module. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the following conditions exist: 


 Before the configuration, the card is removed and inserted, or is rebooted. 


 The serial or POS port runs frame relay.  


HSD103047 


 Symptom: Multicast VPN traffic on an SPE card gets lost and disordered. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur when the SPE card forwards both multicast VPN traffic 


and VPLS traffic.  


HSD103386 


 Symptom: The following trap information generated when an RPR physical port goes down or 


up cannot be output to the NMS or to the log file. 


#Apr 24 16:08:09:364 2012 SR8805 IFNET/4/INTERFACE UPDOWN:                       


 Trap 1.3.6.1.6.3.1.1.5.4<linkUp>: Interface 26214401 is Up, ifAdminStatus is 1, 


 ifOperStatus is 1   


#Apr 24 08:06:21:369 2012 8808-L IFNET/4/INTERFACE UPDOWN:                                                                           


 Trap 1.3.6.1.6.3.1.1.5.4: Interface 3407873 is Up, ifAdminStatus is 1, ifOperStatus 


is 1 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when an RPR physical port goes down or up.  


HSD102783 


 Symptom: If you use SNMPv3 to access an A8800 router through 3DES authentication, the 


router might become inaccessible.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if you use SNMPv3 to access an A8800 router through 


3DES authentication. 


HSD103044 


 Symptom: An A8800 router that uses the JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit 


or JC597A HP A8800 Single Fabric Main Processing Unit MPU might print the following error 


information during startup. 


%Feb 16 16:31:37:054 2012 HP LICENSE/4/LICENSE_WARNING: -Slot=1; Max AK number in 


storage device is different from registered by product 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit or 


JC597A HP A8800 Single Fabric Main Processing Unit boots up using bootware115. 


HSD103048 


 Symptom: A device connected to an MP-group interface of an A8800 might discard packets 


received from the A8800. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if IPCP goes down while LCP is always up on the 


MP-group interface. 


HSD100843 


 Symptom: Channelized serial ports on a JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 


8-port GbE SFP Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port 


GbE SFP Module cannot go up after the SPE card that hosts the module reboots.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur after the SPE card reboots. 


HSD102363 


 Symptom: The CPU usage on a JD251A HP A8800 Firewall Processing Module card is high 


when the module forwards both Layer 2 and Layer 3 traffic. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a JD251A HP A8800 Firewall Processing 


Module forwards both Layer 2 and Layer 3 traffic.  


HSD101924 


 Symptom: Forwarded packets with two VLAN tags are discarded on an SPE card. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur on an SPE card.  


HSD101407 


 Symptom: The router might reboot when the egress interface of a TE tunnel goes down.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 FRR is configured on two TE tunnels that back up each other and rsvp bfd is configured.  


 The egress interface of one TE tunnel goes down. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3348 


HSD100148 


 Symptom: When the MPU works under 20°C (68°F), it generates low-temperature alarms. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the MPU works under 20°C (68°F).  


HSD099846 


 Symptom: An SPC card might reboot when the reset multicast forwarding-table all 


command is executed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 The SPC card has many multicast egress ports and is forwarding multicast traffic.  


 The reset multicast forwarding-table all command is executed.  


HSD100446 


 Symptom: The router fails to forward multicast traffic. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist:  


 Many DF interfaces are configured. 


 IPv6 BIDIR-PIM entries exceed the upper limit and then decrease under the upper limit.  


HSD099814 


 Symptom: A QoS policy that is not applied to any interface cannot be deleted when a JC144A


 HP A8800 NAT Processing Module, JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation 


Service Module, JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing Module or JC608A HP 


A8800 Network Analysis Service Module is installed.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following procedure is performed: 


 Apply a QoS policy to a tunnel interface and then remove the policy application.  


 Delete the QoS policy in system view.  


HSD099816 


 Symptom: Traffic is interrupted on an SPC card. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following happens: 


 Routes learned on the SPC card exceed the upper limit. 


 Filter routes so the learned routes decrease under the upper limit.  


HSD099779 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot when a user logs in through SSH or Telnet. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the MPU has insufficient memory space.  
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HSD099036 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot if LDP session flaps exist for a long time. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if LDP session flaps exist for a long time.  


HSD096745 


 Symptom: A card might reboot after receiving large numbers of HTTP packets that carry 


multiple From or Via headers.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur because the card exhausts its memory after receiving 


large numbers of HTTP packets that carry multiple From or Via headers. 


HSD099988 


 Symptom: A JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module, JC607A HP A8800 Network 


Address Translation Service Module, or distributed NAT-capable SPE card configured with 


NAT/ALG might reboot after receiving large numbers of FTP packets that have a large message 


body. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a card configured with NAT/ALG receives large 


numbers of FTP packets that have a large message body. 


HSD100571 


 Symptom: If an ABR in OSPF Area 0 has no full-state neighbor within the connected stub area, 


the ABR does not advertise a default route to the stub area. As a result, the stub area cannot 


access external networks.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when an ABR in OSPF Area 0 connects to a stub area, and no 


external route is configured for the stub area.  


HSD100153 


 Symptom: In a multicast VPN, a switchover from share-group to switch-group might fail, 


resulting multicast forwarding failure. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a switchover from share-group to switch-group is 


performed.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3347 


HSD98062 


 Symptom: In a multicast VPN, one of two VPN ports on an SPC card fails to forward multicast 


traffic.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 The SPC card has two VPN ports and one public-network port.  


 Multicast traffic is forwarded from the public-network port to the VPN ports.  


 The public-network port is changed to a port on an SPE card.   


HSD99120 


 Symptom: Packet loss might occur on an SPE card when huge bursty traffic exists.  


 Condition: This symptom might be seen when huge bursty traffic exists.  
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HSD90768 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot if the display bgp vpls all command is executed when 


route flaps occur. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the display bgp vpls all command is executed when 


route flaps occur.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3346  


HSD97210 


 Symptom: FR on a POS port connected to a Cisco device might go up and down and then 


cannot go up.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur on an FR-enabled POS port connected to a Cisco 


device.  


HSD97276 


 Symptom: The port of a non-HP certified fiber module on A8800 goes down and cannot go up 


after the module runs for 30 days. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs after a non-HP certified fiber module on A8800 runs for 30 


days.  


HSD90768 


 Symptom: An interface that is enabled with easy IP but is not configured with ip ttl-expires 


enable discards packets with a TTL of 1. As a result, OSPF on the interface cannot establish a 


neighbor relationship. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur on an interface that is enabled with easy IP but is not 


configured with ip ttl-expires enable. 


HSD90613 


 Symptom: The global RSVP TE configuration might get lost when RSVP packets larger than 


2048 bytes are received. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when RSVP packets larger than 2048 bytes are received. 


HSD92766 


 Symptom: An ATM interface enabled with MPLS might fail to forward MPLS packets if dot1q 


ethernet-type is configured on another port. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur on an ATM interface enabled with MPLS if dot1q 


ethernet-type command is configured on another port.  


HSD94268 


 Symptom: The CPU is busy when a VSI comprising more than 64 ACs is deleted, resulting LDP 


flaps. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a VSI comprising more than 64 ACs is deleted.  
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Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3345P02  


HSD82258 


 Symptom: After the optimal route for a destination is changed, traffic forwarding over the new 


optimal route might fail. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 Multiple routes to a destination exist and one of them is the optimal.  


 ECMP routes destined for the next hop of the optimal route or a non-optimal route exist 


and all the egress ports of ECMP routes have MPLS LDP enabled.  


 All the optimal and non-optimal routes have a total of 8 next hops. 


 The optimal route is changed. 


HSD92585 


 Symptom: When the bestroute compare-med and balance 2 commands are configured in 


BGP IPv6 family view, if BGP learns two routes destined for the same network from two 


neighbors, BGP does not select an optimal route from the two routes; however, if BGP learns 


three routes destined for the same network from three neighbors, BGP selects an optimal 


route from the three routes, which is not correct.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if BGP learns three routes destined for the same 


network from three neighbors when the bestroute compare-med and balance 2 


commands are configured in BGP IPv6 family view. 


HSD92174 


 Symptom: After an active/standby switchover, the network management port of the new active 


MPU cannot receive or send packets. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if you delete the BGP process and then perform an 


active/standby switchover when many IPv6 BGP VPN routes exist.  


HSD94088 


 Symptom: When running R3345 or R3345P01, HP A8800 does not support H3C SR8800 cards, 


and H3C SR8800 does not support HP A8800 cards. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when R3345 or R3345P01 is used.  


HSD93576 


 Symptom: Packet loss might occur on an SR8808 or SR8812 that has two or more JC599A HP 


A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module, JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor 


Service Engine Module, JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 The SR8808 or SR8812 router operates in Hybrid mode and has two or more JC599A HP 


A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module, JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual 


Processor Service Engine Module, JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine 


A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module. You can 


view the operating mode with the display system working mode command. 


 10G outbound traffic exists on a subcard, resulting in transient congestion. For example, 


multiple 10GE ports forward received traffic to a single 10GE port.  
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Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3345P01  


HSD90382 


 Symptom: On an SR8808 or SR8812 that has two or more JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor 


Service Engine Module, JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module, 


JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual 


Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, bursty traffic might cause multiple cards to reboot 


repeatedly. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if one of the following conditions exists: 


 One or two JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit / JC137A HP A8805/08/12 


(2E) Main Control Unit Module are installed and the XBAR works in load-single mode. 


 One or two JC596A HP A8800 Dual Fabric Main Processing Unit / JC137A HP A8805/08/12 


(2E) Main Control Unit Module or two JC138A HP A8805/08/12 (1E) Main Control Unit 


Module / JC597A HP A8800 Single Fabric Main Processing Unit are installed and the XBAR 


works in load-balance mode. 


HSD91814 


 Symptom: BGP neighbors might repeatedly go up and down during persistent high CPU 


usage.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur during persistent high CPU usage. 


HSD91777 


 Symptom: When many regular expressions are configured for BGP AS-path and community 


filtering, if BGP route flaps occur, the CPU usage is high for a long time. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the following conditions exist: 


 BGP route flaps occur. 


 Many regular expressions are configured for BGP AS-path and community filtering.  


HSD91679 


 Condition: If the port of JC132A HP 20-Port 1000Base-X A8800 Module is connected to a 


Finisar copper module without a cable, the port might go up and down repeatedly. 


 Symptom: This symptom might occur if the port of JC132A HP 20-Port 1000Base-X A8800 


Module is connected to a Finisar copper module without a cable. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3345  


HSD86167 


 Symptom: An ACL used by NAT cannot be deleted.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 Multiple rules in the ACL use the same time range.  


 The ACL is configured with the step command.  


 The ACL is applied to NAT, and then the step or timer range setting is changed.  


HSD87000 


 Symptom: Traffic interruption might occur on ports in a VLAN when the VLAN interface flaps.  
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 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 MAC address learning is enabled on ports of two or more VLANs. 


 Each VLAN interface is bound to a VPN.  


 The direct routes of the VLAN interfaces are redistributed between VPNs.  


 A VLAN interface flaps.   


HSD75470 


 Symptom: If an E3 serial port of JC479A HP A8800 4-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS/4-port 


GbE SFP Module, JC480A HP A8800 1-port OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP 


Module or JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP Module is connected to 


another device through unframed mode, the two devices might fail to communicate. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an E3 serial port of JC479A HP A8800 4-port 


OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS/4-port GbE SFP Module, JC480A HP A8800 1-port OC-12/STM-4 


(E3/T3) CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP Module or JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) 


CPOS SFP Module is connected to another device through unframed mode.  


HSD87387 


 Symptom: SNMP can get traffic statistics on a Layer-3 subinterface that has traffic statistics 


disabled. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs during SNMP walk on a Layer-3 subinterface that has traffic 


statistics disabled. 


HSD87338 


 Symptom: ARP attack detection cannot detect ARP attacks sourced from a fixed MAC address 


but from a subnet different than the subnet where the receiving interface resides. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when source MAC based ARP attack detection is 


enabled with the command arp anti-attack source-mac.  


HSD89819 


 Symptom: Counters on all ports of a JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS 


SFP Module cannot be read after the card that holds the PIC-CSP1L is rebooted.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 The scramble or crc command is configured on a virtual POS interface of the JC481A HP 


A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP Module. 


 The card that holds the JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP 


Module is rebooted.  


HSD89810 


 Symptom: If L2VE and L3VE ports of an ATM subcard are connected to other devices, the 


A8800 might fail to communicate with those devices. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if L2VE and L3VE ports of an ATM subcard are 


connected to other devices.  


HSD88016 


 Symptom: Some serial interfaces on a JC480A HP A8800 1-port OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) CPOS / 


4-port GbE SFP Module might go down. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 
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 Many serial interfaces are created on  the JC480A HP A8800 1-port OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) 


CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP Module. 


 The using oc-12 command is executed on the CPOS controller of the JC480A HP A8800 


1-port OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP Module.  


HSD89500 


 Symptom: A user might fail to establish a passive-mode FTP connection through an A8800 


configured with NAT.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the FTP packet with code 227 does not contain the 


characters “Entering Passive Mode”.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3343  


HSD86465 


 Symptom: An A8800 router that runs multicast services might reboot (very little probability) 


when the display diagnostic-information command is executed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 Multicast services are enabled. 


 The display diagnostic-information command is executed.   


HSD85188 


 Symptom: Configurations for the CPOS ports of two JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 


(OC-3) CPOS SFP Module installed on an JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine 


Module, JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module, JC133A HP 


Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service 


Processing Engine A8800 Module affect each other, resulting in service deployment failure. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when two JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) 


CPOS SFP Modules are installed on a JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine 


Module, JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module, JC133A HP 


Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service 


Processing Engine A8800 Module.  


HSD82168 


 Symptom: An SPE card with an ATM subcard might reboot when the statistics of the ATM 


interface are cleared. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 ATM sub-interfaces and PVCs are configured on the ATM interface.  


 The ATM interface goes up and down multiple times when traffic forwarding is performed, 


and then the ATM interface statistics are cleared.  


HSD86006 


 Symptom: When an SPC card is installed, the router might print the following clock signal 


information:  


%Jan 18 02:43:19:560 2011 SDQDA-MC-CMNET-RT09-8808-FSL2 CLKM/4/CLKM_LOG:  


Reference 5 is recovered. 


%Jan 18 02:43:25:575 2011 SDQDA-MC-CMNET-RT09-8808-FSL2 CLKM/4/CLKM_LOG:  


Reference 5 is lost. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur when an SPC card is installed.  


HSD85161 


 Symptom: UDP helper cannot correctly process packets with a port number higher than 50000, 


which is configured by udp-helper port.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a port number higher than 50000 is specified with 


udp-helper port.  


HSD85903 


 Symptom: In an MPLS VPN, a summary VPN route advertised by BGP cannot be learned by the 


BGP peer.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if BGP advertises a summary VPN route without RT attribute 


to a peer. 


HSD86078 


 Symptom: In an inter-AS option B network, after the reset bgp command is executed on an 


ASBR, the labels for LSPs on the ASBR might be incorrect, resulting in forwarding failure. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur after the reset bgp command is executed on an ASBR 


in an inter-AS option B network.  


HSD86083 


 Symptom: In an MPLS VPN, when an LDP neighbor repeatedly flaps, BGP cannot learn VPNv4 


routes advertised by the BGP peer, resulting in service interruption. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when an LDP neighbor repeatedly flaps and meanwhile 


the BGP peer advertises updated VPNv4 routes.  


HSD85907 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot after the undo isis command is executed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 IS-IS is enabled for VPNs.  


 IS-IS has learned many routes.  


 The undo isis command is executed.  


HSD85907 


 Symptom: An LPU might reboot upon receiving packets that contain a 63-byte callback 


number from the RADIUS server. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when an LPU receives packets that contain a 63-byte 


callback number from the RADIUS server. 


HSD85916 


 Symptom: IPv6 VRRP on a port might flap when traffic congestion occurs on that port. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if traffic congestion occurs on a port enabled with IPv6 


VRRP.  


HSD86041 


 Symptom: In some specific MPLS VPN networks, large numbers of invalid LSPs might cause 


the router unable to forward packets. 
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 Condition: This symptom might occur when there are large numbers of invalid LSPs, because 


no resources are available to store valid LSPs. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3342 


HSD84351 


 Symptom: In an inter-AS Option C MPLS VPN, a PE might reboot after MPLS L2VPN or MPLS 


L3VPN is disabled. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if MPLS L2VPN or MPLS L3VPN is disabled on a PE in an 


inter-AS Option C MPLS VPN.  


HSD83533 


 Symptom: A  JC640A HP A8800 VPN Firewall Module, JC638A HP A8800 Load Balancing 


Module or JC637A HP A8800 SSL VPN Module with 500-user License might repeatedly reboot 


when the display diagnostic-information command is executed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a JC640A HP A8800 VPN Firewall Module, 


JC638A HP A8800 Load Balancing Module or JC637A HP A8800 SSL VPN Module with 


500-user License exists and the display diagnostic-information command is executed.  


HSD85153 


 Symptom: ALG for some services might be unavailable if the JC144A HP A8800 NAT 


Processing Module is replaced by the JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation 


Service Module. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if you replace the JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing 


Module with the JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation Service Module.  


HSD84706 


 Symptom: In a 6PE network, if a Layer 3 sub-interface on an SPC card is used as the tunnel end, 


packets arriving at the tunnel end cannot match the MQC policy on the Layer 3 sub-interface. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a Layer 3 sub-interface of an SPC card is used as the 


tunnel end in a 6PE network.  


HSD84673 


 Symptom: Neighbors in a multicast VPN cannot be created if the multicast VPN is bound to a 


tunnel that was previously bound to a deleted multicast VPN. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following procedure is performed when many 


multicast VPNs exit: 


 Delete a multicast VPN. 


 Create a multicast VPN. 


 Bind the new multicast VPN to the tunnel that was previously bound to the deleted 


multicast VPN.  


HSD83983 


 Symptom: When auto-cost enable has been configured in IS-IS view, the IS-IS link cost of a 


GE interface is not changed after the speed of the interface is changed with the speed 


command.  
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 Condition: This symptom might occur after the speed of a GE interface is changed with the 


speed command when auto-cost enable has been configured in IS-IS view.  


HSD83894 


 Symptom: In an MPLS L3VPN, the QoS policy on the ingress port of a PE cannot match the 


inner and outer labels of packets.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an QoS policy for matching the inner and outer labels 


of packets is configured on the ingress port of a PE in an MPLS L3VPN.  


HSD83743 


 Symptom: A ping operation through a 64K serial port of a JC477A HP A8800 1-port 


OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port 


OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module might fail. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the ping operation sends large ping packets through a 


64K serial port of a JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP 


Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module.  


HSD83079 


 Symptom: Packets that have the characteristics defined by an IPv6 ACL cannot match the IPv6 


ACL. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the IPv6 ACL is configured to match IPv6 source and 


destination addresses and TCP/UDP source and destination ports.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-B3341 


HSD82576 


 Symptom: When the CPOS port of a JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 


8-port GbE SFP Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port 


GbE SFP Module is connected to another device, the CPOS port cannot come up, or has 


serious packet loss. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the CPOS port of a JC477A HP A8800 1-port 


OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port 


OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module is connected to another device.  


HSD82522 


 Symptom: A QoS policy that comprises many auto-match ACLs (for example, ACL configured 


by acl number 3999 match-order auto) might cause the interface card to reboot, and 


consequently new cards cannot get registered.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a QoS policy that comprises many auto-match ACLs 


(for example, ACL configured by acl number 3999 match-order auto) is applied on an 


interface card.  


HSD82486 


 Symptom:  The CPOS port of a JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 


8-port GbE SFP Module or JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port 


GbE SFP Module might fail to forward packets when many MP-group interfaces are created on 


it. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 
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 Many MP-group interfaces are created on the CPOS port. 


 The CPOS port goes down and up.  


HSD82169 


 Symptom: When a QoS policy that comprises many ACLs is applied in both inbound and 


outbound directions of a port, deleting the QoS policy might cause the interface card to 


reboot.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when you delete an applied QoS policy that comprises 


many ACLs. 


HSD82004 


 Symptom: L2VE/L3VE ports configured on an ATM subcard cannot forward incoming traffic to 


the IM-IPS/IM-ACG card as required.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs when L2VE/L3VE ports on an ATM subcard are required to 


forward incoming traffic to the IM-IPS/IM-ACG card. 


HSD81985 


 Symptom:  The GE/POS/CPOS port of any subcard installed on the JC133A HP Enhanced 


Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC130A HP Enhanced Single Service 


Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module cannot forward incoming 


packets to the IM-IPS/IM-ACG card as required. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the GE/POS/CPOS port of any subcard installed on the 


JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC130A HP 


Enhanced Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module, JC139A HP Single Service 


Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 


Module is required to forward incoming packets to the IM-IPS/IM-ACG card.  


HSD81739 


 Symptom: HQOS on JC132A HP 20-Port 1000Base-X A8800 Module or JC135A HP 20-Port 


Gig-T A8800 Module cannot lower the priority of traffic exceeding the bandwidth configured 


for the EF queue in the layer FG2. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when HQOS is deployed on JC132A HP 20-Port 


1000Base-X A8800 Module or JC135A HP 20-Port Gig-T A8800 Module, and bandwidth is 


configured for the FG2 layer. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-B3340 


New feature release. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3333  


HSD84031 


 Symptom: Deleting a VLAN interface cannot delete NTP server settings on the VLAN interface. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the ntp-service broadcast-server command is 


configured on the VLAN interface, and the VLAN interface is configured as the source 


interface for the NTP server.  
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HSD84021 


 Symptom: The CPU usage on the active MPU might be higher than 70% for la long time after 


NQA settings are configured and then removed through SNMP. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 


 Both active and standby MPUs exist. 


 NQA settings are configured and then removed through SNMP.  


HSD86056 


 Symptom: In an MPLS VPN network, an advertised summary VPN route cannot be learned by 


the BGP peer. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when BGP advertises a summary VPN route to a BGP 


peer. 


HSD86060 


 Symptom: An LPU might reboot upon receiving packets that contain a 63-byte callback 


number from the RADIUS server. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when an LPU receives packets that contain a 63-byte 


callback number from the RADIUS server. 


HSD86280 


 Symptom: In some specific MPLS VPN networks, large numbers of invalid LSPs might cause 


the router unable to forward packets. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when large numbers of invalid LSPs exist because no 


resources are available to store valid LSPs. 


HSD87084 


 Symptom: The router might reboot upon receiving authorization packets with the server msg 


length being 0 from the HWTACACS server. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 HWTACACS authentication is configured.  


 The router receives authorization packets with the server msg length being 0 from the 


HWTACACS server. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3332  


HSD82500 


 Symptom: When an SPC card is installed, the router might print the following clock signal 


information:  


%Jan 18 02:43:19:560 2011 SDQDA-MC-CMNET-RT09-8808-FSL2 CLKM/4/CLKM_LOG:  


Reference 5 is recovered. 


%Jan 18 02:43:25:575 2011 SDQDA-MC-CMNET-RT09-8808-FSL2 CLKM/4/CLKM_LOG:  


Reference 5 is lost. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when an SPC card is installed.  
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HSD82401 


 Symptom: If the POS port of JC482A HP A8800 8-port OC-3c/OC-12c POS / GbE SFP Module 


connected to an HP-certified fiber transceiver is changed to a GE port, the system might 


prompt that the fiber transceiver is not certified. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the POS port of JC482A HP A8800 8-port 


OC-3c/OC-12c POS / GbE SFP Module connected to an HP-certified fiber transceiver is 


changed to a GE port. 


HSD83376 


 Symptom: When the routes learned by the router exceed 380 K, Netstream on the 


IM-NAM/IM-NAM-II card might fail to collect some route statistics.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the routes learned by the router exceed 380 K.  


HSD80887 


 Symptom: The DHCP relay does not work on a Layer 3 subinterface where both routing QinQ 


and DHCP relay are enabled. . 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if both routing QinQ and DHCP relay are enabled on a Layer 3 


subinterface.  


HSD82499 


 Symptom: The ip address unnumbered setting on a POS port cannot be deleted. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when a POS port has ip address unnumbered configured. 


HSD77857 


 Symptom: In an inter-AS option B network, executing the reset bgp command on an ASBR 


might result in forwarding failure. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the reset bgp command is executed on an ASBR in 


an inter-AS option B MPLS VPN. 


HSD83710 


 Symptom: Some BGP routes cannot be added to the routing table if BGP peer flaps occur for a 


certain time, resulting in forwarding failure. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur after BGP peer flaps occur for a certain time. 


HSD83739 


 Symptom: Telnetting to the router might cause the MPU to reboot when the MPU has 


insufficient memory space or has many memory fragments. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the MPU has insufficient memory space or has 


many memory fragments. 


HSD83480 


 Symptom: A  JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual 


Service Processing Engine A8800 Module might reboot upon receiving large numbers of 


unknown multicast packets. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine 


A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module receives large 


numbers of unknown multicast packets.  
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HSD83726 


 Symptom: A JC640A HP A8800 VPN Firewall Module, JC638A HP A8800 Load Balancing 


Module or JC637A HP A8800 SSL VPN Module with 500-user License card might repeatedly 


reboot when the display diagnostic-information command is executed.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the display diagnostic-information command is 


executed.  


HSD80381 


 Symptom: The IPv6 MTU configured on a port of JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine 


A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module does not take 


effect. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if you configure an IPv6 MTU on a port of JC139A HP 


Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module or JC142A HP Dual Service Processing 


Engine A8800 Module.  


HSD78506 


 Symptom: The router might be suspended if multiple users log in to the router and perform 


certain operations.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 Multiple users log in to the router. 


 A user adds a port into or removes a port from a link aggregation group and meanwhile 


another user executes the display link-aggregation verbose command.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3331  


HSD78752 


 Symptom: When the CPOS port of an H-CPOS subcard is being channelized into virtual POS 


ports, the card that holds the subcard might be suspended.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the CPOS port of a high-speed CPOS subcard is 


being channelized into virtual POS ports. 


HSD80066 


 Symptom: When the ARP entries on an Ethernet port have exceeded the maximum (1024), 


traffic that matches the exceeding ARP entries fails to be forwarded. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when the ARP entries on an Ethernet port have exceeded the 


maximum (1024). 


HSD80132 


 Symptom: When OSPF route flaps occur, some OSPF routes cannot be updated, resulting in 


forwarding failure.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur when OSPF route flaps occur.  


HSD78574 


 Symptom: If OSPF route flaps occur for a certain time, some OSPF neighbors configured with 


MD5 authentication might be torn down. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following conditions exist: 
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 OSPF route flaps occur for a certain time. 


 MD5 authentication is configured for many OSPF neighbors.  


HSD77556 


 Symptom: The NAT service card might reboot when reverse DNS query packets are NATed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when reverse DNS query packets are NATed.  


HSD77970 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot when a common DHCP address pool is changed to an 


extended DHCP address pool, or vice versa. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a common DHCP address pool is changed to an 


extended DHCP address pool, or vice versa on the router enabled with the DHCP server.  


HSD77107 


 Symptom: When a QoS policy that comprises many ACLs is applied to a Layer 3 port, the card 


where the Layer 3 port resides might reboot if the port is added to and removed from a Layer 


3 aggregation group, and then is changed to a Layer 2 port.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the following procedure is performed: 


 Apply a QoS policy that comprises many ACLs to a Layer 3 port. 


 Add the Layer 3 port to a Layer 3 aggregation group and removed it from the group. 


 Change the Layer 3 port to a Layer 2 port.  


HSD78559 


 Symptom: The MPU might reboot if continual BGP route flaps occur when large numbers of 


BGP routes have been learned.   


 Condition: This symptom might be seen if continual BGP route flaps occur when large 


numbers of BGP routes have been learned.  


HSD80254 


 Symptom: An SNMP walk on the Iftype of an Ethernet port gets a non-standard value. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs when you use SNMP to get the Iftype of an Ethernet port.  


HSD77937 


 Symptom: When RADIUS authentication using shiva as the RADIUS server is configured on the 


switch, there is probability that the first authentication succeeds, and subsequent 


authentications fail.    


 Condition: This symptom might occur when shiva is used as the RADIUS server.  


HSD76794 


 Symptom: If multicast traffic is forwarded from a GRE tunnel to a port on an SPC card, the 


forwarding might fail.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if multicast traffic is forwarded from a GRE tunnel to a 


port on an SPC card.  
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Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3330 


HSD77055 


 Symptom: If the console port of the MPU is connected to a serial server where detect dsr-dtr is 


enabled, the console cannot come up. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the console port of the MPU is connected to a serial server 


where detect dsr-dtr is enabled.  


HSD77974 


 Symptom: Traffic passing a JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation Service Module 


where NAT is configured might cause the card to continually reboot. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when traffic passes through a JC607A HP A8800 


Network Address Translation Service Module configured with NAT.  


HSD78181 


 Symptom: In an open RPR ring, if the ports on the two sides of a transit station go down, one 


of the two ports might be unable to come up.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the ports on the two sides of a transit station go down 


in an RPR ring.  


HSD77916 


 Symptom: After startup, the JC132A HP 20-Port 1000Base-X A8800 Module  or JC135A HP 


20-Port Gig-T A8800 Module might fail to forward packets. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur after the JC132A HP 20-Port 1000Base-X A8800 Module  


or JC135A HP 20-Port Gig-T A8800 Module starts up.  


HSD78511 


 Symptom: If a Layer 3 subinterface is bound to a VSI when VPLS is enabled, packets sent by 


the subinterface might have incorrect VLAN tags. As a result, the receiving device discards 


those packets.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a Layer 3 subinterface is bound to a VSI when VPLS is 


enabled.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3329 


HSD75791 


 Symptom: Packet loss might occur when NAT is enabled. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 NAT is enabled on a port  


 Both NATed traffic and non-NATed traffic are forwarded through ports on the same card.    


HSD75431 


 Symptom: If an MP-group interface is monitored through SNMP  for a certain time, the IMC 


might show that the traffic on the MP-group interface exceeds the actual physical bandwidth. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if an MP-group interface is monitored through SNMP 


for a certain time. 
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HSD75636 


 Symptom: Protocols on an SPC card might flap if distributed Netstream on the SPC card 


collects more than GE traffic.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur on an SPC card where distributed Netstream collects 


more than GE traffic.  


HSD75369 


 Symptom: BGP peers might flap if there are large numbers of BGP routes whose attributes are 


often changed. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if there are large numbers of BGP routes whose 


attributes are often changed.  


HSD75336 


 Symptom: The way that an SDH WAN subcard processes SDH alarms is not compliant with the 


standard. As a result, if an A8800 connects to another device through an SDH WAN subcard, 


they might fail to communicate with each other.. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when an A8800 connects to another device through an 


SDH WAN subcard. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3328 


HSD72982 


 Symptom: An SPC-GP48L card installed with more than 26 transceiver modules might fail to 


register on the router. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur to an SPC-GP48L card that has more than 26 transceiver 


modules.  


HSD72932 


 Symptom: If a QoS policy to match the Exp field of MPLS packets is applied to an ATM 


subinterface that is the egress port of an MPLS TE tunnel, MPLS packets larger than 500 bytes 


might fail to match the QoS policy. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur if a QoS policy to match the Exp field of MPLS packets is 


applied on an ATM subinterface that is the egress port of an MPLS TE tunnel.  


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-R3327 


HSD70386 


 Symptom: An aggregate subinterface fails to learn the ARP entry of the peer device. As a result, 


the subinterface fails to forward traffic and Netstream and NAT enabled on the subinterface 


fail to work.  


 Condition: This symptom might occur if the aggregate subinterface is configured with NAT or 


Netstream.  
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HSD70357 


 Symptom: On an A8800 in a VPLS network, if the VPN port is on an SPC card and the Internet 


port is an Ethernet aggregate port or an HDLC link bundle port on an SPE card, VPLS traffic 


fails to be forwarded. 


 Condition: This symptom occurs if the VPN port resides on an SPC card and the Internet port 


is an Ethernet aggregate port or an HDLC link bundle port of an SPE card on an A8800 in a 


VPLS network.  


HSD70335 


 Symptom: Configuring VPLS VSIs might fail when the interfaces corresponding to the VSIs are 


all down, resulting in VPLS forwarding failure.  


 Condition: This symptom occurs if you configure multiple VPLS VSIs when all interfaces 


corresponding to the VSIs are down.  


HSD70317 


 Symptom: On a VRRP backup router, a Layer 3 subinterface enabled with VRRP might fail to 


forward packets whose destination MAC address is the backup MAC address of the VRRP 


group. 


 Condition: This symptom might occur when a Layer 3 subinterface enabled with VRRP 


forwards packets whose destination MAC address is the backup MAC address of the VRRP 


group. 


HSD70121 


 Symptom: An A8800 that acts as a P router on an MPLS network might fail to forward MPLS 


traffic over an LSP.   


 Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist: 


 The A8800 has both SPC and SPE cards and the SPE card has an ATM subcard. 


 The LSP enters the router through a port of the SPC card, and leaves the router from an 


L2VE or L3VE interface of the ATM subcard on the SPE card. 


 The router acts as the penultimate node on the LSP to perform PHP. 


HSD71696 


 First found-in version: SR8800-CMW520-E3326 


 Condition: A JC604A HP A8800 48-port GbE SFP Service Processing Module or JC606A HP 


A8800 16-port GbE SFP / 8-port GbE Combo Service Processing Module connected to a GE 


transceiver module might generate an error message "The checksum of transceiver 


information is bad." 


 Symptom: This symptom might occur if a JC604A HP A8800 48-port GbE SFP Service 


Processing Module or JC606A HP A8800 16-port GbE SFP / 8-port GbE Combo Service 


Processing Module is connected to a GE transceiver module. 


Resolved problems in A8800-CMW520-E3326 


First release. 
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Related documentation 


Documentation set 


 HP A8800 Routers Installation Guide 


 HP A8800 Routers Configuration Guide 


 HP A8800 Routers Command References 


Obtaining documentation 


To find related documents, browse to the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website: 


http://www.hp.com/support/manuals  


Contacting HP 
For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website: 


http://www.hp.com/support 


Before contacting HP, collect the following information: 


 Product model names and numbers 


 Technical support registration number (if applicable) 


 Product serial numbers 


 Error messages 


 Operating system type and revision level 


 Detailed questions 


Subscription service 


HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website: 


http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts 


After registering, you will receive email notification of product enhancements, new driver versions, 


firmware updates, and other product resources. 


 



http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

http://www.hp.com/support

http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts
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Appendix A Feature list  


Hardware features 


Table 5 A8800 series hardware features 


Item A8805  A8808 A8812  


Dimensions (H × W × D) 


(excluding feet and rack-mounting 


brackets) 


442 × 450 × 486 


mm (17.40 × 17.72 


× 19.13 in) 


436 × 450 × 977 


mm (17.17 × 17.72 


× 38.46 in.) 


442 × 450 × 753 


mm (17.40 × 17.72 


× 29.65 in.) 


Weight ≤ 65 kg (143.30 


lb.)  


≤ 100 kg (220.46 


lb.) 


≤ 120 kg (264.55 


lb.) 


Input AC voltage 90 VAC to 264 VAC, 47 Hz to 63 Hz 


–36 VDC to –72 VDC 


Max. power consumption  2000 W 2000 W/3500 W 2000 W/3500 W 


Operating temperature 0°C to 45°C (32 °F to 113 °F) 


Relative humidity (noncondensing) 10% to 90% 


MPU Processor PowerPC PowerPC PowerPC 


LPU  Processor MIPS MIPS MIPS 


Boot ROM 4 MB 4 MB 4 MB 


MPU Memory SDRAM 


2GB (default) 


4GB (Max) 


SDRAM 


2GB (default) 


4GB (Max) 


SDRAM 


2GB (default) 


4GB (Max) 


LPU Memory 1 GB 1 GB 1 GB 


CF Flash 1 GB (default) 1 GB (default) 1 GB (default) 


Number of fans 1 1 2 


Number of LPU slots 5 8 12 


Fixed interfaces Console 1 1 1 


AUX 1 1 1 


USB 1 1 1 


Network  


management GE 


1 1 1 


SPE cards JC598A HP A8800 Single Processor Service Engine Module 


JC599A HP A8800 Dual Processor Service Engine Module  


JC600A HP A8800 Enhanced Single Processor Service Engine Module  


JC601A HP A8800 Enhanced Dual Processor Service Engine Module 


JC133A HP Enhanced Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


JC130A HP Enhanced Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 
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Item A8805  A8808 A8812  


JC139A HP Single Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


JC142A HP Dual Service Processing Engine A8800 Module 


SPC cards JC605A HP A8800 2-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module  


JC602A HP A8800 4-port 10-GbE XFP Service Processing Module  


JC604A HP A8800 48-port GbE SFP Service Processing Module  


JC606A HP A8800 16-port GbE SFP / 8-port GbE Combo Service Processing 


Module  


JC603A HP A8800 48-port Gig-T Service Processing Module 


Daughter cards JC131A HP A8800 10-port GbE SFP Module  


JC129A HP A8800 1-port 10-GbE XFP Module  


JC488A HP A8800 2-port OC-48c/STM-16c RPR SFP Module 


JC489A HP A8800 1-port OC-192c/STM-64c RPR XFP Module 


JC482A HP A8800 8-port OC-3c/OC-12c POS / GbE SFP Module 


JC486A HP A8800 4-port OC-48c/STM-16c POS SFP Module 


JC487A HP A8800 1-port OC-192c/STM-64c POS XFP Module  


JC483A HP A8800 2-port OC-3c/STM-1c POS SFP / 6-port GbE SFP Module 


JC484A HP A8800 2-port OC-12c/STM-4c POS SFP / 6-port GbE SFP Module 


JC485A HP A8800 2-port OC-48c/STM-16c POS SFP / 4-port GbE SFP Module 


JC490A HP A8800 4-port OC-3c/STM-1c ATM SFP Module  


JC491A HP A8800 1-port OC-12c/STM-4c ATM SFP Module 


JC477A HP A8800 1-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module 


JC478A HP A8800 2-port OC-3/STM-1 (E1/T1) CPOS / 8-port GbE SFP Module 


JC134A HP A8800 8-port E1/T1 / 8-port SFP Module 


JC145A HP A8800 32-port E1/T1 / 2-port GbE SFP Module  


JC479A HP A8800 4-port OC-3/STM-1 (E3/T3) CPOS/4-port GbE SFP Module 


JC480A HP A8800 1-port OC-12/STM-4 (E3/T3) CPOS / 4-port GbE SFP Module  


JC481A HP A8800 1-port OC-48/STM-16 (OC-3) CPOS SFP Module 


Service modules JC144A HP A8800 NAT Processing Module 


JC607A HP A8800 Network Address Translation Service Module 


JC143A HP A8800 Net Analysis Service Processing Module 


JC608A HP A8800 Network Analysis Service Module  


JD251A HP A8800 Firewall Processing Module 


JC640A HP A8800 VPN Firewall Module 


JC638A HP A8800 Load Balancing Module 


JC637A HP A8800 SSL VPN Module with 500-user License 
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Software features 


Table 6 Software features of the A8800 series 


Category  Features 


Switching capacity  Single Fabric MPU 360G, 


 Dual Fabric MPU 720G 


Packet forwarding rate  A8805: 360 Mpps, 312 Mpps (IPv6) 


 A8808:576 Mpps, 499 Mpps (IPv6) 


 A8812: 864 Mpps, 748 Mpps (IPv6) 


Supported WAN interfaces  Routing interfaces/Routing subinterfaces 


 RPR 


 POS 


 POS FR 


 155 Mbps->E1/T1->DS0 CPOS 


 CE1/CT1 


 PIC-ET32G2L FR 


 155 Mbps/622 Mbps ATM  


 155 Mbps/622 Mbps->E3/T3 CPOS  


 2.5 Gbps->155 Mbps CPOS  


MAC address table  MAC address self-learning, compliant with IEEE 802.1d 


standard 


 MAC address management 


RSTP/MSTP  Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) 


 Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) 


 Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) 


 Compatible with IEEE 802.1d, IEEE 802.1w and IEEE 802.1s 


Ring protection  Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) 


Flow control mode  Flow control mode compliant with IEEE 802.3x standard (full 


duplex) 


 Back-pressure based flow control (half duplex) 


Link aggregation  Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) 


 Manual aggregation and static LACP aggregation 


 Cross-card aggregation 


Mirroring  Port mirroring and cross-card mirroring 


 Traffic mirroring through which packets can be copied to the 


CPU 


VLAN  4 K Virtual Local Area Network (VLANs) compatible with IEEE 


802.1q at most 


 Port-based VLAN and protocol-based VLAN 


 GARP VLAN Registration Protocol (GVRP) 


 Isolate user VLAN 


 Guest VLAN 


Detection protection  link layer Operations, Administration and Maintenance (OAM) 


mechanism, compliant with the IEEE 802.3ah standard 
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Category  Features 


 Smart link 


Broadcast storm suppression  Broadcast storm suppression on ports 


 Multicast storm suppression on ports 


VPN  Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) basic functions 


 Cross-domain MPLS VPN (Option1/2/3) 


 Nested MPLS L3VPN, hierarchy of PE (HoPE), dual-homed CE, 


and multi-homed hosts 


 Virtual Leased Link (VLL), including Martini, Kompella and CCC 


 Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS), hierarchy of VPLS 


 4K VLAN range 


 Establishment of LSP 


 IPV6 VPN 


Network protocols  Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) 


 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 


 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol Relay (DHCP) 


 DHCP Server and DHCP Relay 


 DHCP Option 82 and Option 60 


 UDP Helper 


IP routing  Routing Information Protocol (RIP) version 1 and version 2 


 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) v2 


 Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System intra-domain 


routing information exchange protocol (IS-IS) 


 Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 


 OSPF/IS-IS/BGP Graceful Restart (GR) 


 Static routing 


 Equal cost routing 


 Policy routing 


 Route policy 


Multicast  Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) 


 Protocol Independent Multicast-Dense Mode (PIM-DM) 


 Protocol Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) 


 Multicast Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP) 


 Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) 


 Anycast RP (Rendezvous Point) 


 IGMP Snooping 


 Layer 2 multicast load balancing 


 Multicast VLAN Plus 


 Multicast ARP 


 Bidirectional multicast 


QinQ  Port-based VLAN VPN (basic QinQ) 


 Traffic classification-based nested VLAN (selective QinQ) 


NAT  NAT, Port Address Translation (PAT), and Easy IP. 


 Application level gateway (ALG) processing of FTP, DNS, and 


ICMP. 


NetStream  NetStream V5, V8, and V9 
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Category  Features 


 Traffic statistics and aggregation 


Firewall  Virtual firewall, security zone, attack prevention, P2P traffic 


control, and URL filtering. 


 VPN services, such as IPsec VPN, for establishing VPNs in 


different forms. . 


Reliability  Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) 


 High Availability (HA) 


 VPLS load balancing 


 Switching network detection 


 BFD on the secondary CPU 


QoS  Traffic classification based on ports, MAC addresses, VLAN, 


CoS precedence, IP addresses, IP precedence, type of service 


(ToS), DSCP precedence, TCP/UDP ports, protocol type, and 


Class of Service (CoS) 


 Traffic shaping 


 Priority marking 


 Eight priority queues on each port 


 Traffic policing, with a granularity of 8 Kbps to the smallest 


 Congestion avoidance algorithms: Tail-Drop and weighted 


random early detection (WRED) 


 Queue scheduling mechanisms: strict priority Queuing (SP), 


weighted round robin (WRR), and SP+WRR 


 HQoS 


 Packet filtrate 


Security  Management of users by their privilege levels and password 


protection 


 Password control 


 Packet filtering 


 802.1x authentication 


 AAA, RADIUS and HWTACACS 


 SSH 2.0 


 Portal 


 ARP 


 Disabling a port of a protocol is supported. 


Loading and upgrading  Loading and upgrading through XMODEM 


 Loading and upgrading through FTP 


System configuration and 


management 


 Interface in both English and Chinese 


 Command line interface configuration 


 Configuration through the console port or the AUX port 


 Configuring the system through an Ethernet port using Telnet 


 Configuring the system through the AUX port using modem 


dial-up 


 Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 


 iMC network management system 


 Group 1/2/3/9 MIB of Remote Monitoring (RMON) 


 System logs 
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Category  Features 


 Alarms at different severity levels 


System maintenance  Filtering, output and statistics collection of alarm and 


debugging information 


 Maintaining and debugging tools such as ping and tracert 


 Network Quality Analysis (NQA) 


 Remote maintenance through modem dial-up or Telnet 
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Appendix B Upgrading software  
The software image files used on the A8800 router series include the system software image, 


BootWare image, and the clock image.  


 The system software image is the basis for running hardware drivers and service features. It is 


the most important software.  


 The BootWare image is used to load the system software image and directs the router to run 


the system software image. Different CPUs uses different BootWare images.  


 The clock image, is used by the clock card, respectively. 


This section describes how to upgrade the system software. For how to upgrade other software 


images, see HP A8800 Router Series Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 
 


 NOTE: 


 In this section, the system software image used for upgrade is update.bin. To view software 


version information, see Version history. 


 Information about the system software image size and system time is for illustration purposes 


only.  
 


Introduction to system software image 


The system software image is used at router startup. The A8800 series support the following types 


of system software images: 


 Main system software image: Used by default. 


 Backup system software image: Used when the main system software image is unavailable. 


Generally, a system software image is a .bin file, such as main.bin. 


Upgrade methods 


You can upgrade router software by using one of the following methods: 


Upgrade method Remarks  


Upgrading system software from the CLI 
 Requires a reboot to validate the upgrade. 


 Interrupts running services.  


Upgrading system software from BootWare 


menu 
Use this method when the router cannot start up. 


 


Upgrade prerequisites 


Complete the following tasks before upgrade: 


 Make the router and the file server reachable to each other. 


 Enable the TFTP/FTP server on the file server. 
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 Log in to the CLI of the router from a PC. 


 Put the new system software image to the file server and specify the working directory for the 


TFTP/FTP server. 


 


 CAUTION: 


You must reboot the router to validate the upgrade. During the reboot, all the functions on the 


router are unavailable.  


 


Figure 1 Upgrade environment 


 
 


Upgrading system software from the CLI 


You can upgrade the system software from the CLI by using one of the following methods: 


 Using TFTP 


 Using FTP 


Using TFTP 


Use the router as the TFTP client to access the specified working directory on the TFTP server, back 


up the current system software image and configuration file, and upgrade the system software as 


follows.  


Backing up the current system software image and configuration file 


1. Use the save command in any view to save current configuration information.  


<Sysname> save 


192.168.1.1/24


Console


Cable


192.168.1.2/24


TFTP/FTP 


server
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The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[cfa0:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


cfa0:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


 Validating file. Please wait.... 


 The current configuration is saved to the active main board successfully. 


 Configuration is saved to device successfully. 


<Sysname> 


2. Use the dir command in user view to see information about the current software image and 


configuration file, and free storage space on the CF card. Make sure that the CF card has 


enough space to store the new image.  


<Sysname> cd cfa0:/ 


<Sysname> dir 


Directory of cfa0:/ 


 


   0     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:41:16   logfile 


   1     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:42:56   domain1 


   2     -rw-     66256  Jun 28 2011 14:43:40   p2p_default.mtd 


   3     -rw-      8694  Jun 28 2011 14:47:12   startup.cfg 


   4     -rw-      3432  Jun 28 2011 14:47:10   system.xml 


   5     -rw-  56861744  Jun 28 2011 14:37:46   main.bin 


 


1021808 KB total (964868 KB free) 


 


File system type of cfa0: FAT16 


 


<Sysname> 


The factory-default system software image is main.bin. The default configuration file is 


startup.cfg after you save configuration information.  


3. Use the tftp put command in user view to upload the current image main.bin to the TFTP 


server for backup.  


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 put main.bin  


 


  File will be transferred in binary mode 


  Sending file to remote TFTP server. Please wait... \ 


  TFTP: 56861744 bytes sent in 70 second(s). 


  File uploaded successfully. 


 


<Sysname> 


4. Use the tftp put command in user view to upload the configuration file startup.cfg to the TFTP 


server for backup. 


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 put startup.cfg 


  File will be transferred in binary mode 


  Sending file to remote TFTP server. Please wait... \ 


  TFTP:     8694 bytes sent in 0 second(s). 


  File uploaded successfully. 


                                                                      


<Sysname> 
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Upgrading system software 


1. Use the tftp get command in user view to download the new image update.bin from the TFTP 


server to the CF card of the router.  


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 get update.bin 


 


  File will be transferred in binary mode 


  Downloading file from remote TFTP server, please wait...| 


  TFTP: 56861744 bytes received in 70 second(s) 


  File downloaded successfully. 


 


<Sysname> 


2. Use the boot-loader command in user view to set the new image update.bin as the main 


system software image used at the next startup.  


<Sysname> boot-loader file update.bin slot 0 main 


  This command will set the boot file. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 


0! 


<Sysname> 


3. Use the display boot-loader command in user view to view information about system 


software images.  


<Sysname> display boot-loader 


The next primary boot file of chassis 1 slot  0 is: cfa0:/update.bin 


The next backup boot file of chassis 1 slot  0 is: cfa0:/main.bin 


The current boot file of chassis 1 slot  0 is: cfa0:/main.bin 


<Sysname> 


The output shows that the image to be used at the next startup is update.bin. 


4. Use the reboot command in user view to reboot the router.  


<Sysname> reboot 


 Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please 


wait.........DONE!  


 This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y   


  


 Now rebooting, please wait...  


<Sysname> 


System is starting...  


5. After the reboot, execute the display version command to verify that the new image has been 


loaded.  


Using FTP 


Use the router as the FTP client to access the specified working directory on the FTP server, back up 


the current system software image and configuration file, and upgrade the system software as 


follows.  


Backing up the current system software image and configuration file 


1. Use the save command in any view to save current configuration information.  


<Sysname> save 
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The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[cfa0:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


cfa0:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


 Validating file. Please wait.... 


 The current configuration is saved to the active main board successfully. 


 Configuration is saved to device successfully. 


<Sysname> 


2. Use the dir command in user view to see information about the current software image and 


configuration file, and free storage space on the CF card. Make sure that the CF card has 


enough space to store the new image. 


<Sysname> cd cfa0:/ 


<Sysname> dir 


Directory of cfa0:/ 


 


   0     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:41:16   logfile 


   1     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:42:56   domain1 


   2     -rw-     66256  Jun 28 2011 14:43:40   p2p_default.mtd 


   3     -rw-      8694  Jun 28 2011 14:47:12   startup.cfg 


   4     -rw-      3432  Jun 28 2011 14:47:10   system.xml 


   5     -rw-  56861744  Jun 28 2011 14:37:46   main.bin 


 


1021808 KB total (964868 KB free) 


 


File system type of cfa0: FAT16 


 


<Sysname> 


The factory-default system software image is main.bin. The default configuration file is 


startup.cfg after you save configuration information.  


3. Use the ftp command to log in to the FTP server. Enter the username and password as 


prompted.  


<Sysname> ftp 192.168.1.1 


Trying 192.168.1.1 ... 


Press CTRL+K to abort 


Connected to 192.168.1.1. 


220 3Com 3CDaemon FTP Server Version 2.0 


User(192.168.1.100:(none)):user001 


331 User name ok, need password 


Password: 


230 User logged in successfully 


4. Use the put command in FTP client view to upload the current image main.bin to the FTP 


server for backup.  


[ftp] binary 


200 Type set to I 


 


[ftp] put main.bin                                                           


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,1,1,7,210)                               


150 "D:\test\main.bin" file ready to receive in ASCII mode                  
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226 Transfer finished successfully.                                             


FTP: 56861744 byte(s) sent in 119.674 second(s), 464.00Kbyte(s)/sec. 


                                                                              


[ftp] 


5. Use the put command in FTP client view to upload the configuration file startup.cfg to the FTP 


server for backup. 


[ftp] put startup.cfg                                                             


227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,1,7,177)                                  


125 "D:\test\startup.bin" file ready to receive in ASCII mode                      


226 Transfer finished successfully.                                             


FTP: 3054445 byte(s) sent in 3.828 second(s), 797.00Kbyte(s)/sec.                    


                                                                                 


[ftp] 


Upgrading system software 


1. Use the get command in FTP client view to download the new image update.bin from the 


TFTP server to the CF card of the router.  


[ftp] get update.bin 


                                                                                 


227 Entering passive mode (192,168,1,1,7,225)                                  


150 "D:\test\update.bin" file ready to sent (23861744 bytes) in ASCII mode       


226 Transfer finished successfully.                                            


FTP: 23861744 byte(s) received in 30.907 second(s), 772.00K byte(s)/sec.         


                                                                                 


[ftp] 


2. Use the quit command in FTP client view to return to user view. 


[ftp]quit 


221 Service closing control connection 


 


<Sysname> 


3. Use the boot-loader command in user view to set the new image update.bin as the main 


system software image used at the next startup.  


<Sysname> boot-loader file update.bin slot 0 main 


  This command will set the boot file. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


  The specified file will be used as the main boot file at the next reboot on slot 


0! 


<Sysname> 


4. Use the display boot-loader command in user view to view information about system 


software images.  


<Sysname> display boot-loader 


 The next primary boot file of chassis 1 slot  0 is: cfa0:/update.bin 


 The next backup boot file of chassis 1 slot  0 is: cfa0:/main.bin 


 The current boot file of chassis 1 slot  0 is: cfa0:/main.bin 


<Sysname> 


The output shows that the image to be used at the next startup is update.bin. 


5. Use the reboot command in user view to reboot the router.  


<Sysname> reboot 
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Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please 


wait.........DONE!  


 This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y   


  


 Now rebooting, please wait...  


<Sysname> 


System is starting...  


6. After the reboot, execute the display version command to verify that the new image has been 


loaded. 


Upgrading system software from BootWare menu 


BootWare main menu 


To access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, press Ctrl + B within three seconds after the " Press 


Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu..." prompt message appears. If you fail to do this, the system 


starts decompressing the system software. 


DDR2 SDRAM test successful. 


Press Ctrl+T to start five-step full RAM test... 


Press Ctrl+Y to start nine-step full RAM test... 


System is starting... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU 


Booting Normal Extend BootWare 


The Extend BootWare is self-decompressing................ 


Done! 


 


**************************************************************************** 


*                                                                          * 


*                   HP A8800 BootWare, Version 1.22                        * 


*                                                                          * 


**************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


 


Compiled Date       : Dec 13 2012 


CPU Type            : MPC8548E 


CPU L1 Cache        : 32KB 


CPU L2 Cache        : 512KB 


CPU Clock Speed     : 1000MHz 


Memory Type         : DDR2 SDRAM 


Memory Size         : 2048MB 


Memory Speed        : 400MHz 


BootWare Size       : 4MB 


Flash Size          : 128MB 


cfa0 Size           : 247MB 


NVRAM Size          : 1024KB 


BASIC CPLD Version  : 002 


EXTEND CPLD Version : 002 
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PCB Version         : Ver.B 


 


 


Board self testing........................... 


Board steady testing...                           [ PASS ] 


Board SlotNo...                                   [   1  ] 


Subcard exist testing...                          [ PASS ] 


DX246  testing...                                 [ PASS ] 


PHY88E1111  testing...                            [ PASS ] 


CPLD1 testing...                                  [ PASS ] 


CPLD2 testing...                                  [ PASS ] 


NS16550 register testing...                       [ PASS ] 


The switch's Mac address...                       [00:23:89:B5:4A:00] 


CF Card testing...                                [ PASS ] 


BootWare Validating... 


Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu... 


BootWare password: Not required. Please press Enter to continue. 


The following is the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu: 


Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Note: The current operating device is cfa0 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


 


===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                           | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                | 


|<4> File Control                                                          | 


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              | 


|<6> BootWare Operation Menu                                               | 


|<7> Clear Super Password                                                  | 


|<8> Storage Device Operation                                              | 


|<9> Product Special Operation                                             | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


============================================================================ 


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU 


Ctrl+F: Format File System 


Enter your choice(0-9): 


Table 7 EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu options 


Option Tasks 


<1> Boot System 


Run the system software without rebooting the device.  


Choose this option after completing operations in the 


EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


<2> Enter Serial SubMenu 


Download files with XMODEM and upgrade system software through 


the console port. 


Downloading files through the console port is slow. If possible, use the 


management Ethernet port instead. 
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Option Tasks 


<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu 
Download files with FTP or TFTP and upgrade system software through 


the management Ethernet port. 


<4> File Control 


 Display files on the current storage medium. 


 Set a system software image file as the primary, backup, or secure 


startup system software image. 


 Delete file to free storage space. 


<5> Restore to Factory Default 


Configuration 
Restore the factory-default configuration. 


<6> BootWare Operation Menu Back up, recover, and upgrade the BootWare image. 


<7> Clear Super Password 


Clear the console login password so you can access the system through 


the console port without authentication. 


This is a one-time operation and takes effective only for the first system 


boot or reboot after you choose this option. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, this option is not available. 


<8> Storage Device Operation 


Set the storage medium from which the MPU will start up. 


Set the storage medium where file operations are performed. This 


storage medium is referred to as the current storage medium" in this 


chapter. 


<9> Product Special Operation 


Change the system operating mode. 


Start the device with the factory-default configuration, ignoring all 


startup configuration files. 


<0> Reboot Reboot the device. 


 


Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console 


port 


1. In the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, enter 2. 


The Serial submenu appears: 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Update User Private File                                              | 


|<6> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-6): 


2. In the Serial submenu, enter 6. 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>============================= 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 
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|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-5):1 


3. Select the proper download baud rate. 


In this example, enter 1 to select 9600 bps. 


4. Change the baud rate of your terminal to match that set on the Serial submenu, close your 


connection to the device and then reestablish the connection to make the terminal's baud rate 


change take effect, and press Enter. 


The Serial submenu appears again: 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Update User Private File                                              | 


|<6> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-6):2 


If your terminal is running Windows 98, change the baud rate before closing the connection. If 


your terminal is running Windows 2000, you must close the connection before you can 


change the setting. 


5. Select an option as required. 


In this example, enter 2 to download a system software image to the current storage medium 


as the main image: 


Please Select File . 


XMODEM downloading ...CCC 


6. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window. In the dialog box that appears, click 


Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from the Protocol list. 
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Figure 2 File transmission dialog box  


 
 


7. Click Send.  


The following dialog box appears: 


Figure 3 File transfer progress 


 
 


After the file transfer is complete, the Serial submenu appears again. You can choose other 


options as required. 


Using TFTP to upgrade system software through the 


Ethernet interface 


In this example, the device acts as the TFTP client. 


1. Connect the device to the intended TFTP server through the device's management Ethernet 


interface and obtain the IP address of the intended TFTP server. Connect your terminal to the 


device's console port. 


You can use the same PC for the two purposes. 


2. On the intended TFTP server, run TFTP server and specify the working path for software 


upgrade. 


3. Run the terminal emulation program on the terminal, reboot the device, and enter the 


EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


4. In the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, enter 3. 
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==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================= 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Update User Private File                                              | 


|<6> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-6):6 


5. To download a file, enter 6 to modify Ethernet port settings. 


==========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================= 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|         Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                   | 


========================================================================== 


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) :TFTP 


Load File Name         :bootware 


                       :test.bin 


Target File Name       :bootware 


                       :test.bin 


Server IP Address      :192.168.1.1 


Local IP Address       :192.168.1.253 


Gateway IP Address     :0.0.0.0 


After you complete the modification, the Ethernet submenu appears again. 


==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================= 


|Note:the operating device is cfa0                                         | 


|<1> Download Application Program To SDRAM And Run                         | 


|<2> Update Main Application File                                          | 


|<3> Update Backup Application File                                        | 


|<4> Update Secure Application File                                        | 


|<5> Update User Private File                                              | 


|<6> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-6):2 


6. In the Ethernet submenu, enter 2 to download the specified image file to the device. 


Loading................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


..................................Done! 


47979456 bytes downloaded! 


Updating File cfa0:/test.bin.............................................. 


.......................................................................... 
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.......................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


............................................... 


..Done! 


After the file transfer is complete, the Ethernet submenu appears again. You can choose other 


options as required. 


Using FTP to upgrade system software through the Ethernet 


interface 


In this example, the device acts as the FTP client. 


1. Connect the device to the intended FTP server through the device's management Ethernet 


interface and obtain the IP address of the intended TFTP server. Connect your terminal to the 


device's console port. 


You can use the same PC for the two purposes. 


2. On the intended FTP server, run FTP server, specify the working path for software upgrade, 


and configure an FTP user account. 


3. Run the terminal emulation program on the terminal, reboot the device, and enter the 


EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


4. Perform steps 4 to 6 in the procedure described in "Using TFTP to upgrade system software 


through the Ethernet interface." 


Handling upgrade failures 


If an upgrade failure occurs, the router operates using the original version. 


Follow these steps to handle upgrade failure: 


1. Check that physical ports are correctly connected. 


2. Check that the HyperTerminal settings are correct for console login. 


3. Check the HyperTerminal output for errors. The following shows some possible errors.  


 You selected a baud rate other than 9600 bps, but did not set the baud rate on 


HyperTerminal. 


 You typed an incorrect TFTP server IP address, filename, or directory. 


 You typed an incorrect FTP server IP address, filename, file directory, FTP username, or 


password. 


4. Check that FTP or TFTP server software is running and has correct settings.  


5. Check that the flash has enough memory to store the downloaded files. 


6. If a message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, check that the file is usable.  
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